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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

NEW ENERGY TWO, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; NEW ENERGY THREE,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner-Appellants,

v.
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Respondent,
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IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
Intervenor-Respondent.
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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)
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BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 20

IDAHO

POWER®
M !DACORP Compary

3,

0

Randy C. Allphin
Sr.
Contract Coordinator
Tel: (208) 388-26!4

ra l!~hin(wJdahoQ9wer,com

The New Energy Company LLC
Attn: Laura Knothe
8720 Vic Lane
Middleton ID 83644

RE:

Letter of Understanding
''"'"'«••rFanns Dairy- Proposed A.naerobic Digester Project

:\1s. Knothe,
Sum.-narized below is a brief outline of the purchase power agreement, interconnection process
="'...""'"'""·"" capacity requirements for your proposed generation project.

Purchase Power Agreement
The project you have described appears to be
for a purchase power
under the
ruide1ines
tor
a
QualifYing
Facility
as
det1..'1ed
by
the
Public
Utilities
L'-I:'JI;U.t<uut
6
i,Pl.JRPA), At the time you are ready to proceed with a
this
Idaho Power will prepare a purchase power agreement
with the current rules aud
regulations that govern these PlJRPA agreements, any draft purchase power agreements
provided to you for review must be updated to incl.ude current rules and regulations.

Prior to Idaho Power executing a purchase power agreement it will be required that you have:
1.) Provided documentation that substantiates that the project has
for mt<~fC\)illl,ect
;md is in compliance with any payments and/or other requirements specified in the
interconnection process for this project and;

0 Box 70 Boise, Idaho 83707

l22l W Idaho St. Boise, Idaho 33702.

Received and

for

project

Returned a signed copy of ~:Pis letter of
information to enable Idaho Power lo ille
for this project.
Application Questionnaire wiH ",.""""''"
~.)

Cont1nnation that the results of the initial transmission capacity application are lr..'1own
;:md the project accepts these results and intends to continue with the development of
'he project including, if applicable, execution of a Network Resource
Study Agreement in the form enclosed herein.

Your
wlll be
for all costs of physically interconnecting the project to the
Idaho Power electrical
and any costs associated with acquiring adequate firm transmission
on the Idaho Power transmission
to enable the project's energy to he delivered to
Idaho Power customers.

Your project v•ill be required to complete the interconnection process and execute a
Generation Interconnection Agreement ("GIA''}.

To sell your project's energy to Ida.'lo Power, your project must be rlesigrrated as a
:-Ietwork Resource ("Dl'>l"R.").

1n order for this project to achieve DNR status, Idaho Power is required to make a
request (complete and file an application) and be granted firm transmission ----,...--··y
from the Idaho Power delivery business unit ("Delivery") to move your
energy
from the physical interconnection point to Idaho Power customers. In accordance w1th
various rules and
the project must be granted DNR status no later than
60 days prior to the project delivering any energy to Idaho Power.
Idaho Power will begin this firm transmission capacity application process only after
the project has returned a signed copy of this letter of understanding and all of the
information required for Idaho Power to t1le this application (see attached Transmission
Capacity Application QucstiOIL.'lllire).

After filing a complete fl.rm transmission capacity application with Delivery, Idaho
Power will receive notification back from Delivery wittlin 30 days that: (a) adequate
transmission capacity is available fbr this project without the need to construct upgrades;
or (b) a transmission capacity system impact study is required to determine the available
transmission capacity and/or required upgrades; or {c) a statement of the required
:ransmission upg.Tades and the associated costs. Idaho Power wHl notify the project of
this response to the transmission capacity application in a timely manner after the
is received from

P 0 Box 70 Boise, Idaho 83707

22! W ldaho St. Soise, idaho 83702

If the response from
available), the project will be
m execute a
Idaho Power within 30 days in order to retnm 1his
in items {b) or (c) (studies required

wiU he required to execute a Network Resource
copy attached
your information) and submit all
or fees within 15
after receiving notification of this requirement
in order tor
Pow~~r to continue the transmission capacity request. This Network
Resource Integration Study Agreement will specify that the project will be respor.s1ble
after the studies
for costs incurred by idaho Power to pertbrm any required studies.
(Ire concluded the project wishes to continue the pursuit of transmission capacity, the
project wiU also be responsible tor all transmission system upgrade costs identified
\Vithln the studies. The fees and costs will be in the form of both initial deposits as well
actual costs. if at any
the Network Resource Integration Study
A!lrre~~m~ent the
does nor pay any required fees, or elects to stop the transmission
;tudy or upgrade process, the
shaU be responsible fur all costs incurred by Idaho
Power in performing the studies or upgrades up to the point of termination of the
Network Resource Integration Study Agreement.
successful completion of the above described transmission capacity upgrade
However, in
order to fmalize this transmission capacity reservation, a purchase power agreement
30 days after the tr.msmission capacity
with Idaho Power must be executed no later
'lpgrades are completed. If the purchase power agreement is not executed by this
deadline, the transmission capacity reservation wiH be released and this process will
have to be repeated if the project later requests transmission capacity.

process, a trans:mission capacity reservation will exist for this

this transmission capacity acquisition and associated Network
must be completed, at the minimum, 60
to the
any tmergy to Idaho Power. In addition, the project must provide routine
updates to Idaho Power of the expected online date of the generation project to ensure
Idaho Power is capable of accepting the energy from the project on the actual date the
project comes orJine.
Resource

P 0 Box 70 Boise. !daho 83707

! 221 W Idaho St. 3oise, !Jaho 33702

Please return all

information to:
Idaho Power Company
,\ttn: Randy C. Allpl'-Jn
PO Box 70
Boise, ID 83707
E-mail: rallphin(~idahopower.com

Sincerely,

:!landy C Allphin
Idaho Power Company

or

Apn I

'2010

Print Name
TiHe

0 Box 70 Boise, Idaho 83707

1221 W Idaho St.

cdaho 83702

Transmission Capacity Application Questionnaire
rPnwn'm"''nm as of the date of the tetter transmitting rhis request. if addit!onallnfcrmatfon

the project

of the additfonai information requirements.

A.

Project Location

Project Developer
Name
Address
City I State I Zip
Phone Number
E-mail

D.

Idaho Power Delivery Business unit Interconnection ''Que" reference number (!f not known,
please contact the Idaho Power Interconnection group)

Evidence of the Project's good standing status In the Idaho Power Interconnection Process

F.

Copy of the Idaho Power Interconnection feasibility study and a statement from the
that
project has accepted the results of the interconnection feasibility study and is continuing
the process of Interconnecting and developing
generation project.

L

J.

VAR capability (both leading and lagging) of all generators ,

q ~ IJJ~

identification of the control area(s} from which the

L.

Ust any periods of restricted operations throughout the year

M.

Maintenance schedule

0.

Normal operating level of each generation unit. _ _---~.l-...:::.0..::.0.::::.....1-1-~o~-----------

D

Any must-run generation unit designations required for system reliability or contractual reason

I

r

0

~

k

--1-n. ~ l 06 )/o of: +t.-e
r\e_e.d
be_ t:pu a..:hoY-a..( crl o.L\

9r~

the

-t~ ~s.

)

Approximate variable generation cost ($/MWh)

Note- thfs will be estimated en&rgy pricing from a potential

purchase power agreement that this project may be eligible for.

R.

If the generation resource is to
located in the Idaho Power Balancing Authority Area and if
only a portion of the resource output ls to be designated as a Network Resource, then
arrangements governing sale and delivery of additional output to third parties.

S.

If the project is not directly interconnected to the Idaho Power transmission system, provide
the transmission provider(s) name, Point of Receipt, Point of Delivery and the transmission
reservation number for all of the transmission providers required to deliver the project's energy

to Idaho Power.
Transmission Provider(s) Name

--1-+t-..L..-----------------------

Palnt of Receipt
Point of Delivery

Transmiss1on Reservation Number(s)

if the project is directly interconnected to the Idaho Power transmission system, provide the
Point of Receipt, physical location and voltage.

!s the project committed to execute a purchase power agreement with Idaho Power upon a
favorable resolution of the identified interconnection and transmission costs?

Yss~

NoD

Is any portion of the maximum capacity identified for this project committed to any other party?
Yes

0

0

NETWORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT
Agreement is made and entered into this __ day of _ __
Power Company ("Idaho Power" or "Company") through

between
Supply

business

unit

("Power

Supply")

Power

and

(Developer"). Power Supply and Developer may hereinafter be referred to individually
as ·'Party" or collectively as "Parties."

A.

Developer has advised

Supply that

generating facility that would meet the criteria for a Qualifying

energy

to sell

be generated' by

QF to

to develop a

("QF") as that

Power as a non-interruptible

designated network resource ("DNRn).

B.

.. ln>".. order
for. the QF to be classified as a DNR and for Idaho Power to
'
;

~I I ;

,

purchase the energy to
integration

impact study ("SIS") must be performed by Idaho Power's delivery

business unit rD~IIveryQ).

The SIS will identify the need and associated costs for

Delivery to install facilities, including "upgrades" (as that term Is defined in Idaho Power
Company's Schedule 72), to allow the QF to operate as a DNR and deliver firm energy
to the Company's load centers.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's rules

require that Power Supply make the request to Delivery to perform the SIS. Delivery
bill Power Supply for the costs incurred to perform the SIS.

~lE1WORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT • 1

AGREEMENTS:
1,,

Developer

requests that Power Supply

to conduct a SIS for determining
Company.

cost

for

OF's becoming a DNR for the

Developer agrees to pay all charges associated \Vith any analyses
are reasonably necessary to evaluate

on

Impact of

Power's transmission system.
in

for Power Supply to initiate a

Developer must submit

astimated SIS cost of-~---- within

(1

amount is based on >beliver/s

Agreement.

cost

performing the SIS, lncludlng appropriate loading and

necessitated due to reasons beyond ,fhe control of
Developer of the

Power Supply will advise

If any.

Upon

this Agreement executed by Developer, payment of the

amount <:!n&::.r!T!t:V'I in paragraph
complete the

and

of

overheads. Should

3.

this

and all information required to enable Power Supply to

request,, Power Supply will submit the necessary request and

documentation to Delivery to commence the SIS.

Subject to Developer's providing

requested information and making any requested supplemental payments in a timely
manner, Delivery will perform the SIS with due di!igence. Power Supply will respond to
Developer's reasonable requests for information regarding an estimated completion
for the SIS and, if necessary, with an explanation of why additional time Is required
to complete the SIS.

~~ETVvORK

RESOURCE INTEGRATION

AGREEMENT - 2

Following completion of

4.
provided to
for

a copy of the completed SIS

PmNer Supply and Developer shall then reconcile the payments
payments made by Developer. The

and "true-up" any over or

total charge to Developer for

SIS will not exceed the actual cost of the SIS as billed

Delivery to Power Supply.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement
effective on the first day written above.

DEVELOPER

:lET\NORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT~ 3

EFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 21

The

ew Energy Company, LLC
,3720 Vic Lme
\11ddler.on, 10 8366

:'hone: 208.S9(t$783
c,x; 20!LS85. 9016

2, 2010
Rowena Bishop
Idaho Power Company
221 W Idaho Street
Boise ID 83702
Re: Facility Study l\greements for Projects 307 and 308 and Interconnection Application for additional capacity for ProJeCt 309
Dear Ms. Bishop:
Please find enclosed the following applications and applicable deposits:

Facility Study Agreement and deposit in the amount of
$11,740 for Project 307, Swager Dairy Digester
Facility Study Agreement and deposit in the amount of
$11,250 for Project 308, Double B Dairy Digester
Interconnection Application and deposit in the amount of
$1000 for additional capacity of 1.6 MW (for a total of 4.0
MW) for Project 309, Rock Creek Dairy Digester.
Please contact me at 208.890.8783 if additional information is required.
Thank you,

Laura Knothe, PE
The New Energy Company, LLC

e-mail:
1ura@thenewenergycompany.com

Facilities Study A.greement
into this
day of April,
Limited Liability t:omPID1'
----·o ("Interconnection Customer!') and Idaho
under the
the State of Idaho ("Transmission
Transmission Provider each may be referred to as a
,~ntcw.~•<~

collectively as the "Parties."

RECITALS
\VHEREAS,
Interconnection
is proposing to develop a Small '·"'-"'"''''"''u.,
Small Generating Facility consistent with the
or
capacity addition to an
Interconnection Request
by the Interconnection Customer
and
WHEREAS, the Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small Generating Facility
Transmission
Transmission System~
'¥VHEREAS,
Provider has completed a system impact study and provided
of said study to the Interconnection Customer; and
'rVHEREAS, the Interconnection Customer has requested
Transmission Provider to nP'rTnrm
""""H'"~"'" study to
estimate
cost of the equipment, engineering, procurement
system
in
.:onstruction work needed to implement the conclusions of
accordance
Good Utility
to physically and electrically connect the Small
Gl!nerating Facility \vith the
Provider's Transmission System.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of and subject to the mutual covenants contained herein
:he Parties agreed as

LO

When used in this Agreement, with initial capitalization,
the meanings indicated or
meanings specified in the
[nteroonnection Procedures.
and
Trtmsmission Provider
cause a
Tbe Interconnection Customer
facilities study consistent with the standard Srnali Generator Interconnection Procedures
to be performed in accordance with the Open Access Transmission

3.0

Ibc scope of the facilities study shall be subject to data provided in Attachment A to this
Agreement.
facilities study shall specify <md estimate the cost the equipment,
procurement and construction work (including overheads) needed to
wnciusions of the system impact study(s).
The facilities study shall also identify (I)
electrical switcl>jng coniigumtion
equipment, includL'1g, without limitation, transformer, switchgear.
station equipment,
nature and estimated cost of the Transmission

the

Transmission Provider may propose to group facilities required
Interconnection
order to ~u'"""'.u•·w
any
Customer may
its own Small Generating Facility if it is
A deposit of $11,740.00 is
·~ustomer.

cases where Upgrades are required, the facilities study must be completed
45
Days of the receipt of this Agreement. in cases where no
are
are limited to Interconnection Facilities,
and the required
study must be completed within 30 Business Days.

us1.ne~;s

the facilities study is completed, a facilities study report shaH be
and
transmitted to the Interconnection Customer. Barring unusual circumstances, the
study mu::Jt be completed and the 1acilities study report
within 30
;:Justness Days of the Interconnection Customer's agreement to conduct a facilities
shall be based on
fransmission Provider's actual costs and
to
interconnection Customer after the study is completed and
include a summary of professional time.
Interconnection Customer must pay any study costs that exceed the deposit without
interest VIii thin 30 calendar days on receipt of the invoice or resolution
any dispute. If
aeJJOstt eJ{ceeds the invoiced fees, the Transmission Provider shall ret1md such excess
"":ithin 30 calendar
ofthe invoice wimout interest.
IN WITNESS WHEREOll', the Parties have caused this Agreement to be duly "'A'-'"'"'"'"'
authorized officers or
on the day and year first above written.

Transmission Provider:
Idaho Power Company - Oelivery

Interconnection Customer:

Signed:

4 I t,;.f/ro

Attachment A to
Facilities Study Agreement

Data to Be Provided by the [nterconnection Customer
\Vith the Facilities Study Agreement
the plant and station
etc.
transmission

L

'-'1'-'·~·~•.u_.,

indicate
generation capacity attached at each
(Maximum load on CT/PD
rhe one-line diagram, indicate the location of auxiliary power. (Minimum
CT/PT)
set of metering is required for each generation connection to the new ring
Transmission Provider station. Number of generation connections:

J.

on

or

WHI an alternate source of auxiliary power he available during CT/PT maJnten:mc:e·

___ No ··-~··~··-··-----'-'-~
4.

a transfer bus on
generation side
...... ~""''u....... for the total plant""'''"''.."""''".,
indicate on the one-line diagram).

5.

\Vhat type of control system or

will be located at the Small Generating

What protocol does the control system or PLC use?
~~fodbus

7

S.

or other if

proviJe a 7~5-minute qu.adranglc map of the site. Indicate the plant, station,
transmission line, and property lines.
Physical dimensions of

proposed interconnection station:

1

l'BD

L

2.

the

(Painted on tower leg)*:

third party easements required tor transmission

completed in coordination with Transmission Provider.

3.

Generating Facility located in
please provide name of local provider:

-------·
l ~.

Please provide the toll owing proposed schedute dates:
Construction
Step-Up Transformers
Feed Power
Generation Testing
Commercial Operation

Project #307 Swager Farms

Leg en

Cap·c:t

- - ':O';R

r~

nkP. aj1 hon

I~

V Tr:<lr:sm,.;s,o n

1ne

EFORETHE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC ..E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 22

7,2010

~be

,\_ttn:
8720 Vic Lane

83644

tbr Pick up at Idaho Power on May 7, 2010

letter E-mail copy:
Laure Knothe

Dean J.
Rc:

IVliller
Farms Digester,

:aural@thenewenergycompany.com
joe.mcdevitt-miller.com

#31616130

:Vis.

are aware on March 16, 2010, the Idaho Public Utilities Commission (IPUC) issued Order
I 025 which revised the Published Avoided Cost rates. These rates are
energy prices
Power is required to
in Pu1tPA purchase power agreements for projects less
·nn•nu'"" MW.
Order was very specific in stating that any contracts executed
March
20 l 0, must have the new energy pricing.

in

to the Swager Farms Digester project, our records indicate that

to
to

interconnection feasibility study had been completed
progress through the interconnection process.

Intbrmation from the project required to complete and tile
transm1sswn
1pplication had been provided. Subsequently
transmission applications were filed and
Power received cont1rmation that contingent upon execution of both a Generation
Interconnection Agreement (GIA) and purchase power agreement, transmission capacity is
available for this project.

c.) A PlJRPA purchase power agreement was materially complete and except for routine final
processing, an agreement ;,vou1d have been executed prior to March 16,2010.

Box 70 (83707)
Vtl irl;!)hh .:;r

At this time Idaho Power is willing to execute the attached PURP A purchase power agreement that
contains the energy prices that were in effect prior to IPUC order 31025 issued on March 16, 2010
contingent upon the project returning fully executed agreements to Idaho Power prior to 5 PM
,\1ountain time, on May 24,2010.
receipt from you of the three signed copies of the PL'RP A purchase power agreement
,,ou.'"1'-'o"'"'"' with this letter by the above due
I will arrange for
the agreement to
Idaho Power Company management tor their signature. I will return to you one fully executed
copy for your records, and Idaho Power will prepare and file a copy with the Idaho Public Utilities
Commission (IPUC) requesting approval of the agreement Idaho Power will keep the third copy
our records.
If ail three copies of the PlJRPA purchase power agreement are not executed and received by Idaho
by the time and date specit1ed above, this specific agreement (which includes the pre March
:2010 PURPA
prices) will :10
be available for this project Idaho Power 'Nlll
update any future proposed PlJRPA agreements tor this project to be in accordance with all current
applicable rules, regulations and energy pricing.
use one ofthe following addresses to return the executed agreements to Idaho Power:

US Mail:

Overnight .\failing Address;

Idaho Power Company
Attn: Randy Allphin
Box 70
Boise, ID 83707

Ida.l,o Power Company
Attn: Randy Allphin
1221 W Idaho
Boise, ID 83702

This agreement as with all PURPA purchase power agreement will require Idaho Public
Commission (IPUC) approvaL Only after both parties have executed this agreement and the !PUC
has approved the agreement, as specified within the agreement, shall the agreement be considered
to be effective and a binding commitment shall exist between the parties.

you

any questions please do not hesitate to contact me.

C. Allphin
Senior Energy Contract Coordinator
388-2614

E-mail: @]JJLhinidlidahopovJer.com
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Afl i!'JACORP CompaiW

:vnddleton,lD
Report-

Facility
Dear Ms.
completed the Facility
please find a Draft

your Generator
[am

Report
design and
Interconnection
working with you to

Construction or order
u1;,'~.ou~•;:, credit
at your
proceed \vith

for
Idaho
funding. Please
Once we receive funding, or
of the project.
approxirnately 90 days subsequent to

t!r underpayment at that time.

[ look lbrward to

Sincerely,

Eric Hackett

Attachment:

Farms

R Bishop/IPC
K ~Joc/lPC
A Sloan/IPC

Draft Facility Study Report with

DR1\FT

Generator Interconnection
Facility Study
for

August 17, :!010

RAFT- FACILITY STUDY REPORT (FSR)
wager Farms Dairy Digester
#307
,\ugust 17, :!010

1.

General Facility Description
kV
associated

Customer:

\ Standard Generator
Transmission Tariff

Interconnection Paint
IntcrctJnnection Poim for the
Farms
will be the low-side
on the padmounted transformer
1). The
location is in T10S Rl
Section 21
nf Twin E1lls County, Idaho. A drawing identifying the Puint of [nterconnccrion is attached.

3.

Point of Change of Ownership
The Point of Change of Ownership
the
on the padmountcd tnmstormer

~-

farms Dairy

Project

Interconnection Details
equipment includes. i;ut
and control. md
the Ccnerator.

the

of

<S

not limited to.

he

low-~,ide

4.1

Customer's Interconnection Facilities

ten i i

of lhe

the lero

Monitoring Information
!J the Interconnection
the fdaho Power
'0

4.3.4 Easements
rome is ckt._;rmined.

4.4

Idaho Power Company's Interconnection

mounted
isolation mterface. power
~wtt...::h

and ::urge

ro faci litatc

Customer is

Scope of Upgrades,,
bank on the
Substation. ·
the

feeder

for details.

90%
the summer and \.vimer
t1ickcr
\le limited to less than 5% Ds measured at the point of
current cannot exceed +6 Amps during '>tart up at the
to ·'rm1 the

w1t.h the

Yo

and Current

Recommended Practices wui
Harmonic

meet

5.

Budget
rhe tiJlJowing gooJ fa ith eStimateS are provided in 2010 dollars:

Estimated Cost & Ownership:

Pro'iided by the customer (tncludi.ng low-side disconnect swi tch)

N/A

Customer

N/A
lnterconnection Facilities:
Overhead Generation fnterconnection Package

:PC'

~200,000

[_;nJ erground Equipment and 1500 kVA Transformer

!PC

~60, 000

$:260,09~)\

HJ.T,\Lj_
Upgrades to Distribution: .....

···'!,..

\JO.OOO.,!

:-lew Capaci tor

~13 0,00(~

;

"l

···j

Construction Hudget .i'in:~eHne::
$290,000 ;

GRAND TOTAL

$290,000 !

>

~~--------------------L
___
"'

>

"~---;:!
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WESTERN
STATES
'JIIestem Slates Equipment C11mpany

Over! ann Road
e:J6a2

\1eridian, ID

···"T'""'"""'" ioft't:e)
:':8,884~2308 \fax)

LETTER OF GUARANTEE

Reference:

Swager Farms

Subject:

Financial guarantee for the payment of Liquidated Damages payable under the Firm
Energy Sales Agreement for Swager Farms, Project Number 31616130.

Vl/e, the undersigned, Western States Equipment Company, an Idaho corporation ("Guarantor') hereby
:leclare !hat we irrevocably and unconditionally guarantee as primary guarantor on behalf of New
LLC ("Customer") with its place of business at 8720 Vic lane, Middleton ID, the full and prompt
payment when due of the payment obligations of Customer to idaho Power Company C'ldaho Power') in the
amount of eighty-one thousand dollars ($81,000.00). This Guarantee is provided to cover Customer's
payment obligations to idaho Power under paragraph 5.3 and 5.4 of the Firm Energy Sales Agreement for
the Swager Farms, Project Number 31616130 {hereafter referred to as "the Agreement").
Payment shall be made by Guarantor to Idaho Power hereunder when demand for such payment is made
Idaho Power upon the failure of Customer to meet its obligations under paragraph 5,8 of the Agreement
regarding the failure to meet the scheduled operation date as defined in Appendix "8". Payment shaH be
unconditional and absolute and without objection or legal proceedings and, without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, shall not be released, discharged or otherNise affected by any modification, amendment,
waiver, extension of or supplement to the Agreement. any change in the corporate existence of the
Customer or Guarantor, or any insolvency, bankruptcy, reorganization or ether similar proceedings affecting
the Customer or its assets, or the Guarantor.. This Guarantee is a guarantee of payment and not merely of
collection and Guarantor agrees that its obligations hereunder are of a primary obligor and not merely of a
surety. The Guarantor agrees that Idaho Power may resort to the Guarantor for payment of the obligation
·t~hether or not Idaho Power has resorted to any collateral security, or shall have proceeded against
Customer or any other obligor principally or secondarily obligated with respect to the obligation. All
payments hereunder by Guarantor shall be made without set-off or counterclaim in U.S. dollars in
immediately available funds.
This Guarantee shalt remain in force until New Energy has, to the satisfaction of Idaho Power, under the
:erms of paragraph 5.2 of the Agreement, achieved the Operation Date or until Guarantor is released from
this Guarantee pursuant to paragraph 5.8.2 of the Agreement

Spokane, WA

Meridian, lD

Twin fa!!.s, ([)

ii.12·flf38·2287

JJ8-734-733G

Pasco. WA
'l:J9 5tl7·9:J41

Pocatello, lD
Pendleton. OR
5812

idaho Falls, 10
laGrande. OR
/!1 ·363·Hl1

Lawislon. iO
~.1issoula.

MT

JfJ5:J

This Guarantee is 90vemed by the law applicable to the Agreement The courts havmg jurisdiction for
matters
to the Agreement shall have jurisdiction in respect of matters relating to this guarantee.
This Guarantee may not be amended, supplemented or modified, nor any of the terms and conditions
1ereof waived, except by a written instrument executed by the Guarantor and Idaho Power.
This Guarantee is effective as of the date executed below.

Done at Meridian, iD an August 30, 2010

Tom Harris
.::cresident
'Nestem States Equipment Company
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16, 2010
Laura Knothe
fhe New Energy Company
:s720 Vic Lane
lUUJi<etuu, lD 83644
;(e: Swager Farms Dairy

Project Final

Study Report - Project #307

Dear Ms. Knothe:
[daho Power Company (IPC) has completed the Facility Study cost estimate tor your Generator
fnterconnection project. Attached please tind the Final
Study Report (FSR). I am
wailable to discuss rhe FSR, and
Construction arrangements ior the proJect.
This report will be used to prepare a draft Generator [nterconnection
in preparation
tor Construction. Rowena Bishop will be working with you to finalize the Interconnection

Before we can
Construction or order
you are responsible for contacting Idaho
Power's credit department to discuss credit
for construction funding. Please
contact
Noe (208-388-5736) at your earliest convenience. Once we receive funding, or
the credit requirement is met, we can proceed with construction of the project.
The actual construction and labor charges wiH be finalized approximately 90 days subsequent to
project completion. We will reconcile any over- or underpayment at that time.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,

Eric Hackett
Project Leader
Attachment: Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project Final Facility Study
Cr'"

R Bishop/!.PC
K Noc!IPC
:\ Sloan/[PC

vvith

FIN1\L
Generator Interconnection
Facility Study Report

Dairy Digester Project- Project #307

County,

September

:!010

F NAL- FACILITY STUDY REPORT (

R)

Swager Farms Dairy
Project #307
16, 2010
1.

General Facility Description
Idaho

Interconnection Point
Point

will be

R1
is attached.

Point of Change of Ownership
Point of Change of 0\vnership for the
on
padmounted tr.,,,t·"'"'"'"'

4.

Dairy Digester

Interconnection Details
system
electrically located on
maintained
of the Point

Pnvver.

is not
to,
:md communications/telemetry.
the

the

4.1

Project Team

An

4.2

Customer's Interconnection Facilities
and conduit between the generators and the padmounted transformer,
auxiliary equipment. Interconnection
measures, and
underground tacilities to the Point of
of Ownership for the ''"'~"'·,t,.,,.
low-side disconnect switch should
lockable. within ten
and
to Idaho Power personnel.

4.3

Other Facilities Provided by Interconnection Customer
1 Telecommunications
interconnection
f,'Cneration interconnection site and a location. or locations,
of the circuits will
and
dial-up circuit to
Customer IS responsible for supplying and
installation
phone lines and
the monthly qervice
communication circuits will need to
into the Idaho Power system.

4.3.2 Ground Fault Equipment
The customer will install ground fault
equipment that
;equence
current to 20 amps at the Interconnection Point.

limit

4.3.3 Monitoring Information
If !he Inlercom1ection
requires the
to monitor
Idaho Power recloser in the generation interconnection "~'·"~'"'"
to supply their own communications circuit to the control

4.3.4 Easements
Interconnection Customer
secure underground and
Swager Farms Dairy once a specific route is determined. Idaho
documentation.

zero

4.4

Idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities

Fulls County,

install (and subsequ!!ntly mvn a.'1d
Grounded
I Grounded
padmounted
and underground cables will be installed from the
Protective
installed to

2" conduit

installed alongside the underground primary to
to the customer about the recloser. (The Interconnection
providing and installing the appropriate cable.)

4.5

Scope of Upgrades
Idaho Power will install a new capacitor bank on the
\Vest
existing Clover Substation.
the~ ...~....,.. ~
106. sheet 2 of for details.

4. 7

Operational Limitations
Interconnection Customer will be able to modify
the Intercmmection Point with no impact upon the '""'"''·«tu-,
the generation facilities are electrically isolated from the lransmission
project must be controlled to operate at a lagging power factor
md spring months and between
and 98% during the summer
schedule provided by fdal10 Power. V ultage 11icker
interconnection.
,}peration will be limited to less than 5% as measured at the point
12.5 kV
to occur, the current cannot exceed 46 Amps during stmt up at
This forces the generating facility to start the generar.ors separately.
project is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and
found in
Standard 519~ J 992 Jf:EE Recommended
l farmonic Control in Electrical Power S'ystems.

3

leveL

Budget
20 0

are

Cost & Ownership:

Generation Facilities:
Customer

the customer

TOTAL
f ntercomrectiolt F acilitiet>:

!PC

Ovc:rhead Generation Interconnection

lPC

and 500 kVA Transfunner

T0'£4L
!PC

TOTAL

S290,000!

GRAND TOTALi

Final Facility .'ltudy Report Submitted to Customer
Construction Funds Received
11

10

!PC

Order 1'Yfaterials
lPCO Construction Completion
lPCO Test and Commission Equipment Completion
Commercial Operation

Construction Budget Timeline:

feb 2010- April 2011

GRAND T0'£4L

$290,000
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:vliddleton, lD

:te:

Project

B

&

Dear Laura:
and a draft Generator
This GlA is part
the fdaho Public
and modify Lrrcse schedules
idaho Power's
you
like to
a
contact me as soon as possible.
the

items must

provided to me on or

Insurance certitication
uu,uc~'"" arrangements/construction funding
preferred method of funding is full deposit upfront; payment arrangements may be
If you have not
done so, ~==-==:.::.::..~~=-"==;:,.,..>.;;::;,;::..:;:_:=..:'-"...;.:::..:..L~===
fdaho Power's credit
or the credit requirement
of the project.
actual construction and
<pproximately 90 days sl!bsequent to project completion.
;'\IOTE- v\'hile the Generator Interconnection process
studies) we are
through
any necessary
that may
to move your Project energy to load, it does not secure the transmission
to
GlA only provides for the physical connection of the project output to the generator
point of interconnection v,;ith Idaho Power's grid. It
cover
;en11ce to transfer your
output across the connection point or to
ultimate load.
Pni'"TUV is required to be secured to
\n additional agreement providing
to fduho Power
your energy from
point of interconnection
energy purchaser must arrange tor
orior to ;.;ommerc1al ooeration. This would include
J.

....

2

:;how

the

?(

:towena Bishop
Operations

-#
& #308
Swager Farms Project# 307
Double B Dairy
if

Cc:

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307

Power Company

October 25, 2010

ENERATOR INTERCONNECTION AGREETv1ENT
Schedule

SWAGER FARMS DAIRY DIGESTER

1.

MW

ROJECT
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Generator Interconnection Agreement {"Agreement") under Idaho
Company's
1:>
affective as of the
of
, 201 0
bel:v'.;een
· - - - - · - - ' ("Seller" or "The Project") and Idaho Power Company - Delivery

72

.4.
will own or operate a Generation Facility that
Power's Commission-approved Schedule 72 and any successor ::;chedule,
B.
Attachment 1.

Generation

for service under Idaho

is more particularly descrtbed in

1.
Capitalized terms used herein shall have the same
Agreement.

n"'t::•<:l.ninr"''

as

n.:>I'IM.O•H

2.
Terms and Conditions
Tl1is Agreement and Schedule 72 nr"'""""'"'
Generation Facility will
transmission/distribution system. Terms oPJ'!nF.•n wr<''"",.,'""rt'
this Agreement. If there is any cont7ict t1el'WG•en
Schedule 72 shall prevat1.

in ,.. ""'"~·"''

or in the body

and conditions under which the
parallel with, the Company's
the same defined meaning in
nrt.~t511rl.Ol"lf and Schedule

3.
Purchase of ""''""'""'"
agreements.
Company and Seller.

may require will be covered under separate
to affect any other agreement benveen the

4.
Attached to
and Costs of the Generation Facility, Interconnection

~=~=.:.::......=:. ,~
ar-tltTf""'"

One-line Diagram Depicting the Generation Facility, Interconnection
and Upgrades.

<.:.:c:.=.:.:.::..:..:::;.:.:.:,_,_ - Additional Operating Requirements for the Company's Transmission
System Needed to Support the Seller's Generation Facility.

Attachment 6 - Description of Upgrades required to integrate the Generation Factlity and
Best Estimate of Upgrade Costs.
5.

Effective Date, Term, Termination and Disconnection.

!daho Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement # 307
Page 2 qf 9

LP .U.C. No. 29, Tariff No. 101

5.1
Term of Agreement. Unless terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions
of this Agreement, this Agreement shall become effective on the date specified above and
remain effective as long as Seller's Generation FaciUty is eligible for service under Schedule 72.

5.2

_Termination.

5. 2. 1 Seller may voluntarily terminate this Agreement upon expiration or
:ermination of an agreement to sell power to the Company.

5. 2. 2
Section 6. 5.

After a Default, either Party may termin

JS

Agreement pursuant to

5.2.3 Upon termination or expiration of
t, the Seller's Generation
·stribution system. The
Facility will be disconnected fro m the Company's
nsmiss
Party of its liabilities
termination or expiration of this Agreement shall not relieve w
provisions of this
and obligations, owed or continuing at the time of the termination.
Section shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement.
5. 3
f fllJJ.POrary Disconnection. Temporary disconnection shall comi
only for so
long as reasonably necessary under "Good Utility Practice." Good Utility Practice means any of
the practices, methods and acts 6'f.l.!'lar;1ea in or approved by a significant portion of the electric
any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the
industry during the relevant time
exercise of reasonable judgment
facts known at the time the decision was made,
could have been expected to
result at a reasonable cost consistent with
Good Utility Practice is not intended
good business practices, re/iabHity,
· of all others, but rather to
to be limited to the optimum practice,
be acceptable practices, methods, or
in the region. Good Utility
Practice includes compliance with
requirements. Payment of lost revenue
resulting from temporary disconnection
governed by the power purchase agreement.
.5.3.1
Condition" means a condition or
situation: (1) that in the judgment of
·making the claim is imminently likely to
~._,, er life or property; or (2) that, in the case of the Company, is imminently likely (as
J.J~Gi~D~ in a non-discriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the
or damage to the Company's transmission/distribution system, the
rconnection Facilities or the equipment of the Company's customers; or
case of the Seller, is imminently likely (as determined in a nonner) to cause a material adverse effect on the reliability and security
e Generation Facility or the Seller's Interconnection Facilities. Under
ions, either the Company or the Seller may immediately suspend
rvice and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility
Th e
~'AIIJif:lr notify the Seller promptly when it becomes aware of an Emergency
may reasonably be expected to affect the Seller's operation of the
Genera · Facility. The Seller shalf notify the Company promptly when it becomes
aware of an Emergency Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the
Company's equipment or service to the Company's customers.
To the extent
information is known, the notification shall describe the Emergency Condition, the extent
of the damage or deficiency, the expected effect on the operation of both Parties'
facilities and operations, its anticipated duration, and the necessary corrective action.

5.3.2 Routine Maintenance, Construction, and Repair. fhe Company may
interrupt interconnection service or curtail the output of the Seller's Generation Facility
- - - - - - - · · · - --·-·--··

!daho Power Company
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and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility from the Company's
transmission/distribution system when necessary for routine maintenance, construction,
::md repairs on the Company's transmission/distribution system. The Company will
make a reasonable attempt to contact the Seller prior to exercising its rights to interrupt
interconnection or curtail deHveries from the Seller 's Facility. Seller understands that in
the case of emergency circumstances, real time operations of the electrical system,
:J.nd!or unplanned events, the Company may not be able to provide notice to the Seller
prior to interruption, curtailment or reduction of electrical energy deliveries to the
Company. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to coordinate such reduction or
temporary disconnection with the Seller.
5.3.3 Scheduled Maintenance. On or before January 31 of each calendar year,
Seller shall submit a written proposed maintenance schedule of significant Facility
maintenance for that calendar year and the Company and Seller shall mutually agree as
to the acceptability of the proposed sched
The Parties determination as to the
acceptability of the Seller's timetable f
heduled maintenance will take into
consideration Good Utility Practices, Ida/
wer system requirements and the Seller's
preferred schedule. Neither Party ,.
unreasonably withhold acceptance of the
,
proposed maintenance schedule.
5.3.4. Maintenance Coordinatio
r and the Company shall, to the
extent practical, coordinate their resp
nsmission/distribution system and
Generation Facility maintenance schedules st""'"'... '""t they occur simultaneously. Seller
shall provide and maintain adequate protective , nent sufficient to prevent damage
to the Generation Fact7ity and Seller-furnished lnte '
ction Facilities. In some cases,
some of Seller 's protective relays will provide bac
tection for Idaho Power's
facilities. In th
nt, Idaho Power will test such relay nnually and Seller will pay the
-~~~~~"'cr,l testing.
11

:.....:;.:...:..:.:.;;..--.;:w==es=. During any forced outage, the Company may suspend
in ter;r:TJJrv~~~
to effect immediate repairs on the Company's
transm1
z111fifia~T.~h:
e Company shall use reasonable efforts to provide
the Seller
a
ice is not given, the Company shall, upon request,
provide the ~
1'tt~iuP•II"5n after the fact explaining the circumstances of
the disconnect!

5.3.6 ~dver
eratin Effects. The Company shall notify the Seller as soon
as practicable if, base
Good Utility Practice, operation of the Seller's Generation
Facility may cause disrup 1on or deterioration of service to other customers served from
the same electric system, or if operating the Generation FaciHty could cause damage to
rhe Company's transmission/distribution system or other affected systems. Supporting
documentation used to reach the decision to disconnect shall be provided to the Seifer
upon request. If, after notice, the Seller fails to remedy the adverse operating effect
within a reasonable time, the Company may disconnect the Generation Facility. The
Company shall provide the Seller with reasonable notice of such disconnection, unless
:he provisions of Article 5. 3. 1 apply.
5.3. 7 Modification of the Generation Facility. The Seller must receive written
authorization from the Company before making any change to the Generation Facility
that may have a material impact on the safety or reliability of the Company's
transmission/distribution system. Such authorization shalf not be unreasonably withheld.
/vfodifications shall be done in accordance with Good Utility Practice. If the Seller makes
such modification without the Company's prior written authorization, the latter shall have
the right to temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility.

Idaho Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 301
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5. 3.8 Reconnection. The Parties shall cooperate with each other to restore the
Generation
Facility,
Interconnection
Faciiities,
and
the
Company's
transmission/distribution system to their normal operating state as soon as reasonably
practicable following a temporary disconnection.
5.3. 9 Yo!tage Levels. Seller, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, shall
minimize voltage fluctuations and maintain voltage levels acceptable to Idaho Power.
Idaho Power may, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, upon one hundred eighty
(180) days' notice to the Seller, change its nominal operatir. oftage level by more than
ten percent {10%) at the Point of Delivery, in which ca
ller shall modify, at Idaho
Power's expense, Seller's equipment as
accommodate the modified
nominal operating voltage level.
5. 4

Land Rights.

5.4. 1 Seiler to Provide Access. Seller hereby grants C
term of this Agreement all necessary rights-of-way and easemen
maintain, replace, and remove idaho Power's Metering Equipmen
erconnection
Equipment, Disconnection Equipment, Protection Equipment and other :::.. cia/ Facilities
necessary or useful to this Agreement, including adequate and continuing access rights
on property of Seller. .Sel er warrants that it has procured sufficient easements and
rights-of-way from third p
as to provide Idaho Power with the access described
easements or rights-of-way shall be subj ect to
above. All documents g
Idaho Power's approval an
ies agree that it is necessary to
5.4.2 Use of Public F?1
avoid the adverse environments
rating
s that would occur as a result of
duplicate electric lines being cons
Cl in close proxim;ty. Therefore, subject to Idaho
.4. 4, Seller agrees that shouid Seller seek and
Power's compliance with Paragra
receive from any local, state or fed
overnmental body the right to erect, construct
and maintain Seller-furnished lntercort
ion Facilities upon, along and over any and all
the use by Seller of such public right-of-way
public roads, streets and highways, th
~nai'Hze subordinate to any future use by Idaho Power of such public right-of-way for
~-""'mH'!fl~!fio
· n and/or maintenance of electric distribution and transmission facilities and
may claim use of such public right-of-way for such purposes at any time.
uired by Paragraph 5.4.4, Idaho Power shall not be roquired to
n. r for exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4. 2.
Use of Facilities.
Subject to Idaho Power's compiiance with
Idaho Power may use and attach its distribution and/or transmission
s Interconnection Facilities, may reconstruct Seifer's Interconnection
mmodate Idaho Power's usage or Idaho Power may construct its own
transmission facilities along, over and above any public right-of-way
acqwred om Seller pursuant to Paragraph 5.4. 2, attaching Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to such newly constructed facilities. Except as required by Paragraph 5.4.4,
Idaho Power shall not be required to compensate Sefler for exercising its rights under
this Paragraph 5.4.3.
5.4.4 f;onditions of Use. It is the intention of the Parties that the Seller be left in
substantially the same condition, both financially and electrically, as Seller existed prior
to Idaho Power's exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4. Therefore, the Parties
agree that the exercise by Idaho Power of any of the rights enumerated in Paragraphs

. 't J

,)!) '
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2 and 5.4.3 shall: (1) comply with all applicable laws,
and Good Utility
a'"'''"""· (2) equitably share the costs
installing, owning and operating jointly used
facilities and rights-of-way. If the Parties are unable to agree on the method
apportioning these costs, the dispute will be submitted to the Commission for resolution
and the decision of the Commission will be binding on the Parties, and (3) shall provide
Seller with an interconnection to Idaho Power's system of equal capacity and durability
as existed prior to Idaho Power exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4.
6.

Party upon twenty-one
6. 1
Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned l:Jy
the other Party; provided
(21) calendar days prior written notice and opportunity to
that:
6. 1. 1 Either Party may assign this Agreement •vn"u'"' the consent of the other
Party to any affiliate of the assigning Party with an
credit rating and w1th
ihe legal authority and operational ability to
the
the assigning Party
under this Agreement.
6. 1. 2 The Seller shall have the right to contingently
Agreement.
without the consent of the Company,
collateral security purposes to
in providing
financing for the Generation Facility,
the Seller will promptly notify the
Company of any such contingent
6. 1. 3 Any attempted '4~•Ht'11'1n1,qnt
this article is void and ineffective.
oD,rJaamo.ns. nor shall a Party's obligations be
Assignment shall not relieve a
enlarged, in whole or in part,
is responsible for meeting
the same financial, credU, and
the Seller. Where required,
'
will not be
witnh(Jld, conditioned or delayed.
consent to

6.2

liability to the other Party for any foss, cost,
attorney's fees, relating to or arising from
iln:r"""''"""n' shall be limited to the amount of direct
either Party be liable to the other Party for any
except as authorized by this Agreement.

"'"'rru· ..

n'ltt<:lr.n,.,nt<:>

6.3
6.3. 1
provision protects each Party from liability incurred to third parties as
a result of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement. Liability under this provision is
exempt from the general !imitations on liability found in Article 6. 2.
6. 3. 2
Parties shall at all times indemnify, defend, and hold the other Party
harmless> from, any and all damages, losses, claims, including claims and actions
relating to injury to or death of any person or damage to property, demand. suits,
costs and expenses, court costs, attorney fees, and all other obligations by
or to third parties, arising out of or resulting from the other Party's action or failure to
meet its obligations under this Agreement on behalf of the indemnifying Party, except in
cases of gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing by the indemnified Party.
6. 3. 3 ff an indemnified person is entitled to indemnification under this article as
a result of a claim by a third party, and the indemnifying Party fails, after notice and
reasonable opportunity to proceed under this article, to assume the defense of such
claim, such indemmfied person may at the expense of the indemnifying Party contest,

1daho
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settle or consent to the entry of any judgment with respect to, or pay in full, such claim.
Failure to defend is a lv1aterial Breach.
6 3. 4 If an indemntfying party is obiigated to indemnify and hold any
indemmfied person harmless under this article, the amount owing to the indemnified
person shall be the amount of such indemn1fied person's actual loss, net of any
insurance or other recovery.
6. 3. 5 Promptly after receipt by an indemnified person of any claim or notice of
:he commencement of any action or administrative or
or investigation
as to which the indemnity provided for in this article may apply, the indemnified person
shall notify the indemnifying party of such fact. Any
of or delay in such notification
shall be a Material Breach and shall not affect a
obligation unless
such failure or delay Is materially prejudicial to the indemnifying party.
6. 4
Force Majeure. As used in this
"Force
or 'an event of
Force Majeure" means any cause beyond the
of the Seller or of
Company which,
despite the exercise of due diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome. Force
civil
includes, but is not lim1ted to, acts of God, fire, t7ood, storms, wars,
lightning,
or
strikes and other tabor disturbances, eatthquakes.
in law or regulation occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the exercise of
reasonable foresight such party could not
·
been expected to avoid and by the
exercise of due diligence, it shalf be unable to overcome. If either Party is rendered wholly or in
because of an event of Force
unable to perform its obligations. under this
~..~fajeure, both Parties shall be excused
whatever
is affected by the event of
Force Majeure, provided that:
nnin-n.,.nnrrnm•n Party shall, as soon as is reasonably possible after
(1)
!he occurrence of the
give the other Party written notice describing the
particulars of the occurrence.

The ""''""~"s'"'" of performance shall be of no greater scope and of no
by the event of Force Majeure.
longer duration. than is
obligations of either Party which arose before the occurrence causing
of
and which could and should have been fulfy performed
the
before such occurrence shall be excused as a result of such occurrence.
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5

Default and Material Breaches.

6. 5. 1 Defaults. If either Party fails to perform any of the terms or conditions of
this Agreement (a "Default" or an "Event of Default'}, the nondefaulting Party shall cause
in writing to be given to the defauiting Party, specifying the manner in which such
:iefauft occurred. ff the defaulting Party shall fail to cure such Default within the
\
days after service of such notice, or if the defaulting Party reasonably demonstrates
to the other Party that the Default can be cured within a commercially reasonable time
but not w1thin such sixty (60) day period and then fails to diligently pursue such cure,
the nondefaulting Party may, at its option, terminate
and/or pursue
or equitable rAtnArrl~=·~
6. 5. 2 'v1aterial Breaches. The notice and cure
not apply to Defaults identified in this
Breaches must be cured as expeditiousiy as

in Paragraph 6. 6. 1 do
Breaches. Material
llln'tllnnrn occurrence of the

IIAr::•tc..-tui

t
During the term of this Agreement, Seller
:nsurance coverage:
7. 1
Comprehensive
damage with limits equal to
for such insurance shall be consistent

secure and continuously

the following

~Hrnnr•""
trr&>nr,o

for beth bodily injury and property
combined single limit. The deductible
Industry Utility practices for similar

7.2
an AM. Best
An endors~ment naming Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss

such policy shall not be canceled or the limits of
written notice to Idaho Power.

As required in Paragraph 7 herein and

a certificate of insurance, together with the
evidencing the

CO'~lerage

as set forth above.

:==......:..:::.....=..=!:.L.....:.::::=..:;;::._;:-=.:::.:::::,,__,~==--"':'--:;;;.<2,~~~!fi~ - If the insurance coverage

shall lapse
any reason, Seller will immediately notify Idaho Power
:.•n'""''"" Idaho Power of the specific reason for the lapse and the steps
rr:w'l.<:fr.:~rA the coverage. Failure to provide this notice and to expeditiously
remstate or
fhe coverage will constitute grounds for a temporary disconnection under
Section 5. 3 and will be a Material Breach.
8.
8. 1
Govemina Law.
validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement
and each of its provisions shall be governed by the taws
the state of Idaho without regard to
ts conflicts of law principles.
8.2
Salvage. No later than sixty (60) days after the termination or expiration of this
Agreement, Idaho Power wtJI prepare and forward to Seller an estimate of the remaining value

Power Company
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of those Idaho Power
Interconnection Facilities as required under Schedule
and/or
"'",.' 11 "'<1 in this Agreement,
the cost of
and transfer to Idaho
nearest
tr~arehouse, if the Interconnection Facilities will be removed.
If Seller elects not to obtain
of the Interconnection Facilities but instead wishes that Idaho Power reimburse the
Seller for said Facilities the Seller may invoice Idaho Power for the net salvage value as
estimated by Idaho Power and Idaho Power shall pay such amount to Seller within thirty (30)
after receipt of the invoice. Seller shall have the right to offset the invoice amount
any present or future payments due Idaho Power.

9.
9.1
Unless otherwise provided in
demand, or request required or authorized in connection
deemed properly given if delivered in person, delivered
Jr sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, to the person <::m::>r•tt!Prt

any written
(''Notice") shall be
national currier service,

nr.,Amcn~t

If to the Seller:
Seller:-------------------------~ttention: ~--~,,,,,

Address:,·---------------------------

If to the Company:
Idaho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Operations
221 W. Idaho
Boise: Idaho
Phone:~u.~J,titl-bt)oY Fax: 20S..388-5504

9.2
out below:

Billings and payments shall be sent to the addresses set

Idaho
Attention:
PO Box 447
Salt Lake City Utah 8411 0-0447
Phone: 208~388-5697 email: asloan@idahopower.com

9.3
Designated Operating Representative.
The Parties may also designate
Jperating representatives to conduct the communications which may be necessary or
:.:onvenient for the administration of this Agreement. This person will also serve as the point of
contact with respect to operations and maintenance of the Party's facilities.

Power Company

Operating Representative:

Company's Operating Representative:
:daho Power Company - Delivery
il,ttention: Regional Outage Coordinator- Regional Dispatch
221 W. Idaho Street
Idaho 83702
Phone: 208-388-2633, 388-5125, or 388-5175 during
hours Southern Region 208-388-5190).

9.5

hours

information by

giving five (5} Business Days written notice

0.
:N
WHEREOF,
respective duly authorized rot"u•o,~?"Cu'\t'O>h\U"""
For the Seller
Name:

For the Company ·
Name:
Title:
Date:

·---·--~~--------------------~--~--------------

to be executed

their
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Attachment 1

In this attachment the Generation Facility and Interconnection Facilities, including Special
and identified as being owned by the Seifer or the Company. As
Facilities and upgrades, are
in Schedule 72, Pavment For Interconnection Facilities, the Company will provide a best
;;;stimate itemized cost of its Interconnection Facilities, including Special Facilities, upgrades and
Metering Equipment.

General Facility Description
The proposed project will connect to Idaho Power's 12.5kV
(CLVR-01 distribution line. The total project output is 1.2 MW.

on

Power Company's Clover

Interconnection Point
The interconnection Point for the Swager Farms Dairy
bushings on
the padmounted transformer (SW1).
project's
is in T10S R15E
21 of Twin Falls
County, Idaho. A drawing identifying the Point of Interconnection is included as Attachment 2. The Point
Change of Ownership will be the low-side bushings on the pad mounted transformer (SW 1).
Seller's Interconnection Facilities
The Seller wm install generators,
disconnect
all wiring and conduit between the
9enerators and the padmounted
appropriate grounding measures, and associated
auxiliary equipment. The SeHer will build underground facilities to
Point of Change of Ownership for
the generator facility. The low-side
should be
lockable, within ten ( 10) feet of
the padmounted transformers, and accesstble
Idaho
personnef
The Seller 'Nill provide
Telecommunications below,

interconnect package as descnbed in

P,ll interconnection
O'Nnership shall be owned and m"'""t"""''"'~'~

on the generator side

the Point of

Other Facilities Provided by Seller
The Interconnection Customer
provide two communication circuits between the generation
interconnection site and a location, or
specified by Idaho Power. One of the circuits will be a
dedicated 4~wire leased
circuit
to the SEL 311 C relay and the other will be a POTS
dial-up drcuit to the revenue meter. The Interconnection Customer is responsible for supplying and
coordinating the installation
the phone lines and paying the monthly service charges. The
communication circuits will need to be installed and operational prior to generating into the Idaho Power
system.
Ground Fault Equipment

The Seller will rnstail ground fault limiting equipment that will limit the zero sequence fault current to 20
amps at the Interconnection Point.
Monitoring Information
lf the Interconnection Customer requires the ability to monitor information related to the Idaho Power
:ecloser in the generation interconnection package they are required to supply their own
communications circuit to the control box.

Power Company
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Easements
Seiler will secure underground and overhead easements with Swager Farms Dairy once a specific
route is determined. Idaho Power will provide the documentation.
!daho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities
ldaho Power will install a standard generation interconnection package on the existing distribution
feeder {CLVR-012) on private property southwest of the intersection of 3800 North and 1700 East in
Twin Falls County, 10. The new interconnection package will include four distribution poles to mount a
service transformer, solid blade disconnects, primary metering
recloser, relays, fuses
and riser necessary for the package. The interconnection will be
by a SEL-311C line
protection relay. The relay will be located in a pole mounted
and will also contain a test
switch (TS4), SLSS, modems, isolation interface, power supply,
control switch and surge
protector.
Idaho Power will install (and subsequently own and maintain) one 1500
Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted
on top of a vault.
and underground
cables will be installed from the interconnection
to padmounted transformer.
posts
'Nill be installed to protect the ground mounted equipment from damage.
A 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground
customer about the rec!oser.
Interconnection
the appropriate cable).

interconnection equipment electrically located
be owned, operated, and maintained

to facilitate information exchange to the
responsible for providing and installing

on the. ublity

ofthe Point of Change Ownership

provided in 2010 dollars

Estimated Cost & Owners

aeneration Facilities:
SN/A
fPCO
l.PCO

SEE ATTACHMENT 6'
Full payment is required up
In accordance with Section 9,
made in advance with Idaho Power Delivery Finance.

payment arrangements are

Billing and Payment during Construction
Transmission Provider will prepare monthly invoices for services performed in accordance with this
Agreement and deliver the invoices to Seller. Seller will transmit payment to Transmission Provider no
later than 30 days after receiving the invoice. In the event any monthly payment is
Idaho
Power Company may revoke the unsecured nature of the construction funding and will require security
for
remaining funds. In the event of payment default construction will cease until remediation is
made by the Seller.

idaho Power Company
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n
event of a billing dispute, Seller must pay invoices when due subject to refund (without
nvoices must be accompanied by appropriate supporting documentation and proof of expenditures as

Power Company
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Interconnection

Metering

Power Company
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~lilestones:

10/17/10

Construction Funds received by IPCO

11/5/10

Order Materials

5/11
~·

4/1/11

IPCO Testing & Commissioning Complete
Commercial Operation

Agreed to by:
For the SeHer:
For the Transmiss:on Provider
Idaho Power Company, Delivery

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307

Idaho Power Company

The Company shall also provide requirements that must be met by the Seller prior to ,,.."''"'"'nn
with the
Transmission System.

Operating Requirements
The project is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and
Distortion limits found in
iEEE Standard 519-1992
Recommended Practices and h'nrunrrr.:>tT><>n'"' for
Control in
!cu•rn ... , 1 Power
or any subsequent standards as they may
from time to time.
will be able to modify power plant facilities on the
upon the operation of the transmission
isolated from the transmission system and a
Company's Grid Operator.

of
whenever
facilities are
clearance is Issued by Idaho Power

flicker at startup and during operation will
limited to !ess than 5% as
Interconnection Point. For this to occur, the current cannot exceed 46 Amps during start
kV
level. This
the generating facility to start the
separately.

Low Voltage Ride Through
three phase or
The
shall remain interconnected
fault down to a
of zero at
on
system as close to the
to the fault being cleared for the
facilities as Idaho Power Company's Clover /Substation
minimum times stated below beforelripping off-line:
up to 9 cycles.
•
phase
that
f'l"'""'"in•n that takes up to 50 cycles.
• Single phase to grtiund fault:
Ground Fault EctuiiOitlel'lt
Seller will
system.

.

provide a ground source to the transmission

Operation Ml'M'ULlilltllHl!$Ui!.S
will be granted a
Commercial Operation date only when all requirements have
under this GIA
Power Company's Power Sales Agreement. A transmission
("TSR") for
has been submitted to Idaho Power Company's Grid
under TSR 74117864.

untni::J.TCt:u

Power Company
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!daho Power will determine the reactive power required to be
by
Company to the
based upon information provided by the
Company will spec;fy the equipment
to meet the Facility's reactive power requirements.
on the Company's
spectfications wtll include but not be limited to equipment spec;fications) equipment location) Companynrr'""''"'" equipment) Seller provided equipment, ::md all costs
with the equipment, design
of the Company-provided equipment. The
and requirements
Nil! become an
part of this Agreement. The
will be maintained
the Company, with total cost of purchase, installation,
maintenance, including
acJministrative cost to be reimbursed to the Company by the Sefler.
of these costs will be in
accordance with Schedule 72 and the total reactive power cost will be
in the calculation of the
72.
Monthly Operation and Maintenance Charges specified in
The project must be controlled to operate at unity power

lda)m.Power Company
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Attachment 6

provided in Schedule 72 this Attachment descnbes Upgrades, Special rHI':mLIH~>_
\!"-'''"'"'r"' Upgrades, and provides an
best estimate of the cost of the required facilities.

Upgrades
Oistribution Upgrades
idaho Power will install a new capacitor bank on the existing n'""''n"'
:he existing Clover Substation.

!Jistributitm Upgrades:
'Jew Capacitor

tPCO

T01>fD

2)

west of
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Bishop, Rowena
":'rom:
~ent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eric
Monday, January 03, 2011 9:53AM
Laura Knothe
Rowena
307 & 308 -Swager Farms and Double 8 Dairy

Great to i1ear from you Laura. As you can see if the FSR for both, it is approximately 6 months from the time '>tJe receive
:onstruction funding to the time 'Ne can have the project in-service on our end. We are still in good shape for meeting a
!ate summer or
fall date. However, as you mentioned, the sooner funding is received and I can order materials and
the designers going on final design the better. I would anticipate material orders being placed within a couple weeks
of payment and design to start a month or so after that based on current workload and resource availability. I think
;Jayment in the next 4-6 weeks would be best so we can schedule construction resources as well for this summer.
Thanks

Eric 1/ackett, P.E.
•Groject Leader
tdaho Power Company
PO Box 70, 837(}7

!221 West Idaho St.
Boise, !D 83702
Phone:
388-5712
Cell Phone:

rom: Laura Knothe (mailto:laurazruthenewenergycompaJ:rl,.<;,:Om]

Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 9:43 AM
To: Hackett, Eric
Cc: Bishop, Rowena

Subject: GI 307 & 308 - Swager Farms and Double B Dairy
Good morning Eric and Happy New Year! I just wanted to check in with you regarding the above referenced projects.
'Ne have an investor on board and will proceed with the GIA in the next week or so. We have several meetings this
so I should know more by the end of the week. How is your work load at this point7 We are looking at
construction this spring/summer and an operation date in September or October. I'm sure we need to get this
proceeding right away. Please advise!
Thank you.

Laura Knothe, PE, tEED AP
7

he New Energy Company

:08.890.8783
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GENERATOR

RCONNECTION REQLJEST

pp!ication Form)
fr:msmission Provider: IDAHO POWER COMPA..'"iY
Contact Person:

\ddress:

Bcise ID 83702
Number:

E-Ma1l Address:
\vhen

all

and

.tuonnari")n
l'rcamble and Instructions
\.nlnte::conncction Custcmers who request interconnection must submit this lntcreonnectHm
or t~1x to the ~rrnnsmission Provider.

the lntercom!ection
1mdcr the Fast Track
1
JJho l'mver if you have any

ALL screens of SG!P Section 2.2.1, the
and the non-refundable

whether a new submissmn or an

!atercormecl.ion Customer Information
J'.Jame uf the fnterconnection Customer

if an

~<ame:

different from above); --------·----····

sw

individual's

:my of the
{nterconnection Customer?
No_z:;_

~{es

electric s..:rvice w which the

~oCJl

•To

Electric Service Prov:der*)
Account :'Jumber¥)
the Interconnection Customer if the local electnc st-'Tvice
is di!Terent from

Inter:::onnct!fon:

rn <5ervice f)ate:

'3Wi\GFR FARivJS

Imaconnectwn facilities.

furb

Mover:

(:eneraror

none.

state)

£'t;r both

';!&:dmum

\dditional
certi!led:

CtJmponents of

L

tbe certified

_ _Yes

I)Oiar

:v1odel .'lame & Number:

Power
Power

;,,di•;idual Generator Pewer Factor
Power F:1ctor:
to this
Elevation:
l~

>hnnber

~mall

inverter-based machines)

Characteristic Data

fnstantanecus

Harmonics Characteristics:

.':imall

Direct Axis

Characteristic Data !.for

Xd:

P.U.

3tator Resistance, Rs:
Xs:

:'hvrt Circuit Reactance. Xd":

Per Unit on kV A Rase

F

RMS?

Provide appropnate

~x~:t1tion

moJd block

systcm got./ernor ~ystcm Jnd po\ver
PSS may
not be substituted.
1

'}/ill a lransti1rmer be 1;sed between the generator and the pmm

the transfonner he

the !merconneerion Customer?

A

the !rJnsfbrmer:

f!·:1nsfcnner "''P'""'"'"~"· _____ ;~~on

Volts

Grounded

Delta
Jelta

Grounded
Grounded

:Jelta

copy of fuse :nannfacture1Js Midmum Melt :md

Time-Cuncnt Curves)
.,.

:1tze: _____ ..

(, fanuhtcturer:

Li:>t •.Jf functions and

for the

Function

L

2.

sw

equipment or software:
\linimum
\faximum

\I ~muf::cturer:

:Vlanufacturer:

\ rdmdacturer:

\lanufacturer:

Manufacturer's Excitation and Ratio Correction Cur;cs)

Vfanufacturer: "
Ratio Connection:

FARMS

·¥r'"''"~'"'" location of prote(;tl ve interface
':terconm:cnon Cu:;;tomcr's

cony of
"ontml scb:.:mes.

:tddrcss 1f diffurcnt from the

sire docume:mnion
describes and deta1ls the
Avmlablc Documenta(ion t:nclosc(f?

circuir.s.

aH the

Interconnection Customer:

Printed

of the

current

in this Interconnec:ion

"PAFiALLEUNC G£A.R

'PARALLELING GEAR

SWAGGER
DIAGRAM
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lUI

364

365

Dear Laura:

Since you will be

<\t this

contact you in the near
A..ST

your
I am
a copy the standard Interconnection
that needs to be executed
you soon after our
Please
'1""~'><'v""' about the Generator Interconnection Process anytime.
this

to our T&D

who will be

BEFORE THE
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Feasibility Study Agreement

RECIT.~LS

to develop a
Small Generating
Interconnection Customer

interconnect the
and

interconnecting
Transmission
of and subject to

.0

2.0

.0

\\11v:n used in this
indicated or the
Procedures.

mutual covenants contained herein

initial capitalization, the terms specified
have
specified m
::;tandard
Generator

fnterconneetion Customer dects and the Transmission
pertormed an interconnection feasibility study consistent
Interconnection Procedures in accordance \vith the Open _,..,_...,...,,,.,
scope of the feasibility study shall
Attachment A to this Agreement.

subject to the c1ssumptions set

feasibility
on the technical inf~1m1ation
!nten:onnection Customer
Interconnection Request, as may
of the scoping
Transmission Provider reserves
Jdditional technical intormation from the Intercom;.ection Customer as
necessary consistent
Practice during
study and as
::tccordance with the

Generator

to the extent
Customer
Interconnection Customer
to

.0

ii.O

study report
any potential
:nterconnection of the

6.2

overload or

review
6.4

the following analyses
that would

Description and
proposed Small
,::md power tlow

iimit violations

and dectric system protection; and
"'"""u~'~'" cost

facilities required to interconnect
Fac1lity and to address the identified short circmt

·;J)

feasibility study shall model the impact
the Small Generating
purpose in order to avoid the fbrther expense and interruption
:-eexamination of feasibility
if the fnterconnection Customer later
:he purpose tbr which the Small Generating Facility is being installed.

~.0

The study shall include the
of any intercmmection at a proposed project
there could be multiple potential Points of lntcrcom1ection, as
rhe
Interconnection Customer :md at the Interconnection Customer's cost.
In lieu of Feasibllity Study deposit, Interconnection Customer agrees that study
"NiH be drawn from rhe application fee
the pertormance of
Fcas1biiity Study.
Provider

,_:osts of the Interconnection

i 1.0

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
authorized
or

Transmission Provider:
Power

have caused
on the day and year

to be

executed

Interconnection Customer:

Date:

2/ /zo

t1

Small Generator Feasibility

Attachment A to Feasibility Study Agreement
Assumptions Used in Conducting the Feasibility Study

love'~"'

I

7i

of Interconnection and conf1guration.

l) and

are to
completed by
Interconnection Customer. Other
are to be provided by the Interconnection Customer and the Transmission

A/•J

(
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FEASIBILITY STUDY

DIGESTER EXPANSION PRO.JECf

fWlN FALLS COUNTY, IDAHO

To

ENERGY TWO, LLC

INTERCONNECTION CUSTOMER

DR~FT

REPORT

:VIARCH

2011

Feasibility Study
Interconnection Information
Type of facility
(combined
base load, CT, fuel

Short Circuit Analysis Results

Power Flow Analysis Results

distnbution
at

Farms. ll1ese

~:stem

to

are

in

Est.imated Cost

S959.000

~

I

I

fable
!Jaho Power
requirements for generators
-:vstem. Because ofthese new
there are
:vsrem 'o interconnect the l .2 i'v1W generator project at

Ml1nN·hr•<>

to the distribution

lPC Jistnbution

_below.

I

fable

Estimated interconnection costs for L2 :\IW project at Swager farms

~II
II

Good
2

II

c~encra:or

.2 fv!W

gcnerawr

No

1nnsmission customer.

transmission

will then be determined based on Iirst u1me first serve

Requirements:
~+364

w1ll be controlled to oper:1te at

bandwidth of±

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 32

FEASIBILITY STUDY

"WAGER FAR:VIS DIGESTER EXIJANSION PROJECT

In

rWIN FALLS COUNTY, IDAHO

To the

IDAHO PO\VER COMPANY ELECTRICAL

N E\V ENERGY TWO, LLC

INTERCONNECTION CUSTOMER

FINAL REPORT

.\PRJL 26, 2011

Generator nterconnection Feasibility Study

II

I

General Interconnection Information

j

I

i

I
Short Circuit Analysis Results

Power Flow Analysis Results

distribution system
are shown in

Table 1: Estimated interconnection costs for 2 MW project at
fdaho ?ower recently
its
requirements for generators
system. Because of;hese new requirements, there are
system to interconnect the 1.2 MW generator proit:!ct at

to the distribution
JPC distribution

''elow.

Tallie 2: Estimated interconnection costs for L2 :VlW prnje,:t at

Swe1~;er

farms

Good

Cost Estimate
coot estimate ;(1r 2

~v!W

l.l

I ntcrconncction cost estimate

;,rw g:cneraror

Study Required?
::~ddresses

$575,000.

No

the work

a !rarEmission
:he
to suppurt

transmission customer. [he
transmissivn
transfers wili !hen be deterrn!ned based en first c1m1e rir>t serve hasis

Requirements:
:;364

be cmllro lied

ope raw at

power tactor with an

bandwidth of::: 300

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25
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ATTACHMENT 33

must

\'larc Patterson
T&D

Rowena

Study

Rl~CITALS

of and subject to

LO

2. 0

mutual

cov~nants

with initial capitalization,
terms
the
in the

!he Lntercotmection
Generator
Open Access

0

LO

to data proviued in

The tacilities
and construction
the system impact

to

6.0

.\.
,;:.1stomer.

are
r1ecessary,
study must he

~ompleted

wirhin 30 Business

3.0

.0

0.0

costs that exceed the
the invoice or resolution
uny
refund such excess

lN WITNESS WHEREOF,

t.:xecutcd

or

Transmission Prm:ider:
Idaho Power Company - Delivery

Interconnection Customer:

Name:

1

Facilities

Data to

Provided by the Interconnection Customer
\Vith the Facilities Study Agreement

location. (:-vlaximum load on CT/PT)
on~- line
C:T/PT) Amps

location

auxiliary power.

connection to
new
connections:

source

auxiliary

available

control system or

or

does the

7

a
line, and property lines.

map

site.

interconnection station:

-3-

on
or

CT/PT maintenance.

to

station to

10.

I.

m

To\vcr number

"iumber of

party casements

he
13.

coordination

Small Generating Facl1ity located
es ___ _

4.

on tov:er

tiel d.

area?

provide name of

Please provide the following proposed schedule
Construction

Date:

Generation
Operation

EFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 34

#

191

I).;ar Laura:
a Facility Study
interconnected in Twin Falls

to me

If you
contact me.

Rowena Bishop
Operations Analyst
Ph 208.388.2658

Ciniglio/IPC
Patterson! IPC
HackettJlPC
,·\ubrae
iPC

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO.IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 35

or

FARMS DIGESTER PROJECT

TWIN FALLS COUNTY, IDAHO

rDAHO POWER COMPANY ELECTRICAL

:"JEW

TWO,LLC

The

INTERCONNECTION CUSTOMER

I

I

REVISED REPORT

I

26,2011

\1P

Generator nterconnection Feasibility Study
General Interconnection Information

Short Circuit Analysis Results

Power Flow Analysis Results

;daho Power
to the distribution
!PC ,iistribminn
::here are
Because of these :-~c;v
Farms that were not !dentitled 1n the
interconnect the l .2 M W :senemtor
2010 report. !he cost estimates furrhose ,,.,.,..,,,,,. are shown in Tab!e l below.

f ,;.:neration Interconnection Protection
1

\Includes l2A
redoser, comrols, CTs. PTs. and communications

\225.000

fotal Estimated Cost
fable l: Estimated interconnection costs for 1.2 M\V

Good Faith Cost Estimate

S575,000.

::nercormection cost estimate t!1r L2 :VlW 6enerawr

System Impact Study Required?

No

addresses 1he work
Idaho !'ower system. There 'tre no transmission
secured tor the
until a transmission
cvstern request is submitted
the
transmis>ion customer. the
transmission
:·Ki!iti,:s, if any, to support ent:rey transters will then
determined based on tirst come llrst s<Jrve basis

:queue order).

Operating Requirements:
pan of:he
::JCtor ·wilh an

11364 '.Vi!! be controlled to operate at

power

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 36

An !DACORP Cornr:nrw

9, 201!

Fanns

Power
contact me if you

\fare Patterson

1221

Study Agreement

IlliClTALS

\VHEREAS. the Interco1mcction
desires to interconnect the Small
with the
Transmission System;
the
completed a
of said study to the Interconnection
, and

r"L'"'-'J.

Feasibility Study and

requested the
..:ost of
equipment,
the conclusions
the '>ystem
to physically and electrically
Provider's Transmission System.

LO
Interconnection
2.0

Customer ekcts and the Transmission Provider shall cause a
study consistent with the standard Small Generator interconnection ,_.,.,,".'"'
Act.:ess

.0

to data provided in Attachment A to

and estimate the cost
construction
!including
system impact study(s).

identi
eyuipment, including,
;ration
pment, (

(

( 1) the

.. 0

(Lt~tomcr

and

0.0

1:'\J WITNESS WHEREOF, the
or

Provider:
idaho Power

Company~

to be

executed

rnterconnection Customer:
Delivery

.\ttachment :\to

Facilities

ta to Be Provided by the Interconnection Customer
\Vith the Facilities Study Agreement

on

puvv~r.

connection to the new

bus or

available

reqmre

side of
generation?
indicate on the one-iine diagram).

each meter :;et

Yes~---

Small

5.

does

control system or

7

of

proposed

site.

the plant

lO.

. l
l '•

to

in the

rower

of third

To

(Painted on tower

easemems

transmissiun

completed in coordination with
s service area?

Is

Construction

Date:

Step-Up

Date:

Back Feed Power
Generation T csting

Commercial Operation

t;enerator

Date:

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE

~~0.

IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 37

CERTU'JCATION OF AliTUORITY :FOR .\GENTS

LUJR.A K'TOTHE, the

authorized :md
HEREBY REPRESENT,

'"vw1.'"'"·" shall have
that such oerson is ;md shall nor
such persons >haH be deemed

be an agent on behalf of the
authorized
the
tor all purposes.

LLC

New

:::120 Vlc

farms

WITNESS 'NTIEREOF, l have hereunto

Two,

and Double B

my name this

electt~d

K:mr Godfrey, HEREBY

of !he
WITNESS

and that the
I have hereunto

aoove is his/her
my name this

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 38

Facilities Study Agreement

RECITALS
WHEREAS, the Interconnection Customer is proposing to
a Small Generating
capacity addition to an existing Small Generating Facility consistent V¥ith
Request completed by the Interconnection Customer
and
Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the
Transmission System;
WUEREAS, the Transmission Provider has completed a
results of said study to me Tnterconnection

Facility

Feasibility

and

Transmission

~OW,

THEREFORE, in consideration of
Parties agreed as follows:

.0

Agreement, with initial capitalization, the terms specilied
indicated or the meanings specified in the
Small
rnterconnection Procedures.
in

Interconnection Customer elects and
t3dlities study consistent with the standard
Generator
to
performed in accordance with the Open Access Transmission Tmiti

.0

fhe scope of the facilities study shall he subject to data provided

facilities study shall
procurement and construction
conclusions of the system impact study(s).
facilities study shall also identify ( 1) the
equipment, including, without limitation,
station equipment,
the nature and estimated cost

Attachment A to

constmction

tucilities.
5.0

rhe Transmission Provider may propose to group facilities required
mon: lhan one
Intercmmection Customer in
to
tltcilities costs tl:trough
but tmy Interconnection Customer may require the
O\v11 Small Generating Facility if it is willing to pay the costs of those
A deposit
customer.

of this agreement by

7.0

In cases where
are required, the facilities study must be completed
Business
receipt
this
In cases >vhere no
necessary, ::md the required facilities :rre limited to Interconnection
f~1cilitics study must be completed within 30 Business Days.

~.0

Once the tacilities study is completed, a facilities study report shall
and
transmitted to the rnterconnection Customer. Da.'Ting unusual
study must be completed and the facilities study report transmitted
30
'-''-''"u"""' Days of the Interconnection Customer's agreement to conduct a facilities study.

9.0

study
shall be
on the
Intercotmection Customer after the study is
invoiced to
will include a summary professional time.

l 0.0

vVLUIJ·'"'

Interconnection Customer must pay any study costs that exceed the deposit without
interest \vtthin 30 calendar days on receipt of the invoice or resolution any dispute. If
deposit exceeds the invoiced
the Transmission Provider shall refund such excess
within 30 calendar days of the invoice without interest.

£N WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreementto be duly CiA\o..,uc..:.u by their
duly authorized onicers or
on the day and year first above 'nTitten.

Transmis!!ion Provider:
Idaho Power Company ~ Delivery

Interconnection Customer:

Printed Name:
I'itlc:

Date:

-2-

11

Attachment A to
Facilities Study Agreement

Data to Be Provided by the Interconnection Customer
\Vith the Facilities Study Agreement
location plan and simplified one~ line diagram of the plant and $tation
projects, please indicate 1tJture generation, transmission circuits, etc.

On the one-line diagram, indicate the generation capacity attached at each metering
location. (\taximum load on CT/PT)
On the one-line diagram, indicate the location of au..xiliary power. (Minimum load on
CT/PT) Amps
2.

One set of metering is required tor each generation connection to the new ring bus or
existing Transmission Provider station. Number of generation connections:

Will an alternate source of auxiliary power be available during CT/PT maintenance?
Yes
No NA.
4.

Will a transfer bus on the generation side of the metering require that each meter set be
designed for
total plant generation?
Yes ___ No X
lPlease indicate on the one-line diagram).

5.

\Vhat type of control system or PLC will be located at the Small Generating Facility?
Automation

6.

What protocol does the control system or PLC use?

_Mobus or other

7.

Please provide a 7.5-minute quadrangle map of the site. lndicate the plant, station,
:ransmission line, and property lines. Submitted previo!WY:.
Physical dimensions of ~he proposed interconnection station:

.3-

~E

Corner

l700E

i3us

to

0.

l.

station to fn:msmission Provider's

rower number

in the field.

on tower

TBD - - - -

12.

ofthird party casements required for transmission

completed in coordination with Transmission Provider.

13.

Is the Small

Facility located in Transmission Provider's service area?
please provide name of local provider:

14.

Please provide the following proposed schedule dates:
1?11
....,I

Begin Construction

Date:

Generator Step-lJp Transformers
Receive Back Feed Power

Date:

Generation T t:sting

Date;

7/15/201

Commercial Operation

Date:

0/1/201

~

&.
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!{owena Bishop
fdaho Power
1 W.

Re:

Proof of Site Control
Dairy

Dear Ms. Bishop:

"'""'""''"''

Farms, LLLP, is the Owner of Swager Dairy, as evidenced by
deed and tax records attached.
is to acknowledge that New Energy Company
•.vith Owner as regards the right to lease and occupy a site upon the
nrnr>Prlv for purposes of development of an anaerobic digester project. Please ""''""'"'r
as
to by Idaho Power
submitted
between Idaho Power and New
Company

I
Date: October

2011

I

fWIN f'ALLS COU:-lTY
~fill

i'HEOERICKSEH . Wit.L! i111S

:1:2-4:27 ~tm

!l-12-2008

2008-026678
!1 • .:'f.113: I

f!l! IS.lt

IJ.~ ~
t'l~:

QtJlT~'LAIM DEED

llll1tl

rOR VA.LUE RECEfV ED, THE GERDEN AND rt1AR1AN SWAGER f A,\UL Y TRUST.
·:nder trtm agreement dated Jun,; 2 1. 199!. Gerben Swager 3nd Marian Swager, rm~. hereby
(~m is:es. re leases. and fore ver q uit<: iaims unto S W A( :ER F AR.J\.fS. LLLP, :m ldaho iim•to:i linbi iu:y
: ·:u1ru:nhip. l 7(J7 f~'l5t 3800 Nod1. Buhl. Idaho ~.3 3! (>- 1646. her~maft er c<~lled ;,he: •c,':lfttee•. :.il its
· •c;ht. uue au d lmere~1: in the fo!low in~ desc n b<:d rc:2J property , lo-wit:
.)u

E.'(HIIIITA. Jttacht!d hereto.

~a gethcr

-.vtth all water rights appurtenant thereto.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the premises. with their appurtenances unto said Grantee. and

·.he Grantee's heirs and a:ss1gns forever.
DATED this

j tq

lol day of

~---· 2008.
' GRA.NTOR"

THE GERBEN AND MARIAN SWAGER
FAMTL Y TRUST. Genentl Partner

>TATE OF IDAHO
:;:s:

Counl)'of ~)

,

On tllis ~ Jay of Ou~
::008. before me. the undersigned. ·' Notary Public in
and for said County rutd Stare, personally apfl".tted GER BEN SWAGER and MARIAN SWAGER.
husband and wife. Trustees of the Gerben and Marian Swager l'lllllily Trust u/t/a dtd 6/24/91. Gc n~ral
Partner. <no wn to me to he such Trustees Md the perso ns whose names are subscrilxd to tile w ith in and
~::tn!going tn~t rument . and who acknow ledged to tne lhat they executed the s.ame on he haif of the rrust 8 $
( ie11ern f ParTner of the Partn ersh ip.

\
'tAI(3!, lf&lt

I

~lo~....,.u~~~,..,..,.....~,w.M

~

.n . s v.z NS

'""'

n1aliiiCT TO: .T 'Mo 'hodor

1'_.......,

"*ICIL HIO. t

~ ~

d:t,tlr

10 !oO...a. ._.. IS --., ..... ~.,..,.ran.
~ :lh W" Ill M1l V4; NW 114 l!l8 V4
$t.'1UJIC't"'n>.: ~ e..u. ~ ~ ~ ""_,

\

I

~_,

!
ao..y. 1l<:llboJ
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Twin Falls County Pr operty Information Access
~1 rcel ID Number:

i

RPHJS15El12400A
Owner Wonnarion

tion

::SWAGER FARMS, LLLP
ii 707 E 3800 N
jt3l 'HL fD 33316

I

I
I
I
'

C:.ttegorv Jn.formatioa

11 -IRRGID AG

:!!nit
lAC
AC
\C
·\C

t9.742

\i 0 • RURAL HOMESITE

LOOO
!54.126

p8 • OTI-!ER LAND

~i. OJ2

'19- WASTE
c.1 ! - RURAL RES BLDG
h2 · RURAL l}.tP ON AG

<\C

10.000

i
1

!Value
!2!064

i

n1.1so

l

~

-1
i

t1 0S868
b..o t 7670

10 tXlO

I'

[~~~~
I

~;772

17002000
E
iYear Built:
;fffective Year: 2000
,Other rural land

i

;impr.Type: DWELL
Conditioo:AV
111- Levels: 00 1

I

l
i

T n Informaooa

f'ropi:rl'f Information

I:

I

I!,

lt

I

Ta.x Year: 2006 rnx Year: 2007 fax Year: :!008 ~ax Year: 1009 frrut Year: 2010 I
il3il11J.: 28366
~ill#: 29453
jnill#: J04l0
· ill#: Jl365
Blli#: 32!95
!z:tru:k:et: 22%090 arket: 2986733~arket: 2986733 , arket: 2377204 [Market: 2377204
B. : 0.00
.B.: 0.00
f.ll.: 0.00
' .B.: 0.00
jC-B.: 0.00
il-1.0.:0
~-{.0.: 0
f+LO. :O
HO.: 135331
H.O.: 132014
I
1
,;;p;;cia.l: 36.86 ~
- pecial: 36.86 Special: .36.86 Special: 36.86 Special.: 36.86 I

f..

f

~~:;::;~~~~s: 1

rr__ ~x: 26246.90
1

iNumber full Baths: 3 Half: 0
Number Family Rooms: 0
1
i~umber Dining Rooms: 0
·:-,lumber Kitchens: I
h) ther Rooms: l
iKit Sinks: 1 Wtr Hearers: 1
N umber fireplace~: l
jrotal Sq Feet: 2504
rrond living Sq feet 2504
;f'.rim.H~ Forced hot air-gas
~ entml Air: Y
iRoofType: Hip

<int IJaJf:
(~ost 0.00
ost: 0.00
11nterest: 0.00
In~ tlOO
.renalty: 0.00
~enalty. 0.00
~Paid: 13 123.45 ~!'_aid: !4824.68
~-C:mc.elled: 0.00
celled: 0.00

.Fant Half:
First Half:
!Cost: 0.00
! ~ st: 0.00
!W.tere.::~ 0.00 ~~mer-;!.~ 0.00 l'
tl enalty. 0.00
enal.y. 0.00
~<'!~:tatty. 0.00
,
faid: 15115.94 Paid: _1161 1.35 aid: 11993.54
arn:elled: 0.00
J<:e!led: 0.00 Amcelled: 0.00

~~erond Half:
t-»st: 0.00

is«-ond Half:

fa.x : ·2.9649.36

~tnt Half:

ax:J 023L8S

t int Half:
:'o:n: 0.00
l~te:est: 0.00

~r~:.2322.2.70 ~ax:23987.08

ti

'·

I

I
1

Seooud Half:
\Cost: 0.00

~ost:

t ·:eennd Half:
_osr: 0.00

Second Half:
!cost: 0.00

j

0.00
tntere:St: 0.00
~nterest: 0.00 Interest: 0.00 [n.le1'c:st: 0.00 ~nt~1: 0.00 j
jP=lty: 0.00
erutlty: 0.00
enalty: 0.00
IPer'.alty: 0.00
Penalty : 0.00
1
'Paid: i3 12J.45
aid: 14824.68 aid; 15115.94 Paid: 1161 !.3 5 a1d: 11993.54
R oof Covering: Comp sh heavy - ,mceUed: 0.00 ancelled: 0.00 'a.ncelled: 0.00 ancclled: 0.00 .:m=lled: 0.00 !
:rnt. Walls: Drywall

:roundatioo: Formed cone
hrtp://216.8 3. 79.6:9951/resultdetail.php?parcel=RP 1OS l5E212400A

I

i
·

10113/20 11
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S;Jec!al Taxing Districts: A.MER.FALLS

Deed Reft!rence Numbers: 08·026679
12-22-2008

OR-02667&

02 -1){)9992

99-007758"

fB88093489

Last Change Date;

Related Parcel Numbers:
(none}

Parcel Comments:
ASSOC PARCEL- RPlOSl5E210600; ASSOC PARCEL. R.P10Sl5S2lJ600: ASSOC PARCEL- RPt
'lSl5E2l4800; ASSOC PARCEL· RP!OS15E216010; i\SSOC PARCEL. R.P!OS!5E2l00l0;
i)wnenhip History:
~009 • 20!0 SWAGER FAR."1S. LLLP
:002- 2008 SWAGER, GERBEN
1999 • 200 I TR.ANSMUTATION PROPERTIES, INC

l ?94 • 1998 HAFLIGER, HENRY C JR
Sc.annw Worksh~t!l:
, l96l RURAL LA."''D APPRAISAL for: DROVv"N. LYNN R
. i96l OUT BUILDING for. DRO'J/N, L'l"NN R
1_962 Su'MMAR.Y SHEET for. OPPLIGER, FRED
1.970 SUMMARY SHEET for. SLIGAR. RODNEY L
ll.1l RURAL LAND APPRAISAL for. DROWN, LYNN R
! 971 Ou'T BUILDING for: DROWN, LYNN R
L976 SUMMARY SHEET for. DROWN, LYNN R
; 980 OUT BUILDING for. DROWN, L'fNN R
!982 SUMMARY SHEET for: DROWN, LTh'N R
!_ill RURAL LAND APPRAISAL for: D.ROV.'N, LTh'N R
~OUT BUTLDING for: DRO'WN, I.. 'l'NN R
! 985 SUMMARY SHEET for. DROWN, LYNN R
i988 SUMMARY SHEET for. HAFLIGER, HENRY C JR
L21!.2 OUT BUILDING for. DROWN, LYNN R
MH APPRAISAL SHEET for. H&H DAIRY
119.3 APPRAISAL HOUSE #l !or. HAFLIGER, HF.NRY C JR
1993 APPRAISAL HOUSE #2 for. HAFLIGER, HENRY C JR
I993 OUT BUILDING for. HAFLIGER, J:l'.ENRY C JR
~ MH APPRAiSAL SHEET for. H&H DAIRY

Lm

::np:/f216.83.79.6:995!/resultdetaiLphp?parcel=RPlOS15E212400A

!0/13/2011

:win Falls County Property Information Access
.::_~operty
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Sheet: t6

2ro~J<;rrt She~!:

:':ooeny Sheet:

17

ta

:~~~

):.oQJ<!tY Shem: 2Q
~ ni!Xr!Y
'~rQUi;rty

Sheet: 2!
Sheet: 2:;
:'n;rx:m: Sheet 13_
?:openy Sheet: .24
'':cl~_!Thec;t; 25
i'U211£rtv Sheer: 26
Sheet: 27
QQrum'L'ibstt 2S
2IQ~rty Sheet: 2_2
•' r(>pem Sheet: 10
-':g rx:ny SheeU,l
~~X~rx:m

IJ~~___;g

i?I9ll!lliY Sheet; J J

:·mJ:,>.!;m Sheet: J4

::r<:J pgtY Sheet; Jl
• f11!1!1rty Sgeet: J6
:'rQ!!<1llY Sheet:

fl

!'m£WY1i11.cl!t: 38

:_:-operry Sheet;

J'}

t'@Pe
~~
:~p;-rw Sheet: 41
::m~heet: 42
' :j,~i!J~

'':o~beet; .11

Calculate trutes due- Interest as of dale:

I.

L

I III Payment History
(Penal!) nterest [rota!
;YeartTVJWl Dat1! Hal Batcbffraniifr.ax
inenuuk
!:006
;LK4619!2-D·
!13
123.45
0.00
5035
13123.45
~.00
2006 l
il':tyment
M'
W06
05-1 7·
CK 5027-13 123.45 0 .00
50-6
1.3123.45
2
10.00
P:~.yrnent
2007
M
2007
12-1714824.6~ 0.00
SO· S9
jO·OO 1482.4 6~K 5632.
t;2007 l
Paynu:nt
2007

,12-17- 2

Payment

i2007

2oos

12-29- l

Payment

"?.0011

' 008

12-29- ~

Payment

2008

2009
ayroent

'009

12-17 I
2009
12-17-P

[ 0. 39

1so-

t9

50- 19

12o. 9
,20. 9

l4824.68 ~.00

'l 5tl5.9' ~-00
15 115.94 ~.00

ll61 U ': 1).00
1116 1!.3510.00

I
•Payor

SWAGER
FARMS
SWAGER,
(}ERBEN
SWAGER,
GERBEN
SWAGER,

V.ser

BETHL

'PUI'!
I

I

BETHL

!
I

KArniE

i
I

~.00

ll4824.6tK 5632 .

0.00

15!! 5.94j~Kb1! Pr-- SWAGER

IERJE

i

0.00

!5115.94 ~K67 i8-- ,SWAGER
~
FA~S

IER1E

1

0.00

CK. l0008 l$WAGER
II 61 u~
FARlvtS.
M
tr.LLP

!CAROL

l

~ WAGER

:AROL

GERBE'N
FARMS

I

p-oo

lll61LJ)
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BEFORE

E

IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 40

October 21 , 20 l I

rdaho Power Company
Altn: Rowena l3i$hop
1:221 W. Idaho St.
Boi:.>e, lD ~3702
RE: Swager FSA-Gf 307

f).;:ar Rowena,
\ve :1re pleased w utler the enclosed si gned F:Jc ili!ies Study Agreement for project #307 .ts well as the deposit of
$18.260. Additionally, we have revimwd correspondence that has taken place since the draft Generation lntc rc Oime~; t io n
_.\grcement issued by idaho Power on Ocrober 25. 20 lO and we require your assistance in clarify ing a tew items
perta ining to the s tudies dnli. the associated revisions tO the estimated intr.: rconnection co~ ts ti.•r this project.

The primary clarification we require is the detinition or the new operating requirementg which have eauscd a ;;ignitkruu
i:hange in the estimated lntercor.nection cost i(lr !his project compared with Lhe costs provtded in ;he aforementioned
Draft Generation lrlter~.:on necrion At~e ement still in our possession. Please provide a summary, :;pecific to proj,~ct !1307,
vf the relevant Jit"fer.eoces betvreen the new operating requirements which are now in effect and tl1ose that were in d'fect
.vhen our generation interconnection request was ac!.:epted and flnal studies were submitted by ldaho Power .

?!ease also review the time line shovm in Tabie l and provide feedback concerning th is table so that we c:an berter
nndcrstand the events that have transpired since the i5suance nf the Draft GIA tor project #J07.
Table 1. Timellne

1/3/11

Transaction

Notes

Laura Krwthe cont.acts Eric

We provided an updated of our progress on the Dr;:ut
GIA and inquired about expected interconnection
co nstruction schedule.

Hackett
~.~;~;,?;, ~~~~

:::<ergy Development Group. B02 W. B~nnock. 12"• Roo c. Bo1se. [D

y-~~~~~~~~~~~'~

for

:1eed for

Please do not hesitate to

with

L.:s!ie \'Vhite

rwo
?h. 208.390.4660
!~xecuted

J)

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 41

Clark, Daniel!e
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

2011 4 35 PM
Schultz. Trevor
.-"'"'""'"'~' Farms

Leslie-

'daho Povver will not provide our detailed
information and customer load information to you. As indicated
when we completed the revised Feasibility Study we identified
required to interconnect this project. In
c1ddition, .ve reviewed the system
at our November
but those options had
been considered in our study process.
identified in the Feasibility Study will be required

in addition, because the
Facility Study will be completed next wee~<:, I suggest waiting for that study to be issued
before setting another meeting to discuss this project.
•·.r1arc Patterson

From: Leslie White LJ:ngJJtQ.;J]tmJ!ru!~~QYJ;~~QIT~t.JJ®J
Sent:
December 07, 2011 9:54 At-1
To:
l\1arc
Subject: RE: FSA for
#307 Swager Farms

Hdlo Marc,
I Iave you had time to consider this email and
us w1th some direction with these concerns? Is there any
:hance we can arrange to talk about this on Friday or rvtvnday''

Vvann

From: leslie White

Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 3:28PM
To: Patterson, 0'1arc'
Cc: 'Bishop, Rowena'; 'Hackett, Eric'; Josh Gunderson
Subject: FSA for Project #307 Swager farms

\larc.

2 miles of distribution line
not
the necessary d.;;tails to
and the sniuti•.l!l as ynu see it, but we :1re unabk 10 do so anJ thus
we seek understand the situation better.
you are
to share the
but if not, we would. 'till tind it useful to see the inputs to that modelwhat infrastructure <:xists in the :1rea ~hown on the
earth map provided
as you see it. we can invest our time tO\vard
our own questions rather than
tit71e to answer them. If
some chance we come up with an altemative solution that wnrks. J.l! the betrcr :md then
"ill have to
further studies to
in detail. If we cannot t1nd a such a
then at !east your team
our team \Viii be
the same
in the same way and we can move forward.
\Vann
.. .;she

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 42

Leslie \Vhitc
:Jew
LLC
S02 W. Bannock
Floor
fD 83702
#307

Revised Draft

Fanns

Dear Ms. 'vvnite:
Idaho Power

'A~,~~.nu

(IPC) has

for your Generator
201 L ,\ttached

~nterconnection

based on 1.he revised
find the Dratt Facility Study Report
Construction
1getnen:ts for the

the

order to
with this
15. 2012 and indicate whether you
""'"'"''"'" with
wlll be used to prepare a draft Clenerator !nt..:rconnecltnn
tina!ize the interconnection
Construction. Rowena Bishop will be

Before we can

Ihe actual construction and labor

90

at that time.

Eric Hackert
Leader

"\ t1 achment:

Cc:

Draft Facllity

Farms

R BishopllPC

A SioamiPC

BauerliPC

with

D Vv'aiker/lPC

and

::ome
final
fbr

,\n !DACORP como:mv

DRL\FT

Generator Interconnection
Facility Study Report
for the

Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project- Project #307
for
\'ew Energy Two, LLC
l11

[win Fans County, Idaho

December 15, 2011

RAFT- FACILITY STUDY REPORT (FSR)
Swager Farms Dairy Digester
Project #307
December 1 2011
General Facility Description
ll consist

<)f

idaho Power's standard

rhe total

hltercormection Customer:
White
LLC

1,1

1.2

Interconnection Point
be the low-side
Interconnection Point for the
on lhe padmounted
The project's
Section
21 of Twin Falls County, Idaho. A drawing identifyi11g the Interconne<:tion Point is attached.
Point of Change of Ownership
The Point of Change of Ownership for the
side
on the padmounted transtbrmer

1.3

Customer's Interconnection Facilities
will
and conduit bdwccn the
measures, and assocwtc~d auxiliary equipment.
to the Point of

farms Dairy
I ).

will be the

mutual
tunes.
A

and

Other Facilities Provided by Interconnection Customer

1.4.1 Telecommunications
!n Jddition to
tbat may
tbe fnterconnectwn Customer shall
circuns for
L
mterconncctwn
Data Service) circmt
interconnection site and t.he 'I\vin Falls Service
Lakes Blvd.
Twin
lD 8330
must operate at 19.2
data rate or
Please note that Frame
The

Customer is

rhe

to coordinate
circuits <md pay the ""''v~"w'"'"

communication cin.:uits \Vtll need to be
the ldaho Power
that

If
:ncommg
be engineered and supplied
indoor or outdoor mounting.
a manner that provides
'hooting of Idaho Power owned

1.4.2 Ground Fault Equipment
Tbe customer will install
fault
that
sequence fault current to 20 amps at the IntercOimection Point.

LCfO

1.4. 3 Easements
The Interconnection Customer
to Idaho Power
Bounds)
with exhibit map for Idaho Power's
facilities. After the
has been delivered to IPCO for
'Nill supply to !he
Customer a completed IPCO casement tor
signature by the land owner of record. Once the
the
~nterconnection
H return
signed casement to

1.4.4 Generator Output Limit Control
Interconnection Customer w1ll
Power Grid
J Operating Requirements.

eqmpment to recetve
Limit Control

Section

1.4.5 Local Service
Interconnection
J;)

to arrange

to

necessary.

1.4.6 Mlonitoring Information

1.5

!daho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities
on the
ldaho Power will install a standard
interconnection
on private property southeast of the intersection or· E.
N. and N. 1700 E. in
County, ID. See the attached W1..1rk order amps l WO
273281
sheet l tJf
The new intercom1ection
will include four distribution poles to mount a local service
solid blade disconnects, primary
relays, fuses and
The interconnection will be controlled
a SEL-311 C line
mounted enclosure and vvill also contain
moderns, isolation interface, power
control
and surge protector.
to
one 1500
Power will install (and
of a vault.
12...+7 kV Grounded Wye I Grounded
transformer on
Conduit and underground
'vill be installed from lhc interconnection
padmounted transformer. Protective posts will be installed to
the
~quipment from damage.

1\ 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground primary to

to the customer about the rccloser if desired.
IntercoMection Customer is
responsible for providing and installing the appropriate cable.)

1.6
Facility Estimated Cost:
foilowing good faith estimates are provided in20ll dollars:

Interconnection Facilities:
Overhead Generation fnterconnection

U)C

;;nd 1500 kVA Transformer

!PC

SUBTOTAL

)ee 5'ection 6 for the Project Grand Total

}

1;270,000

Cons;ruction C

·1 month after IPCO Construction
Date

Commercial

that material l'cm be
and labor
:tre avmbblc.
the immediate control of Idaho Power
al;;o
Date.

3.

Operating Requirements
The project

BEE

harmonic Control
from time to time.
:ll
as

l.nectrical Povver
:lt

fnterconnect10n Point.
Idaho Pmvcr Grid
conditiOns occur, the

Control
ll have
3.0 from Idaho Power for GOLC. (!cnerator
maximum

The

must be

tripping due to low
of

of
tlmlts on
section ofthe pmver
It has been determined, through study, that the
volt:tge as low as 0. PU for 30

three

fntercofu"1ection Customer ;vill be able to
power plant
Customer side of the 1ntercormcction
wtth no irnpact upon the
whenever the
are
~erminal clearance is issued by Idaho Power Company':> Grid Operator.

4.

Reactive Power
must be

to

:ts a V !\r neutral

I

'+

w[th

.o: .300 k VA.r

without

Upgrades
5.1

Distribution Upgrades
iduho Power

feeder

\Vlll

structures to

the

upgraded. In order to
capacitor must have

necessary.

6.

Estimated Costs
~!11e

following

faith estimates m·e

in 2011 dollars:

Estimated Cost:

fnterconnection Facilities (from section 1.6):

rPc

\)verhead Generation lnten.:onnection

IPC

and 1500 kV A Transfom1er

TOTAL!

IPC

Reconductor

!PC

TOTA.L;

Note Regarding Transmission Service:
Study is a
Resource
This
the
'acilities
to integrate the
Facility into Idaho Power's network to serve load within
Power's balancing area. Network Resource [nterconnection
in and of
not
,_;onvey any right to deliver electricity to any spet:ific customer or

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 43

~'\n

!CACORP ccmoanv

Leslie White

fwo. LLC
\V. Bannock
2 Floor

Bor>e. lD 83 702
tf307

Revised

Re:

\ls. \Vhi!c:
lind the

based on the revised casibility
dated
ts considered final as no comments were received
iPCO ti·om the draft
December 15, 20ll. Rowena
will be
this
and working with you to finaltlc

20 l l. This

~cnt

Construction or order materials. you are ""IJ"'l"l'j'"" !l1r
Idaho Power's
Please contact ,\ubrae Sloan
discuss credit
at your earliest convenience. Once
met,
\Vith construction of the

""1-''.auucuc to

nn"'"'"''1

will be finalized amJrox!lna1re
!he actual construction and labor
at that time.
V/e wJll reconcile any over- or

\tradunem:
R

YO

V.!ith
A Sloatl! lPC

R Bauef!U1 C

D 'N al ken lPC

Generator Interconnection
Facility Study Report
t(x the

Farms Dairy Digester Project- Project #307

"lew

fwo, LLC

Twin Falls County, hlaho

Jannary

2012

-----------------------

-

FACILITY STUDY REPORT (FSR)
Swager Farms Dairy Digester
Project #J07
January 25. 2012

1,

General Facility Description
\Yill ~.:omnst of Idaho Power's
overhead
an overhead
local service
,md a
12.47 kV
box. Additionally, one !500
Grounded
transformer will be
and vaults.
Idaho and connects to
The total
the 125 kV system on Idaho Pznvcr Company's Clover
is L2 'v1W.

lntcrconnection Customer:
Leslie White
LLC

•\ Standard Generator ! nterconnection
or Schedule 72
Owner) for the
f}enemtor fnterconnection
#307, w1!1 be prepared

Transmission Tariff

1.1

Interconnection Point
Lnt<erconne<:tlc)n Point fbr the
on the padmounted transformer
21 of Twin Falls
Idaho. A drawing

1 .2

1.3

Access
Power

will be the low-<:ide
The project's location is in TIOS Rl5E Section
the Interconnection Point is attached.

Point of Change of Ownership
The Point of Change of Ownership f(,r the
f:mns Dairy
~ide bushings on the padmounted transformer (SWl ).
Customer's interconnection Facilities

equipment [nterconnection Customer wlll
for the

will be the low-

and

1.4

Other Facilities Provided by Interconnection Customer

1A.1 Telecommunications
In addition to
Customer, the Interconnection Customer
the
..:ircuits for ldaho Power's use:
l. One POTS (Plain Old
Service)
revenue meter at the generation interconnection site.
2. One
DDS (Digital Data Service) ..::ircuit
generation intercmme<..:tion site
Twin
ID 83301). This
Lakes Blvd.
.Jata rate or
. Please note that Frame

the
SCADA between the

The Interconnection Customer is required to coordinate with a
;Jrovider ro provide the communications circuits ;md pay the
-'Ctup and periodic
The communication circuits \viii need to be
operational prior to generating into the ldaho Power system.
communications provider may take several montlJs and
w avoid delaying the project. [f the communication circuit
available at the site by a commwncations
shall confer vvith Idaho Power.
If high voltage
1s required
the
incoming communications provider cable, the high
be engineered ami supplied by the Lnterconnect Customer.
indoor or outdoor mounting. The high voltage protection n""'-''L'll
a manner that provides Idaho Power 24-hour access :o
'>hooting of Idaho Power owned equipment.

in advance
Customer

the
shall
for
trouble-

1.4.2 Ground Fault Equipment
The customer will install ground fauit limiting equipment that vvilllimit the zero
3equence fimlt current to 20 amps at the !.nterconnedion Point

1.4.3 Easements
The Interconnection Customer will provide tO Idaho Pov,;er a
Bounds) legal description along with ,=xhibit map
[daho
facilities. After the legal description
been delivered to IPCO
'Vill supply to the Interconnection Customer a
signature by the iand owner of record. Once the
l.mcrconnection
will retum the signed easement to lPCO ftJr

1.4.4 Generator Output Limit Control
The Interconnection Customer
install equipment to receiYe
Power Grid
Generation Output
3 Operatmg Requirements.

Control

1\'ietes &

for
the

to

lO

as necessary.

1.4.6 Monitoring Information
! f the
Customer
Idaho Pow.:r rccloscr in
to supply

1.5

to

own communications circuit to the control

Idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities
Power '>Vill install a standard
distribution feeder (COVR-012) on
N. ::md N. 1700 E. ;n
27328 06.
for
new interconnection
win include fuur distribution poles to mount a local service
transformer, solid blade disconnects, pritruuy
recloser,
and
necessary tor the
The interconnection will be controiled by a SEL-311 C line
v•~·~ .. ~ .. relay. The
will be located in a pole mounted enclosure and will also contain
a test switch (TS4),
modems, ;;;olation
power supply, DC converter, control
~witch and surge protector.
Power will

(and subsequently own and maintain) one 1500 kVA 277/480 to
I
pad mounted
on
<)f a '-'au It.
Conduit and underground cables will be
from the
will be installed to
padmounted transformer. Protective
.:quipment from damage.
J 2.4 7

kV Grounded

A 2" conduit will be installed
the underground
to facilitate
c'Ustomer about the rec!oser if desired. (The Interconneciion Customer is
responsible tor providing and installing the appropriate cable.)

'h"'-u"'"t:•'" to

1.6
Facility Estimated Cost:
The following good faith estimates are provided in 2011 dollars:

Interconnection F acUities:
Overhead Generation !nterconnectwn

IPC

Equipment and 1500 kVA Transfonncr

!PC

SUBTOTAL

See Section 6for the Project flrand Total

J

')70.000'

')270,000'

Milestones

Funds

Date
can be
~md labor
the immediate control ,,f

Power could

Operating Requirements
The
is required to
LEEE Standard 519-1992 JEJ:.'h'
Pmc:tices and
or any
standards as
at
during operation must be
interconnection Point.

Limits found in
""'''"n'rP:m

may be updated tl·om time to
as
at the

directed

Output Limit Control wll! be a

events. \Vhen these
Limit Control
and will
sctpoint via DNP 3.0 from idaho Power for GOLC.
fdaho Power to the vr''"'''T

~tllowed.

The Project must be
of riding through faults ;Jn
:rippmg due to low
It has been determined,
of
interconnected for any
u""'"''"" as low as 0.8

the power
without
that the Project must be
as low as 0. 7 PU for 30
and

Customer will be ::~ble to
Customer side of the Interconnection Point with no
whenever the generation l11cilities are
terminal clearance is issued by Idaho Power Company's Grid

4.

facilities on the Interconnection
ofthe
or

Reactive Power
must be controlled to

as a VAr neutral system with a +- 300 k VAr

5.1

structures to

bank on the
minimum load
on and off as necessary.

In
ll1USt

to
have

Estimated Costs
estimates are

in

11

Estimated Cost:

Interconnection Facilities ([ram section !.6):

!l'C
EPC

Overhead Generation Interconnection
Equi)Jmcm and 1500 kVA Transfonner

Upgrades to Distribution:

ll'C
ll'C

Rcconductor

TOTAL

Note Regarding Transmission Service:
This
Study is a
Resource Interconnection
Study. Tl11S
identii:ies the
f"ctcilities necessary to integrate the
Facility into Idaho Power's network to serve
within
~daho Power's baiancing area. Network Resource Intercm1.nection Service in and of :tself does not
c:onvey any
to ddiver electricity to any
customer or Point of Delivery.

5

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 44

Danie!le
!=rom:
unt:

o:
Cc:

re:io Rowena,
! cannot as of yet confirm inservtce dates out I
from

knowing that construction is dependent upon

of funds

James ·,viii be
wit:"~ our technology provider 'Ntthin the r1ext 'rwo weeks. I should be able to extract the
:lata to provide you With inservice dates at that

Leslie

From: Bishop, Rowena LmillliQ;J:SJ2l~m:J:Q..K@tlQQ!W...erJ;;;QIDJ
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 2:51 PM
To: Leslie 1Nhite
Cc: Hackett, Eric
Subject: RE: Swager Farms- GI 307

give me a call next week so we can finalize the milestones and determine your inservice
date. Note that construction may not begin until Idaho Power receives funding. Thank you.

r-towena Bishop

.:Ztnaiijst
Jnterdianlfe Operations -

·Ext.

From: Bishop, Rowena
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 11:54 AM
To: 'Leslie White'

(c:
Eric
Subject: RE: Swager Farms- timelines

Hi Leslie,

checking on you? P!ease let us know what your intended in service date is as soon as possible,

From: Bishop, Rowena
Sent: t'londay, February
To: 'Lesiie White'

cc:

2012 3:08PM

H,.,~w ..rr

Subject:

farms- timeiines

Leslie,
I am ready to offer a Draft GIA for Swager Farms. Please review th1s milestone table and let us know
when you want to be in serv1ce so that we can proceed. Thank you,
Critical milestones and responsibility as agreed to by the Parties:

1 mo

Seller

E&P funding received by IPCO $XXX

Seller

Remaining Balance received by IPCO $XXX

Seller

Customer GOLC ready to connect & customer telecomm!
[equirements are COfT1P!~t,e
IPCO Construction Complete

IPCO

IPCO Commissioning Complete

IPCO

Project Leader issues Construction Complete Letter

Seller

Customer testing begins

!

Provided by Customer
F~owena

Ext. 2658

Seller

i

Customer's requested Jn~Service Date

EFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMIV11SSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 45

March 22, 2012

Via email/CI3rtified 70102'7'5000009095 1588
of fdaho
Smtc 1200
83702

Farms

- OI# 307

Leslie:
\nached
tincl a copy of the final Facility
dated January
2012 and a draft
(;cncrator btercotmection
(GlA) for your Generator Jnterco::LtJ.cction project. The GIA is
,;f ldaho Power
Rate Schedule 72 tariiT
the [daho Public Uilities CJmmi:;sion
The IPUC has the authority to review aad
You may view
:he
most
current
'ariff
at
?ower's
'Nebsite:
"·'''''·'·c:'·"''''::"'~·'~ The GTA Attachments are based on the
are
and

the

method of funding is fuJI

If you have not already done so, "'-'-''''''""--=~"'""=-'-'===-o"-=="'-'-'"""-''~~'-"'~""-'-'--"~="-==
to discuss Idaho Power's credit
'"''''-'u-•1';, or :he crt':dit requirement is met, we ;:an
The actual constmction and labor
will be reconctled

Under the Generator Interconnection process, the
items must be provided to me on or betore
;xccution of the GIA:
l. Your requested in service date to complete Attachment 3 of the GIA.
2Jnsurancc ccrtif1cation pursuant to Section 7 ef the GIA (certit1cate, 1 endorseme::1t for Additional
and 1 for :he cancellation
}.Financial arrangements approved
Idaho Power credit
or full ;;aym<::nt for construction
l'aiiure to submit all of the :'equcsted items above
wtll cause your Generator
Interconnection request to have been deemed withdrawn and tenninated. Please contact me at your
earliest convenience with any questions.

'2ncJ:

Final
ff. 307
email) Eric Hackett, Project LeaderiiPC
Rich Bauer;IPC
,\ubrae SloawlPC

Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307

March 22,
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Idaho Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307

Tl:is Generator Interconnection
(".1\greemenf') under Idaho
Schedule 72 iS effective
as of the
day of
2012 between
------~' (''Seller" or "The Project') and Idaho Po·Ner Company - Delivery
. or "Transmission Owner

Powers

Seifer 'Ntll own or
a Generation
tf7at Qualifies
Schedule 72 and any successor schedule.

B.
The Generation
Mtachment 1.

ser;ice under Idaho

covered by this Agreement is more

describecf in

!.

terms used herein shall have the same meanings as defined in Schedule 72 or in tl?e body

2.
fills Agreement and Schedule 72 provide the
Facility w;/1 interconnect

terms and conditions uncfer which the
in
·.vlth. the
::ransmissionldistribution system. Terms
in
72 will have the same defined
rflfs
If there tS any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and Scl?edu!e
Schedule 72 shall prevail.

3.
Purchase of Seller's power and other services that Seller may reqwre wt/1 be covered under
Nothing in this Agreement is intended to
any other
between the
and Seller.

4.
Attached to this Agreement and included by reference are the following:
- Description and Costs of !fie Generation
Facilities, and Metering Equipment.

!nterconnection

~...:.o.:'~~r~.!.::......-= ·- One-line Diagram Depicting the Generation

interconnection

Metering Equipment and Upgrades.
AftC1~chrrrent

3- Milestones For Interconnecting the Generation Facility.

Attachment 4 - Additional Operating Requirements for the
Needed to Support tf1e Seller's Generation

Transmission

/Wachment 5 - Reactive Power.
A!fachmJZ!]J_§ - Description of Upgrades required to
Best Estimate of Upgrade Costs.

5.

and

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307

idaho Power Company

5. 1
Unless terminated ear1ier ln accordance vvith
this Agreement, this Agreement shalf become effective on tl1e
spectfied above and
remain effective as long as
Generation Facility is eligible for service under Schedule 72.
5.2

52 1 Seiler may voluntarily terminate this Agreement upon
rermination of an agreement to sell power to the Company.
5. 2. 2
Section 6. 5.

After

a

or

Default, e1ther Party may terminate this Agreement pursuant to

Upon termination or expiration of this Lll'lrr""~~',.,'"nt
Generation
system The
will be disconnected from the
shall not relieve mther
of its Jiabilities
The provisions of this

5. 2. 3

rnn>nn>nr rile:•rnnru:.rttnn sl!all continue only for so
iong as
necessary under 'Good Utility
,, Good Utility Practice means any of
the practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved by a significant portion of the electric
industry during the relevant time period, or any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the
exercise of reasonable judgment in fight of the facts known at the time the decision was made,
could have been expected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with
qood business practices, reliability, safety and expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended
to be limited to the optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to
be acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally accepted in the region. Good Utility
Practice includes compliance with WECC or NERC requirements. l=>ayment of lost revenue
resulting from temporary disconnection shall be governed by the power purchase agreement.

5.3.1 Emergency Conditions. "Emergency Condition" means a condition or
situation: (1} that in the judgment of the Party makmg the claim 1s imminently likely to
endanger life or property; or (2j that, in the case of the Company, is imminently likely (as
determined in a non-discriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the
security of, or damage to the Company's transmissionlclistribution system, the
Company's Interconnection Facilities or the equipment of the Company's customers; or
( 3) that, in the case of the Seller, is imminently likely (as determined in a nondiscrimmatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the reliability and security
of, or damage to, the Generation Facility or the Seller's Interconnection Facilities. Under
Emergency Conditions, either the Company or the Seller may immediately suspend
interconnection service and temporarily disconnect the Generation
The
Company shalf notify the Seller promptly w!Jen it becomes aware of an Emergency
Condttion that may reasonably be expected to affect the Selier's operation of the
Generation Facility The Seller shaH notify the Company promptly when it becomes
aware of an Emergency Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the
Company's equipment or service to the Company's customers.
the extent
:nformation is known, the notification shall descnbe the Emergency Condition, the extent
of the damage or deficiency, the expected effect on the operation of both Parties'
facilities and operations, Its anticipated duration, and the necessary corrective action.
5.3.2 F?outine A4aintenance, Construction, and Repair.
The Company may
interrupt interconnect/On service or curtail the output of the Seller's Generation Facility

Power Company
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the

'vhen
for routine
and repairs on the
transmission/distribution system
make a reasonable attempt to contact the
prior to exercising Jts
to
interconnection or
deliveries
the Seller's
Seller understands that in
the case of emergency Circumstances, real time oper.'Jtions of the
system,
3ndlor unplanned events, tlie Company may not be able to provide
to the Seller
to interruption, curtailment or reduction of electrical energy
to the
Company. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to coordinate such reduction or
disconnection with the

5. 3. 3
On or before January 31 of each calendar year,
Seller shalf submit a written proposed mamtemmce schedule of significant
rnaintenance for that calendar year and the Company and Seller shall mutually
to the acceptabtlity of the proposed schedule. The Parties determination as to the
acceptability of the Setters timetable for scheduied maintenance
take into
:::onsideration
Utility Practices, Idaho Power system requirements and the Seller's
preferred schedule. lVeither Party shall unreasonably withhold acceptance of the
proposed maintenance schedule.
5. 3. 4.
The Seller and the Company shall, to the
extent practical, coordinate their respective transm1ssionldistJibution system and
Generation Facility maintenance schedules such that they occur simultaneously Seller
shall provide and maintain adequate protective equipment sufficient to prevent damage
to the Generation Facility and Seller-furnished Interconnection Facilities. In some cases,
some of
protective relays wiff provide back-up protection for Idaho Power's
factlities. In that event, Idaho t 2 ower wt/1 test such relays annually and Seifer will pay the
actual cost of such annual testing.

5.3.5
any forced outage, the Company may suspend
interconnection
serv1ce to effect tinmediate repairs on the Company's
transmission/distribution system. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to provide
tf7e Seller with prior notice. If prior notice is not given, the Company shall. upon request,
provtde the Seller written documentation after the fact explaining the C!{cumstances of
the disconnection
5. 3.
The Company shall notify the Seifer as soon
as practicable if, based on Good Utility Practice, operation of the Seller's Generation
Factlity may cause disruption or detenoration of service to other customers served from
the same electric system, or if operating the Generation Facility could cause damage to
the Company's transmission/distribution system or other affected systems. Supporting
documentation used to reach the decision to disconnect shall be provided to the Seller
~;pon request. If, after notice, the Seller fatls to remedy the adverse operating effect
'.vrthin a reasonable time, the Company may disconnect the Generation Facility The
Company shall provide the Seller with reasonable notice of such disconnection, unless
the provisions of Article 5. 3. 1 apply.
5. 3. 7
The
must receive written
authorization from the Company before making any change to the Generation Facility
that may have a material impact on the safety or reliability of the Company's
transmission/distribution system. Such authorization shall not be unreasonably wlthheid.
Modifications shall be done in accorcfance with Good Utility Practice. If the Seiler makes
such modification without the Company's prior written authorization, the latter shall flave
the right to temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility.

Idaho Power Company
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5. 3. 8
The
shall cooperate
each other to restore the
Generation
Facility,
Interconnection
FacHities,
and
the
Company s
transmission/distribution system to their normal operating state as soon as reasonably
practicable foilowing a temporary disconnectton.
5.3.9
Seller, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, shall
minimize voitage fluctuations and maintain voltage levels acceptable to
Power.
Power
m accordance with Good
upon one lnmdred
notice to tt1e
level
more than
Idaho
rnodified
Power's expense, Soller's
level.
nommaJ

4
to Idaho

liJOVe.
hiaho

so as to
All documents
such easements or
approval and in recordable form.

for tile

nnnr~;-nr-t,I;.J

5. 4. 2
agree that it
necessary to
avoid tlie adverse environmental and
t11at would occur as a result of
duplicate o!ectric
consfmcted in close proximity. Therefore,
to Idaho
Power's compliance H!tlh Paragraph 5. 4. 4, Seller agrees that slwuld Seller seek and
any
state or federal
body the right to erect. construct
and mamtain
Interconnection Facilities upon, along and over any and all
public roads, streets and
then the use by Seller of such public right-of-way
shall be subordinate to any
use by Idaho Power of such public right-of-way for
construction and/or maintenance of electric cfistnbution and transmission facilities and
Idaho Power may claim use of such public right-of-way for such purposes at any time.
Except as required by Paragraph 5. 4. 4, Idaho Power shall not be required to
compensate Sef/er for exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5. 4. 2.
5.4.3
Subject to Idaho Power's compliance with
Paragraph 15.4.4, Idaho Po~ver may use and attach its distnbution and/or transmission
facilities to Seller's Interconnection F:JCilities, may reconstruct Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to accommodate Idaho Power's usage or Idaho Power may construct Its own
distribution or transmission facilities along, over and above any public right-of-way
acquired from Seller pursuant to Paragraph 5. 4. 2, attaching Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to such newly constructed facilities. Except as required by Paragraph 5. 4 4,
Idaho Power shall not be required to compensate Seller for exercismg its rights under
this Paragraph 5. 4. 3.
5. 4. 4 Conditions of Use. It is the intention of the Parties that the Seller be left in
substantially the same condition, both financially and electncaily, as Seller existed prior
to Idaho Power's exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4. Therefore. tf1e Parties
agree that the exercise by Idaho Power of any of the ng/?ts enumerated in Paragre:pfls

idaho Power Company
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5. 4. 2
5.4. 3 shall: (1)
laws. codes
Practices, (2)
share the costs
owning and
facilities and
If the Parties are unable to
apportioning these costs. the
Will be submitted to the Commission for resolution
and the decision
the Comrrussion will be binding on the Parries, and
shall provide
with an interconnection to Idaho Power's system of equal capacity and
as ex1sted prior to fcJaho Power exerctsmg its rights under this Paragraph 5A.

6.
6. 1

This Agreement may be Elssigned by either Parly upon
to
by the other Party;

21) calendar days prior written notice and opportunity

that:
6.1.1 Either Parly may ass1gn this Agreement without the consent of the other
Parly to any affiliate of the assigning
wJth an equal or greater credit
1
he legal authority and operational abiiity to satisfy the obligations of the
Party
under thts Agreement.

6. 1. 2 The Seller shall have the right to rnnt,·>ru~nttll
this Agreement,
vithout the consent of the Company, for collateral
purposes to aid in
.financing for the Generation Facility, provided that the Seller wi!f promptly
Company of any such contingent assignment.
6. 1.3 Any attempted assignment that violates this article is void and ineffective.
Assignment shall not relieve a Party of its obligations, nor shall a Party's
t;e
reason thereof. An assignee is
for meeting
enlarged, in whole or in part,
the same financial, credit, and insurance obligations as U?e
Where
,;onsent to assignment will not be unreasonably ~¥ithhefd, conditioned or delayed.

6. 2
Limitation of LiabilitY:. Each Party's liability to the other Party for any
cost,
irl}ury, liability, or expense, including reasonable attorney's
relating to or
from
any act or omission in its petformance of this Agreement, shall be limited to the amount of direct
damage actually incurred. In no event shall either Party be !fable to the other Party for any
special, consequential, or punitive damages, except as authorized by this Agreement
6. 3

tndemnitl{.

6.3. 1 This provision protects each Party from liability incurred to third parlies as
a result of carrying out the provisiOns of this Agreement. Liability under this provision is
exempt from the general limitations on liability found in Article 6. 2.
6.3.2 The Parties shall at all times indemnify, defend, and flold the other Party
harmless from, any and all damages, tosses, claims, including claims and actions
relating to injury to or death of any person or damage to property, cfemancf.
costs and expenses, courl costs, attorney fees, and at/ other
by
or to third parties, arising out of or resulting from the ot11er Parly's action or failure to
meet its obligations under this Agreement on behalf of the indemnifying
in
cases of gross negligence or intentionai wrongdoing by the indemnified

6. 3. 3 If an indemnified person IS entitled to indemnification under this article as
a result of a claim by a third party, and the indemnifying Party
after notice and
reasonable opportumty to proceed under this article, to assume the
of such
ciaim, such indemnified person may at the expense of the indemmfying

Idaho Power Company
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soit!e or consent to the
to
is a Matenal

with

to. or

in

suc/1 ciairn

6. 3. 4 ff an :ndemmfying party iS obligated to indemnify and hold any
lndemmfied person harmless under this
the amount owing to the indemnified
person shall be the amount of such indemmfied person's actual foss, net of any
msur::mce or other recovery
6. 3. 5 Promptly after receipt by an indemnified person of any claim or notice of
U7e commencement of any action or administrative or !e9al proceeding or investigation
as to which the indemmty provided for in t11is atticfe may apply, the indemmfied person
shalf notify the indemnifying party of such fact. Any failure of or delay in such notification
,:;hall be a Material Breach ancl shall not affect a Party's indemnification obligation unless
such failure or delay is materially prejudicial to the indemnifying party.
6.4

As used in fhJs Agreement, 'Force l'v1a}eure" or 'an event of

Force Majeure" means any cause beyond the control of the Seller or of the Company which,
:Jespite the exercise of due diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome. Force
tv'lajeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, fire, ffood, storms, wars, lwst!lities, civil
strikes and other labor disturbances, earthquakes, fires, lightning, epidemtcs,
or
c:hanges in iaw or regulation occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the exercise of
··easonable foresight such patty could not reasonably have been expected to avoid cmd by tne
of due diligence. it shall be unable to overcome. If either Party iS rendered wholly or in
unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement because of an event of Force
Majeure, both Parties shall be excused from whatever performance is affected by the event of
Force Majeure, prov1ded that:
(1)
The non-performmg Party shall, as soon as is reasonably possible after
the occurrence of the Force Majeure, give the other Patty written notice c!escribmg the
patticulars of the occurrence.
(2)
/he suspensiOn of portiJrmance shall be of no greater scope and of no
longer duration than is required by the event of Force Majeure.
(3)
:Vo obligations of either Party which arose before the occurrence causing
the suspension of performance and which could and should have been fuf!y performed
t;efore such occurrence shall be excused as a result of such occurrence.

idaho Power Company
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65
6. 5. 1
If either Party fails to
of the terms or conditions of
this Agreement (a "Defauit" or an "Event of Default'}, the nondefaulting Party shall cause
not1ce In
to be given to the defaulting Party, specifying the manner in which such
occurred. If the defaulting Party shall fail to cure such Default within
after service of such notice, or if the cfefaulting Party reasonabiy demonstrates
to the other
that the
can be cured within a commercially reasonable time
but not
r60) day penocl and then faits to clifigently pursue such cure,
at its option, terminate this Agreement and/or pursue

i

6. 5. 2
The notice and cure provisions in Paragraph 6. 6. 1 do
not
to Defaults identified in this Agreement as Material Breac/1es. v1aterial
Breaches must be cured as expeditiously as possible foffowing occurrence of the
IJreach.
7
During the term of this Agreement, Seller shall secure and continuously cany the
Insurance coverage:

7. 1

Comprehensive General Liability Insurance for both bodily injury and property
with limits equal to $1.000,000, each occurrence, combined single limit The deductible
for such insurance sf1all be consistent with current Insurance /ndustty Utility
for s1mtlar

~m

72
The above insurance coverage shall be placed with an insurance company with
AM. Best Company rating of A~ or better and shall mclude:
(a)
An endorsement naming Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss
payee as applicable; and
A provision stating that such policy shall not be canceled or the limits of
liability reduced without sixty (60) clays' prior written notice to ldaflo Power.

7. 3
As required in Paragraph 7 herem and
annualty thereafter, Se/!er shall furmsh tfle Company a certificate of insurance. together w1tf1 the
endorsements required therein. evidencing the coverage as set forth above.
7. 4
- If t!1e insurance r;overage
required by
for any reason, Seller will immediately
Idaho Power
in writing. The notice wilt advise Idaho Power of the specific reason for the lapse and the steps
Seller is raking to reinstate the coverage. Failure to provide this notice and to expeditiously
:emstate or replace the coverage will constitute grounds for a temporary cfisconnection uncfer
Section 5.3 and will be a Material Breach.

8.
8. 1
The validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement
md each of its provisions shalf be governed by the laws of the state of fciaho without
to
ts conflicts of law principles.
8. 2
Salvaqe. No later than sixty (60) days after the terrmnation or expiration of this
Idaho Power will prepare and f01ward to Seller an estimate of the remaining value

!daho Power Company
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Idaho Power
Interconnection Facilities as
72 and/or
c!escribed in this
less the cost of
and
to Idaho
nearest
if the Interconnection Facilities will be removed. if Seller elects not to obtain
of the Interconnection Facilities but instead wishes ttlat Idaho Power rermburse the
Seller for saki Facilities the Seller may
Idaho Power for the net salvage value as
astimated
Idaho Power and ldaiw Power shall pay sucl? amount to Seller w1thin
after rece1pt of the invoice.
shall t1ave the right to
lhe invoice amount aqainst
any
or future payments due Idaho Power.
9.

9.1
Unless ot~erwise provided in this Agreement, any written notlce,
demand, or request required or authorized in connection vvith this Agreement ("Notice') shall be
deemed properly given if delivered in person. delivered by recognized national currier service,
or sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, to the person specified below:

If to the Seller:
Seller:-------------------------1\ttention:
Address: ________________________________________________

If to the Company:
idaho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Operations Manager
1221 W. Idaho Street
Bmse: Idaho 83702
Phone: 208-388-5669 Fax: 208-388-5504
9.2
out below:

Billing and Payment. Billings and payments shall be sent to the addresses set

Se!ler: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A
t t e_____________________________________________________
n t i o n : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_Address:

Idaho Power Company- Delivery
Attention: Corporate Cashier
PO Box 447
Salt Lake City Utah 8411 0-044 7
Phone: 208-388-5697 email: asioan@idahopower.com
The Parties may also designate
9.3
operating representatives to conduct the communications which may be r:ecessary or
convenient for the administration of this Agreement. Th1s person will also serve as the point of
contact w1th respect to operations and maintenance of the Party s facilities.

Power Company
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Operating Representative:

Company's Operating Representative:
Power Company Dispatch
221 W. Idaho Street
Idaho 83702
208-388-2633, 388-5125, or
75 during
business hours
hoursDispatch Southern ;..rc.rnncn 208-388-5190
9.5
Either Party may
giving five {5) Business Days vvritten notice pnor to the effective date of the

0.
iN WITNESS WHEREOF. the Parties have
res,oectlv'e duly authorized

Agreement to be

For the Seller
Name:

Date:
For the Company
Name: ------------------------------------------------- Idaho Power

their
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Idaho Power Company

Attachment 1

of Interconnection
Fuil Outout:
Nominal Delivery Voltage

The proposed

Interconnection Details
Studied as an !daho Power Network Resource under PURPA
1.2 MW

12.5 kV
General Facility Description
of Idaho Power's standard overhead generation interconnection
12.47 kV
kVA 277/480
including the associated
and connects to the
total nrr"'""~t

is 1.2 MW.
Interconnection Point
UlC!ester wr'"'"'' will be the !ow-side
OS R15E Section 21
4

"

The Seller Will install generators,
all wiring and conduit between the
•]enerators and the padmounted
measures. and associated
:~uxiliary equipment. Seller wiH build underground
of Change of Ownership for the
cJenerator facility. The low-s1de disconnect switch
be as
or as determined by mutual
Jgreement and be readily access1bfe. operable, and lockabfe by idaho Power personnel at all times.
The Seller Will install equipment to receive signals from Idaho Power Company Grid Operations for
Generator Output limit Control C'GOLC") see Attachment 4 Operating Requirements.
The Seller will prov1de phone service to IPCo's generator interconnect package as described in
re/ecommunications below.
fhe Seller will provide a DNP 3.0 serial data connection to the local Idaho Power Company SCADA
RTU when any communication with Seller-owned and maintained equipment is required for GOLC,
'JOitage control or other plant monitoring or control. Preliminary points lists and functional description
'lvere provided to the Seller in the Facility Study Report

AI! Interconnection equipment electrically located on the generator s1de of the Point of Change
Ownership shail be owned and maintained by the Seller.

Other Facilities Provided by Seller
Telecommunications
In addition to communication c1rcuits that may be needed by the Seller, the Seller shall provide the
following communication circuits for Idaho Power's use:

1. One POTS (Pia1n Old Telephone Sen.rice) dial-uo circuit for revenue metering at the generation
,nterconnection site.

Idaho Power Company

Service
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the generation
site and Idaho
Biue Lakes Blvd. S., Twin Falls, Idaho).

The
is
to coordinate 'Nith the iocal communications
the
Gommunrcations Circuits and pay the associated monthly charges. The commumcation circuits vvil!
need to be installed and operational prior to generating into Idaho Power
Note that installation
the
communications provider may take several months and should te
in advance to
delaying the project. if the communication circuit types listed above are not
at the site
the !oca! communications provider, the Seller shall confer with Idaho Pm.Yer.
voltage protection is required
the local communications provider for the
the
are available
assembly shall be engineered and supplied by the Seller.
'or rndoor or outdoor mounting. The high voltage protection assembly shall be located in a manner that
Idaho Power 24-hour access to the assembly for communications trouble-shooting of Idaho
Power owned equipment.

Ground Fault Equipment
The customer 'Will install ground fault limiting equipment that will !irmt the z:ero sequence fault current to
20 amps at the Interconnection Point.
Easements
The Seller \Ni!l provide to lPCO a surveyed (Metes & Sounds) legal descnptlon
for IPCO's facilities. f\fter the legal description has been delivered to iPCO for review,
to the Seller a completed JPCO easement for signature by the land owner of
Once the
have been secured, the Seller \'Viii return the signed easement to IPCO for recording. \PCO
construction will not proceed until the appropriate easements are secured.
Generator Output Limit
The
vv1ll instal! equ1pment to receive
from Idaho Power Grid Operations
Output Limit Control ("GOLC") - see Attachment 4 Operating Requirements.

Generation

Local Service
The Seller is responsible to arrange for local service to their site, as necessary.

Idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities
Idaho Power will install a standard generation Interconnection package on the existing distnbution
feeder (COVR-012) on private property southeast of the intersection of E. 3800 N. and N. 1700 E in
fwin Falls County, 10. See single line drawing as Attachment 2.
The new interconnection package will include four distribution poles ~o mount a local service
transformer, solid blade disconnects, primary metering package, recloser,
fuses and riser
necessary for the package. The interconnection will be controlled by a SEL-311C !ine protection relay.
The relay will be located in a pole mounted enclosure and will also contain a test switch (TS4),
rnodems, isolation interface, power supply, DC converter. control switch and surge "".-""'"'Tnr
Idaho Power will install (and subsequently own and maintain) one 1500 kVA 277/480 to 12.47 kV
Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted transformer on top of a vault. Conduit and underground
:abies w111 be installed from the interconnection package to padmounted transformer. Protective posts
will be installed to protect the ground mounted equipment from damage.
A 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground primary to facilitate information exchange to the
customer about the recloser if desired. (The Interconnection Customer 1s resoonsible for
and
,nstalling the appropriate cable.)
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:daho Power Company

All interconnection
operated, and

electricaily located on the
Idaho Power.

side of the interconnection Point shall be

Estimated Cost & Ownership

1ntercamuction Facilities:
Uvcrbead Generation interconnection

IPCO
IPCO

SUBTOTAL

$270,0110

ATTACIH.fENT 6for Project Urcmd Total)
Full payment is required up front in accordance with Schedule
unless
made in advance with Idaho Power
Finance
/l.,ttachment

are
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Power

Small

Pacilities,
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Idaho Power Company

Attachment 3
Milestones
1. Idaho Power
provided in the

F::~cility

agrees only to the Construction t!rne!ines under its direct control
Study Report for this Project

2. These milestones will begin, and the construction schedule referenced below, wlil only be valid
upon
of funding in full from the Seller or the1r authorized third party no later than the date
;et forth below for such
by Seller to make the reqwred
the
below will be a matenal breach of this
which may result in .1ny or C'JII of the
loss of milestone dates and
construction schedules set tolth below:
m1mediate terrmnatlon
Idaho
Power:
removal
the
Interconnection queue.

Seller

E&P funding received by IPCO $XXX

Seller

6mos

IPCO

!PCO receives the remaining balance of Construction
t:stimate $XXX OR Credit arrangements are
IPCO
Customer GOLC ready to connect & customer telecomm;
requirements are complete
IPCO Construction Complete

1 rna

IPCO

IPCO Commissioning Complete

IPCO

Project Leader issues Construction Complete Letter

Seller

Customer testing begins

Seller

tbprovided

Agreed to by:
For the Seller:
For the Transmission Provider
:daho Power Company

Customer's requested In-Service Date

Power Company
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that must be met
System

the Seller pnor to

Operating Requirements
The project is required to comply 'Ni!h the applicable Voltage and Current Distortion Limits found
iEEE Standard 519-1992 IEEE F:::ecommencled Practices and F?equirements for Harmonic Control in
Power
or any
standards as they may be updated from ttme to time.
Seller w1ll be able to modify pov;~er plant facilities on the generator side of the interconnection Point with
upon 7he operation of the transmission
whenever the generation facilities are
Idaho
isolated from tile transmiSSion system and a terminal clearance is issued
Company's Grid Operator.
Generator Output Limit Control ("Re-dispatch" or "GOLC")
The Project w1ll be subject to reductions directed by ldaho Power Company Grid
•ransmission system contingencies and other reliability events. When these conditions occur, the
will be subject to Generator Output Lim1t Control ("GOLC') and !lave equipment capabie of
s1gnals from Idaho Power for GOLC. Generator Output limit Control will be a setpoint from
Idaho Power to the Project indicating maximum output allowed during transmission
as
in the Facility Study Report
Low Voltage Ride Through
The ProJect must be capable of riding through faults on adjacent section of the power
:ripping due to
It has been determined, through study, that the
must be '~a~:au1c
remaining interconnected for any single phase
as low as 0. 7 PU for 30 cycles, and for all three
;::;hase voltages as low as 0.8 PU for 30 cycies.
Ground Fault Equipment
The Seller will install transformer configurations that provide a ground source to the transmission

Idaho Power Company
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The project must be
to
as a VAr rJeutral system with a +/kVAr
Voltage flicker at startup and during "n'"r" 1"i"\" will be lim1ted to less than 5% as
interconnection Point.

,.,,.,~,~-=>finn

band.
at the

Idaho

Vetwork
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Company

in Schedule ?2 this
and
an itemized best estimate of the cost

Upgrades
Distribution Upgrades
idaho Power vvil!
the ex:sting distnbution feeder (COVR-01
E. 3550 N.
the Clover
Substation (approximately N. 1950
west to N. 1700 E.
new conductor w11l be 336.4 All Aluminum
(336AAC) and will require new support structures to accommodate
vvire.
!'ldditionaiiy, an existing fixed
capac1tor bank on the
will be
in order to avo1d
on the feeder dunng minimum load situations, the ''"''"''"'tr.r must have ;1utomatic controls in order
!o switch on and
as necessary.

IJistributimz Upgrttdes:
2.5

to

3

iPCO
IPCO

TOTAL
Interconnection costs (/i·om Attucltment 1)

TOTAL

PROJECT GRA.ND TOTAL

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-25

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

ATTACHMENT 46

Analyst
Power Company
221 W. Idaho
Boise, 10 83702
Swager Farms Project- Gl #307
Josh,
Regarding the Swager Farms GIA our electrical engineers are not able to link the project's
obligation to run at unity to Idaho Powers request to update your distribution capabilities
referenced in correspondence from Trevor Schultz, dated April 16th.
In light of the fact that the requirements and pricing established in the October 25, 2010
draft GIA. were substantially altered we believe it is necessary for Idaho Power to revisit the
upgrade requirements specific to the verified capacity of 800 kW.
appreciate the information and the issues Trevor has identified, however, the study
cases presented and the type of equipment utilized invoke the following questions:

1. The use of a synchronous generator may increase the voltage stability of the line.
2. Do the regulators enable the steady state voltage without reconductoring? I believe
Cases 3 and 4 indicate the regulators fix the problem.

3. 1lVe notice Case 4 is modeled without the capacitors, but if there is the requirement
to run at Unity Power Factor, the capacitors may not be intended for flicker control,
so why are they in the package?
The four cases presented seem to be incongruous with the present requirements, and as
James Carkulis pointed out in email correspondence today we intend to commence
construction in the 2nd quarter on this project, thus we need to obtain clarity on this issue
before signing the GIA.

Leslie \Nhite
President, Exergy New Energy, Biogas Division

Development Group 1302 W

!) 83702 p
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Small Generator Feasibility Study

Fanus

\J...r, •.,,•.••

Feasibility Study Agreement

referred to as a ''Party," or coi1ectively as the

RECITALS
nn~~cn,on

Customer is proposing to develop a Small Generating
to ;m
Small Generating Facility
Interconnection
completed by Interconnection Customer on October 2, 2009;
known as Project #307, and

WHEREAS, fnterconnection
desires to interconnect the Small Generating Facility
the Transmission Provider's Transmission System~ and

WHEREAS, Interconnection Customer has
study to ;1ssess the feas1bi1ity

the

Provider to perform a
interconnecting the proposed Small
Transmission Provider's Transmission System, ;md any"-'-·'""''"'"""

THEREFORE, in consideration of and subject to the mutual covenants contained herein
agreed as tallows:
LO

When used
this Agreement, with initial capitalization, the terms specitied shall have
rhe meanings indicated or t~e meanings specified in the standard Small Generator
interconnection Procedures.
Interconnection Customer elects and the Transmission Provider shall cause to
;Jerrormed an interconnection feasibility study consistent the standard Small Generator
fnterconnection Procedures in accordance with the Open Access Transmission Tariff.

3.0

scope of the feasibility study shall be subject to the assumptions set forth in
Attachment A to this Agreement
feasibility study shall be based on the technical information provided
the
Interconnection Customer in the [nterconnection Request, as may be modified as the
result of the scoping meeting.
Transmission Provider reserves the right to request
1dditional technical information from the Interconnection Customer as may reasonably
become necessary consistent with Good Utility Practice during the course of the
;eas1bility study and as designated in accordance with the standard Small
Interconnection Procedures. Ifthe Interconnection Customer modi:fies its Interconnection

Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement
Swager Panns Project #307
to complete

5.0

study may

extended by agreement

In performing the study, the Transmission Provider shall
to
extent reasonably
practicable, on
studies recent vintage: The Interconnection
shall not
be charged
such existing studies; however, the Interconnection Customer shall
responsible for charges
with any new study or modifications to existing srudies
are reasonably necessary to perform the teasibility study.
the purpose of
feasibility study report ihall provide the following analyses
system impacts
would result from
any potential
interconnection of the Small Generating Facility as proposed:
rnitial identi:t1cation of any circuit breaker short circuit capability limits

ex,ceo::~ae:d

as a result of the interconnection;

Initial identification of any thermal overload or voltage limit violations resulting
from the interconnection;

Initial review of grounding requirements and electric system protection; and
6.4

Description
non-bonding estimated cost of facilities required to
the proposed Small Generating Facility and to address the identified
and power !low issues.

7.0

feasibility study shall model the impact of the Small Generating Facility
purpose
order to avoid the further expense and interruption of operation
reexamination of feasibility and impacts if the Interconnection Customer later ~ ..·~·<·~-·,
purpose ±br which the Small Generating Facility is being installed.

8.0

The study shall include the feasibility of any interconnection at a proposed
site
where there could be multiple potential Points of Interconnection, as requested by
Interconnection Customer and at the Intercom1ection Customer's cost.

9.0

lieu of Feasibility Study deposit, Intercor.nection Customer agrees that study funds
drawn from the application
for the performance of the Interconnection
Feasibility Study.

will

Transmission Provider shall charge and Interconnection Customer shall pay the
;.;osts of the Interconnection Feasibility Study. Any difference between the deposit and
actual cost of the study shaH be paid by or refunded to L1terconnection Customer, as
::tppropriate.
Once the feasibility study is compteted, a feasibility study report shall be prepared and
transmitted to the Intcrcomledion Customer.
Barring unusual circumstances, the

Swag~;.'f

ll .0

12.0

based on
Transmission Provider's actual costs and
Interconnection Customer after the study is completed ,md

any
costs that
the deposit
the invoice or resolution
any
30 calendar days on receipt
Transmission Provider shall refund such execss
deposit exceeds the invoiced
of the invoice without interest.

WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by
authorized
or
on
day and year first above written.

Interconnection Customer:

Transmission Provider:
Company- Delivery

r

Date:

I 1 /ZO! 2. - - - -

Date:

Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement
Farms vrrH''"'r

"\ttachment A to Feasibility Study Agreement
"\ssumptions Used in Conducting the Feasibility Study

feasibility study
in the

:tgreed

upon
information set forth in the Interconnection
meeting held on October
2009:

Feasibility Study
completed no later than JO
days
the fully executed Interconnection Feasibility Study Agreement,
any requested
'ltudy data
NOT received. Interconnection Customer will provide the requested study data as
;oon as possible on or before the retum of the executed Interconnection
Study
"\greement.
)

Designation of Point ofinterconnection and configuration to be studied.

) and 2) are to be completed by the Interconnection Customer. Other assumptions
below) are to provided by
Interconnection Customer and the Transmisswn Provider.
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STUDY

SW:\GER FARMS DIG

PROJECT

TWINFALLSCOUNT~IDAHO

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

I
!

EXERGY

INTERCONNECTION CUSTOMER

RE-STUDY REPORT

1. 2012

Feasibility Study

enerator

C\over
I

mbstation

=012

Short Circuit Analysis Results

Power Flow Analysis Results

estimates tor those

L11J!e l: Estimated lntercounection costs l'or II.S

:ww project at Swager farms

Good Faith Cost Estimate

S225,000.

:Jiiercnnnectmn cost e>timate for 0.8 'viW generator

No

System Impact Study Required?
addre~ses

the [Jaho Power system. There

the work

<~reno

transmi.sbion

until a transmission

.ystem request is submitted
the
transmission customer. The
transmission
:my, w support energy tnmsters will then be detem1ined has.:d on lirst come :1rst serve hasis
· OlJCUC .;,rdcr).

Operating Requirements:
Fmiect if307 will be controlled to operate at

power

AR.

f •

\V!th

:m

bandwidth ot-:: 200
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4, 20!2

J:a!TrlS

Dear Leslie:

into the Idaho Power
determines the necessary network
in our system.

,mier to

submittal ;:h,Juld bt.! sent to: Idaho Power
lD 83 702. Please contact me if you have

-:nc!osed is a
~md tor your

Harris. 1221

: )nnid Ariona

Enclosures:

Final

.! osh I!arris/JPC
' ;rlunJo

"2)

tPC

!daho

Study

t

AGREE\IE:'\T is

RECITALS

the

mutua! covenants

.0

rhc scope

:\to

0

7

.0

lntercmmection

6.0

45
JfC

tlle

'J.O

l!) l}

LN WITNESS WHEREOF,
or

Parth::s have
on

rnmsmission Provider:
Idaho Power Company- Delivery

exeeut;;d

day and year

Interconnection Customer:

.\ttachmcnt :\to

ta to Be Provided bv the
"
ith the
ties

power.

power

be

at the

').

or

the

7

•'>.

use?

tht:

the

:o

lL

'

transmission

~.

Transmission
the Small

m

name of

4.

dates:

Con:>truction
Date:

Cicneration

Date:

Date:
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9,

2

#307

Josh,
is
and
attachment With regards to our conversation this morning,
'•'AI"'.,",... account with Idaho Power has a credit balance of $24,093 which will
to
for this FSA and in part to cover the deposit for the FSA associated with
View Dairy.

1Nhite

Biogas
of Exergy New Energy
Exergy Development Group of Idaho

Completed FSA for project #307

: l ,i

Study Agreement

RECITALS

Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small
the raJasrnis;sicm Provider's Transmission System;
has completed a system impact study and
Interconnection Customer~ and
requested
cost of the
implement the conclusions
Practice to physically and
Provider's

work
with Good

Facility
"lOW, THEREFORE,
agreed as
.0

the

consideration of and subject to

\Vben
Lhe meanings
interconnection Procedures.
Interconnection Customer elects and
facilities study consistent v.ith
standard Smail
the
to be performed in accordance

Provider shall cause a

scope of the facilities 3tudy shall be subject to data provided in Attachment
;\greement.

The
study shall specify and
procurement and construction work (including
conclusions
impact study(s).
facilities study shaH also identify ( 1)

;q uipment. including,
:;tation equipment, (2)

limitation,
nature and

to

cost of the equipment, ~m~m~~enng,
HG<;;;u<.:ou

to

uuutcuu:;u

.0

propose to group facilities required for more than one
costs
economies of
but any Imerconnection
may require the installation of
required
Generating Facility if it is willing to pay the costs of those facilities.
A .1 PT""-'"
c,ustomer.

7.0

$11,250.00 is

upon execution of this agreement by the Interconnection

completed within 45
In cases where Upgrades are required, the facilities study must
the receipt of this Agreement. In cases where no
are
necessary, and the required facilities are limited to interconnection
L~e
facilities study must be completed "~NiL~in 30 Business Days.

facilities study is completed, a facilities study report shaH
prepared and
transm1tted to the Interconnection Customer. Barring unusual circumstances,
completed and the facilities study report transmitted within 30
study must
.....,...""'" Days of the Interconnection Customer's agreement to conduct a tacilities study.
shall
on
fransmission Provider's actual costs and Mil
to the Interconnection Customer after the study is completed and
and
include a summary of protessional time.
lntercorurrec:tton Customer must pay any study costs that exceed the deposit without
interest 'Within 30 calendar days on receipt of the invoice or resolution of any dispute. ff
the
exceeds the invoiced
the Transmission Provider shall reii.md such excess
'Nithin 30 calendar days of the invoice without interest.

WITh"'ESS WHEREOF,

Parties have caused this

authorized officers or agents on

day and year

Transmission Provider:
Idaho Power

gre:euaetlt to be duly executed
above 'Nritten.

Interconnection Customer:

Title:
Date:

-2-

6, 201

their

Attachment A to

to Be Provided by the Interconnection Customer
\Vith
Facilities Study Agreement
'

l.

generation capacity attached at
on CT/PT)

on

power.

C:ne set of

is

each ge11eranon

·~'u'"'""''"" Transmission Provider station.

an alternate source

to
new
genemtion connections:

auxiliary power

bus on
side
for the total plant generation?
indicate on
one-line

trm1"h>r

of control system or PLC

6.

be located at

\Vhat protocol does the control system or PLC
or

if required

plant.

of the proposed interconnection station:

or

to

0.

L

Transmission

station to

rov;cr number

in

field.

as original study
party easements

for transmission

anticipated
in coordination with Transmission Provider.

Is
name of local provider:

4.

proposed schedule dates:
Construction

30, 2012 -~·--

Generator
Transformers
Back Feed Power
~January

Generation Testing

Date:

Commercial Opt:ration

Date: _February 5, 2013 ······--···~-
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IDAHO
POWER®
s~ptember

10,2012

Leslie White
Exergy New Energy
802 W. Bannock
12m Floor
Boise, ID 83702
Re: Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project (0.8 ,\.;!W Output) Facility Study Report- Project #307
Dear Ms. White:
Idaho Power Company (IPC) has completed the Facility Study cost estimate for your Generator
Interconnection project based on the revised Feasibi! ity Shtdy Report dated June I, 2012. Attached
please find the Facility Study Report (FSR). Please note the FSR has different requirements than past
reports because the total output of the project is less than I megavoltampere (.MV A), particularly there is
no requir~ment for you to provide telecommunications to the Idaho Power facilities.
In order to proceed with this project, please provide your comments to the Facility Study Report to me by
October 12, 2012 and indicate whether you wish to proceed with final design and construction. The final
report will be used to prepare a Generator Interconnection Agreement in preparation for Construction.
Josh Harris will be working with you to finalize the Interconnection Agreement.
Before we can begin Construction or order materials, you are responsible for contacting Idaho Power's
credit department to discuss credit requirements for construction funding. Please contact Aubrae Sloan
(208-388-5697) at your earliest convenie:1ce. Once we rcc~ive funding, or the credit requirement is met,
we can proceed with construction of the project.
The actual construction and labor charges will be finalized approximately 90 days subsequent to project
completion. We will reconcile any over- or underpayment at that time.

r look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,

Eric Hackett
Project Leader
'\ttachment: Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project Facility Study Report with Drawings
Cc:

J Harris!IPC

A Sloan/fPC

D Walker/IPC

IDAHO

POWER~

Generator Interconnection
Facility Study Report
for the

Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project- Project #307
tor

Exergy New Energy

m
Twin Falls County, Idaho

September 10, 2012

FACILITY STUDY REPORT (FSR)
Swager Farms Dairy Digester
Project #307
September 10, 2012

1.

General Facility Description
The proposed project will consist of a short three-phase distribution line extension and Idaho
Power's overhead generation interconnection package (tor projects less than 1 tvfVA) including an
uverhead recloser, metering package, local service power transformer, disconnect switches, and a
relay/control box. Additionally, one 1000 kVA 277/480 to 12.47 kV Grounded Wye I Grounded
Wye padmounted transformer will be installed, including the associated underground cabling and
vaults. The project is located in Twin Falls County, Idaho and connects to the 12.5 kV system on
Idaho Power Company's Clover (COVR-012) distribution line. The total project output is 0.8 MW.
Interconnection Customer:
Leslie White
Exergy New Energy
802 W. Bannock
lzth Floor
Boise, ID 83702
A Standard Generator Interconnection Agreement under Idaho Power Company's Open Access
Transmission Tariff (OA1T) or Schedule 72 between Interconnection Customer and Idaho Power
Company - Delivery (Transmission Owner) for the Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project,
specifically Generator Interconnection Project #307, will be prepared for this project.

1.1

Interconnection Point
The Interconnection Point tor the Swager Fam1s Dairy Digester Project will be the low-side
bushings on the padmounted transfom1er (SWI). The project's location is in TlOS Rl5E Section
21 ofTwin Falls County, Idaho. A drawing identifYing the Interconnection Point is attached.

1.2

Point of Change of Ownership
The Point of Change of Ownership for the Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project \viii be the IO\vside bushings on the padmounted transformer (SWl).

1.3

Customer's Interconnection Facilities
The Interconnection Customer will install generators, low-side disconnect switches, all wiring
and conduit between the generators and the padmounted transformer, appropriate grounding
measures, and associated auxiliary equipment. Interconnection Customer will build underground
facilities to the Point of Change of Ownership tor the generator tacility.

The low-side disconnect switch shall be as specified or as determined by mutual agreement and
be readily accessible, operable, and lockable by Idaho Power personnel at ail

Other Facilities Provided by Interconnection Customer

1.4

1.4.1 Ground Fault Equipment
The customer will install ground fault limiting equipment that will limit the zero
sequence fault current to 20 amps at the Interconnection Point.
1.4.2 Easements
The Interconnection Customer will provide to Idaho Power a surveyed (Metes &
Bounds) legal description along with exhibit map for Idaho Power's proposed
facilities. After the legal description has been delivered to IPCO for review, IPCO
will supply to the Interconnection Customer a completed IPCO easement for
signature by the land owner of record. Once the sit,rnatures have been secured, the
Interconnection Customer will return the signed easement to IPCO for recording.
1.4.3 Local Service
The Interconnection Customer is responsible to arrange for local service to their site,
as necessary.
1.4.4 Monitoring Information
lf the Interconnection Customer requires the ability to monitor information related to
the Idaho Power recloser in the generation interconnection package they are required
to supply their own cabling/wiring to the control box.

1.5

Idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities
Idaho Power will install a generation interconnection package on the existing distribution
feeder (COVR-012) on private property southeast of the intersection of E. 3800 N. and N.
1700 E. in Twin Falls County, ID. See the attached work order maps (WO 27328106, sheet
I of2) for details.
The new interconnection package will include four distribution poles to mount a local service
transformer, solid blade disconnects, primary metering package, recloser, relays, fuses and
riser necessary for the package. The interconnection will be controlled by a SEL-547 line
protection relay. The relay will be located in a pole mounted enclosure and will also contain
a test switch (TS4), isolation interface, power supply, DC converter, control switch and surge
protector.

Idaho PO\ver will install (and subsequently own and maintain) one 1000 kYA 277/480 to
12.47 kV Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted transformer on top of a vault.
Conduit and underground cables will be installed from the interconnection package to
padmounted transformer. Protective posts will be installed to protect the ground mounted
equipment from damage.
A 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground primary to facilitate information
exchange to the customer about the recloser if desired. (The Interconnection Customer is
responsible for providing and installing the appropriate cable.)

2

1.6

Facility Estimated Cost:

The following good faith estimates are provided in 2011 dollars:

Interconnection Facilities:
Overhead Generation Interconnection Package & Line Extension

!PC

$!45,000

Underground Equipment and l 000 kVA Transformer

IPC

$75.000:
$220,000

SUBTOTAL.
See Section 6 for the Project Grand Total

2.

Milestones

IPCO Construction Complete
IPCO Commissioning Complete
TBD by seller
Commercial Operation Date
These milestone dates assume that material can be procured and labor resources are available.
Additionally, any permitting issues outside the immediate control of Idaho Power could also
influence the Commercial Operation Date.
6/10/13
7/10/13

3.

Operating Requirements
The project is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and Current Distortion Limits found in
fEEE Standard 519-1992 IEEE Recommended Practices and requirements for harmonic Control in
Electrical Power Systems or any subsequent standards as they may be updated from time to time.
Voltage flicker at startup and during operation must be limited to less than 5% as measured at the
Interconnection Point.
The Project must be capable of riding through faults on adjacent section of the power system without
tripping due to low voltage. lt has been determined, through study, that the Project must be capable
of remaining interconnected for any single phase voltage as low as 0.7 PU for 30 cycles, and for all
three phase voltages as low as 0.8 PU for 30 cycles.
Interconnection Customer will be able to modifY power plant facilities on the Interconnection
Customer side of the Interconnection Point with no impact upon the operation of the transmission or
distribution system whenever the generation facilities are electrically isolated from the system and a
tcm1inal clearance is issued by Idaho Power Company's Grid Operator.

3

Reactive Power
The Project must be controlled to
band.

5.

Upgrades
5.1

6.

as a VAr neutral system with a ± 200 kVAr operating

Distribution Upgrades
Idaho Power will extend the existing distribution feeder (COVR-0 12) approximately 360 feet to
the east (just north of the ponds) on private property to facilitate and locate the Interconnection
Facilities.

Estimated Costs
The following good faith estimates are provided in 2011 dollars:

Estimated Cost:

Interconnection Facilities (from section 1.6):
Overhead Generation Interconnection Pack11ge & Line Extension
Unde!grO~i1d£guiJ)ment and 1000 kVA Transformer

lPC
SUBTOTAL;

$145,009:
$75,000

$220,000

Note Regarding Transmission Service:
This Facility Study is a Network Resource Interconnection Facility Study. This study identifies the
tacilities necessary to integrate the Generating Facility into Idaho Power's network to serve load within
Idaho Power's balancing area. Network Resource Interconnection Service in and of itself does not
convey any right to deliver electricity to any specific customer or Point of Delivery.

4

COVR 012

12.5kV

BY lf'CO

~-,··---····-8'(

OWNER

IN SERVICE BY 12-.ll-2012

L------------o~~======~~==:

}·

-

2========~==~~==

Proposed Location for Distribution Upgrades and Interconnection Facilities

G-reen = Distribution Upgrades
Yell ow= Interconnection Facilities (Interconnection Package)
Red= Interconnection Facilities (Underground Cables and Vaults)
Purple= Interconnection Facilities (Padmounted Transfatmer)
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September 14, 2012
Via email & Certified Mail #701 13500000156448948
Leslie White
Exergy
802 W. Bannock
l2'h Floor
Boise, lD 83702
Re: Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project

GI# 307

Dear Leslie:
Attached please find a copy of the final Facility Study Report (FSR) dated September 10, 2012, and a
Generator Interconnection Agreement (GIA) for the Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project. Pursuant to
our standard GIA process, you would normally be receiving a Draft GIA at this point in time with 30 days
to review and comment, after which time you would be offered a Final GLI\ which you would then have
30 days to execute and fund. The construction sequencing for this project, based upon Idaho Power's
current resources and scheduling would have Idaho Power construction completion sometime during
approximately May - June 2013, assuming you execute and fund the GIA by November. However,
because Idaho Power is aware of your need to bring this project online and operational before the end of
the year, and based upon the unique f~1cts and circumstances of this project, Idaho Power was able to
rearrange some project scheduling and sequencing in an attempt to offer to you an opportunity to have the
interconnection work completed by the end of this year. In order for your project to come online by
December 31, 2012, we are providing you with a Final Facility Study Report and a Final GlA. Idaho
Power must have the executed G lA and funding no later than October 1, 20 12, in order to complete
construction by this date.
Of course, if you wish to take time to review Draft versions of both the Facility Study and the G!A prior
to being offered a Final GIA, please let me know and I will provide you with those documents. This will
however push out the date by which we will have construction complete. I have provided you with a
Final GIA with this letter, which if acceptable upon your review, is ready for execution and funding. This
is being offered to you as a way to expedite the process so that Idaho Power may have the executed GlA
and funding by October I, 2012, in order for your project to come online by December 31, 2012.
Although the preferred method of funding is full payment upfront; payment arrangements may be
requested. If you have not already done so, please contact Aubrae Sloan (208-388-5697), Operations
Finance, if you wish to discuss Idaho Power's credit requirements for construction funding. Once we
receive funding, or the credit requirement is met, v•e will proceed with construction of the project. The
actual construction and labor charges will be reconciled approximately 90 days subsequent to project
completion.
Under the Generator Interconnection proqess. the following items must be provided to me on or before
,
execution of the GlA:
I. Proof of Site Control for the project
2. Insurance certification pursuant to Section 7 of the GIA (certificate, I endorsement for Additional
insured, and 1 for the cancellation notice)
3. Financial arrangements approved by Idaho Power credit department, or full payment for construction

PO. eo• 70 ClB707l
1711 w ltt~ho
10 al702

Failure to submit
above by October 1, 2012 will cause your Generator
Interconnection
and construction completion will not
possible
Dec~.:mber 31.
!2, and will be schedule
approximately May/June 2013. We will then provide
you with a dratl version of the
Study and work through the Generator Interconnection Process as
per the normal schedule. Please contact me at )Our earliest convenience with any questions.
Sincerely,

Josh Harris
Operations Analyst
jharris@idahopower.com
End:

Final Facility Study Report
GIA for Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project #307

Cc: (via email) Eric Hachtt/IPC
Tess Park/IPC
Aubrac Sloan!IPC
Donovan Walker/IPC
Randy Allphin!IPC

Idaho Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307

September 14, 2012

GENERATOR INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT
Schedule 72
Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project
0.8 MW

Idaho Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307
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Idaho Power Company

Generator Interconnection Agreement# 307

This Generator Interconnection Agreement ("Agreement") under Idaho Power Company s
Schedule 72 is effective as of the __ day of
, 2012 between -~...,---...,-----::----c:("Seller", "Customer" or 'The Project") and Idaho Power Company ("Company","Transmission Owner".
"!daho Power", "!PC" or ''IPCO").

RECITALS

A.
Seller will own or operate a Generation Facility that qualifies for service under Idaho
Power's Commission-approved Schedule 72 and any successor schedule.
The Generation Facility covered by this Agreement is more particularly described in
8.
Attachment 1.
AGREEMENTS
1.
Capitalized Terms
Capitalized terms used herein shall have the same meanings as defined in Schedule 72 or in the body
of this Agreement.

2.
Terms and Conditions
This Agreement and Schedule 72 provide the rates, charges, terms and conditions under which the
Seller's Generation Facility will interconnect with, and operate in parallel with, the Company's
transmission/distribution system. Terms defined in Schedule 72 will have the same defined meaning in
this Agreement. If there is any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and Schedule 72,
Schedule 72 shall prevail.
3.
This Agreement is not an agreement to purchase Seller's power.
Purchase of Seller's power and other services that Seller may require will be covered under separate
agreements. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to affect any other agreement between the
Company and Seller.
4.
Attachments
Attached to this Agreement and included by reference are the following:
Attachment 1 - Description and Costs of the Generation Facility, Interconnection
Facilities, and Metering Equipment.
Attachment 2 - One-tine Diagram Depicting the Generation Facility, Interconnection
Facilities, Metering Equipment and Upgrades.
Attachment 3- Milestones For Interconnecting the Generation Facility.
Attachment 4 - Additional Operating Requirements for the Company's Transmission
System Needed to Support the Seller's Generation Facility.
Attachment 5- Reactive Power.
Attachment 6- Description of Upgrades required to integrate the Generation Facility and
Best Estimate of Upgrade Costs.
Attachment 7- Generator Interconnection Control Requirements

Idaho Power Company
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Effective Date, Term, Termination and Disconnection.

5.1
Term of Agreement. Unless terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions
of this Agreement. this Agreement shalf become effective on the date specified above and remain
effective as long as Seiler's Generation Facility is eligible for service under Schedule 72.
5.2

Termination.

52 1 Seller may voluntarily terminate this Agreement upon expiration or
termination of an agreement to self power to the Company.
5.2. 2

After a Default, either Party may terminate this Agreement pursuant to

Section 6. 5.
5. 2. 3 Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Seller's Generation
Facility will be disconnected from the Company's transmission/distribution system. The termination or
expiration of this Agreement shalf not relieve either Party of its liabilities and obligations, owed or
continuing at the time of the termination. The provisions of this Section shalf survive termination or
expiration of this Agreement.

5.3
Temporary Disconnection. Temporary disconnection shall continue only for so
long as reasonably necessary under "Good Utility Practice." Good Utility Practice means any of the
practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved by a significant portion of the electric industry
during the relevant time period, or any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of
reasonable judgment in light of the facts known at the time the decision was made, could have been
expected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business practices,
reliability, safety and expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended to be limited to the optimum
practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods, or
acts generally accepted in the region. Good Utility Practice includes compliance with WECC or NERC
requirements. Payment of lost revenue resulting from temporary disconnection shall be governed by
the power purchase agreement.
53.1 Emeraency Conditions. "Emergency Condition" means a condition or
situation: (1) that in the judgment of the Party making the claim is imminently likely to
endanger life or property; or (2) that, in the case of the Company, is imminently likely (as
determined in a non-discriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the
security of, or damage to the Company's transmission/distribution system, the
Company's Interconnection Facilities or the equipment of the Company's customers; or
(3) that, in the case of the Seller, is imminently likely (as determined in a nondiscriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the reliability and security
of, or damage to, the Generation Facility or the Seller's Interconnection Facilities. Under
Emergency Conditions, either the Company or the Seller may immediately suspend
interconnection service and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility.
The
Company shall notify the Seller promptly when it becomes aware of an Emergency
Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the Seller's operation of the
Generation Facility. The Seller shall notify the Company promptly when it becomes
aware of an Emergency Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the
To the extent
Company's equipment or service to the Company's customers.
information is known, the notification shall describe the Emergency Condition, the extent
of the damage or deficiency, the expected effect on the operation of both Parties'
facilities and operations, its anticipated duration, and the necessary corrective action.
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5.3.2 Routine Maintenance. Construction, and Repair. The Company may
interrupt interconnection service or curtail the output of the Seller's Generation Facility
and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility from the Company's
transmission/distribution system when necessa,n1 for routine maintenance, construction,
and repairs on the Company's transmission/distribution system. The Company will
make a reasonable attempt to contact the Seller prior to exercising its rights to interrupt
interconnection or curtail deliveries from the Seller's Facility. Seller understands that in
the case of emergency circumstances, real time operations of the electrical system,
and/or unplanned events, the Company may not be able to provide notice to the Seller
prior to interruption, curtailment or reduction of electrical energy deliveries to the
Company. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to coordinate such reduction or
temporary disconnection with the Seller.
5.3.3 Scheduled Maintenance. On or before January 31 of each calendar year,
Seller shall submit a written proposed maintenance schedule of significant Facility
maintenance for that calendar year and the Company and Seller shall mutually agree as
to the acceptability of the proposed schedule. The Parties determination as to the
acceptability of the Seller's timetable for scheduled maintenance will take into
consideration Good Utility Practices, Idaho Power system requirements and the Seller's
preferred schedule. Neither Party shall unreasonably withhold acceptance of the
proposed maintenance schedule.
5.3.4. Maintenance Coordination. The Seller and the Company shall, to the
extent practical, coordinate their respective transmission/distribution system and
Generation Facility maintenance schedules such that they occur simultaneously. Seller
shall provide and maintain adequate protective equipment sufficient to prevent damage
to the Generation Facility and Seller-furnished Interconnection Facilities. In some cases,
some of Seller's protective relays will provide back-up protection for Idaho Power's
facilities. In that event, Idaho Power will test such relays annually and Seller will pay the
actual cost of such annual testing.
5.3.5 Forced Outages. During any forced outage, the Company may suspend
interconnection
service
to effect immediate repairs on the
Company's
transmission/distribution system. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to provide
the Seller with prior notice. If prior notice is not given, the Company shall, upon request,
provide the Seller written documentation after the fact explaining the circumstances of
the disconnection.
5.3. 6 Adverse Operating Effects. The Company shall notify the Seller as soon
as practicable if, based on Good Utility Practice, operation of the Seller's Generation
Facility may cause disruption or deterioration of service to other customers served from
the same electric system, or if operating the Generation Facility could cause damage to
the Company's transmission/distribution system or other affected systems. Supporting
documentation used to reach the decision to disconnect shall be provided to the Seller
upon request. If, after notice, the Seller fails to remedy the adverse operating effect
within a reasonable time, the Company may disconnect the Generation Facility. The
Company shall provide the Seller with reasonable notice of such disconnection, unless
the provisions of Article 5.3. 1 apply.
5. 3. 7 Modification of the Generation Facility. The Seller must receive written
authorization from the Company before making any change to the Generation Facility
that may have a material impact on the safety or reliability of the Company's
transmission/distribution system. Such authorization shall not be unreasonably withheld.
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Modifications shall be done in accordance with Good Utility Practice. If the Seller makes
such modification without the Company's prior written authorization, the latter shall have
the right to temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility.
5.3.8 Reconnection. The Parties shall cooperate with each other to restore the
Facilities,
and
the
Company's
Generation
Facility,
Interconnection
transmission/distribution system to their normal operating state as soon as reasonably
practicable following a temporary disconnection.
5.3.9 Voltage Levels. Seller, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, shall
minimize voltage fluctuations and maintain voltage levels acceptable to Idaho Power
Idaho Power may, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, upon one hundred eighty
(180) days' notice to the Seller, change its nominal operating voltage level by more than
ten percent (10%) at the Point of Delivery, in which case Seller shall modify, at Idaho
Power's expense, Seller's equipment as necessary to accommodate the modified
nominal operating voltage level.
5.4

Land Rights.

5.4. 1 Seller to Provide Access. Seller hereby grants to Idaho Power for the
term of this Agreement all necessary rights-of-way and easements to install, operate,
maintain, replace, and remove Idaho Power's Metering Equipment, Interconnection
Equipment, Disconnection Equipment, Protection Equipment and other Special Facilities
necessary or useful to this Agreement, including adequate and continuing access rights
on property of Seller. Seller warrants that it has procured sufficient easements and
rights-of-way from third parties so as to provide Idaho Power with the access described
above. All documents granting such easements or rights-of-way shall be subject to
Idaho Power's approval and in recordable form.
5.4.2 Use of Public Rights-of-Way. The Parties agree that it is necessary to
avoid the adverse environmental and operating impacts that would occur as a result of
duplicate electric lines being constructed in close proximity. Therefore, subject to Idaho
Power's compliance with Paragraph 5.4.4, Seller agrees that should Seller seek and
receive from any local, state or federal governmental body the right to erect, construct
and maintain Seller-furnished Interconnection Facilities upon, along and over any and all
public roads, streets and highways, then the use by Seller of such public right-of-way
shall be subordinate to any future use by Idaho Power of such public right-of-way for
construction and/or maintenance of electric distribution and transmission facilities and
Idaho Power may claim use of such public right-of-way for such purposes at any time.
Except as required by Paragraph 5.4. 4, Idaho Power shall not be required to
compensate Seller for exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4.2.
Subject to Idaho Power's compliance with
5.4.3 Joint Use of Facilities.
Paragraph 15.4.4, Idaho Power may use and attach its distribution and/or transmission
facilities to Seller's Interconnection Facilities, may reconstruct Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to accommodate Idaho Power's usage or Idaho Power may construct its own
distribution or transmission facilities along, over and above any public right-of-way
acquired from Seller pursuant to Paragraph 5.4.2, attaching Seller's Interconnection
Facilities to such newly constructed facilities. Except as required by Paragraph 5. 4. 4,
Idaho Power shall not be required to compensate Seller for exercising its rights under
this Paragraph 5.4.3.
5. 4. 4 Conditions of Use. It is the intention of the Parties that the Seller be left in
substantially the same condition, both financially and electrically, as Seller existed prior
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to Idaho Power's exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4. Therefore, the Parties
agree that the exercise by Idaho Power of any of the rights enumerated in Paragraphs
5.4.2 and 5.4.3 shall: (1) comply with all applicable laws, codes and Good Utility
Practices, (2) equitably share the costs of installing, owning and operating jointly used
facilities and rights-of-way. If the Parties are unable to agree on the method of
apportioning these costs, the dispute will be submitted to the Commission for resolution
and the decision of the Commission will be binding on the Parties, and (3) shall provide
Seller with an interconnection to Idaho Power's system of equal capacity and durability
as existed prior to Idaho Power exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4.
6.

Assignment, Liability, Indemnity, Force majeure. Consequential Damages and Default.

6. 1
Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned by either Party upon twenty-one
(21) calendar days prior written notice and opportunity to object by the other Party; provided
that:
6.1.1 Either Party may assign this Agreement without the consent of the other
Party to any affiliate of the assigning Party with an equal or greater credit rating and with
the legal authority and operational ability to satisfy the obligations of the assigning Party
under this Agreement.
6.1.2 The Seller shall have the right to contingently assign this Agreement,
without the consent of the Company, for collateral security purposes to aid in providing
financing for the Generation Facility, provided that the Seller will promptly notify the
Company of any such contingent assignment.
6. 1.3 Any attempted assignment that violates this article is void and ineffective.
Assignment shalf not relieve a Party of its obligations, nor shall a Party's obligations be
enlarged, in whole or in part, by reason thereof. An assignee is responsible for meeting
the same financial, credit, and insurance obligations as the Seller. Where required,
consent to assignment will not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.
6.2
Limitation of Liability. Each Party's liability to the other Party for any loss, cost,
claim, injury, liability, or expense, including reasonable attorney's fees, relating to or arising from
any act or omission in its performance of this Agreement, shall be limited to the amount of direct
damage actually incurred. In no event shall either Party be liable to the other Party for any
indirect, special, consequential, or punitive damages, except as authorized by this Agreement.
6.3

Indemnity.
6.3. 1

This provision protects each Party from liability incurred to third parties as

a result of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement. Liability under this provision is
exempt from the general limitations on liability found in Article 6.2.
6.3.2 The Parties shall at all times indemnify, defend, and hold the other Party
harmless from, any and all damages, losses, claims, including claims and actions
relating to injury to or death of any person or damage to property, demand, suits,
recoveries, costs and expenses, court costs, attorney fees, and all other obligations by
or to third parties, arising out of or resulting from the other Party's action or failure to
meet its obligations under this Agreement on behalf of the indemnifying Party, except in
cases of gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing by the indemnified Party.
6. 3. 3 If an indemnified person is entitled to indemnification under this article as
a result of a claim by a third party, and the indemnifying Party fails, after notice and
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reasonable opportunity to proceed under this article, to assume the defense of such
claim, such indemnified person may at the expense of the indemnifying Party contest,
settle or consent to the entry of any judgment with respect to, or pay in full, such claim.
Failure to defend is a Material Breach.
6.3.4 If an indemnifying party is obligated to indemnify and hold any
indemnified person harmless under this article, the amount owing to the indemnified
person shall be the amount of such indemnified person's actual loss, net of any
insurance or other recovery.
6.3.5 Promptly after receipt by an indemnified person of any claim or notice of
the commencement of any action or administrative or legal proceeding or investigation
as to which the indemnity provided for in this article may apply, the indemnified person
shall notify the indemnifying party of such fact. Any failure of or delay in such notification
shall be a Material Breach and shall not affect a Party's indemnification obligation unless
such failure or delay is materially prejudicial to the indemnifying party.
6. 4
Force Majeure. As used in this Agreement, "Force Majeure" or "an event of
Force Majeure" means any cause beyond the control of the Seller or of the Company which,
despite the exercise of due diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome. Force
Majeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, fire, flood, storms, wars, hostilities, civil
strife, strikes and other labor disturbances, earthquakes, fires, lightning, epidemics, sabotage, or
changes in Jaw or regulation occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the exercise of
reasonable foresight such party could not reasonably have been expected to avoid and by the
exercise of due diligence, it shall be unable to overcome. If either Party is rendered wholly or in
part unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement because of an event of Force
Majeure, both Parties shall be excused from whatever performance is affected by the event of
Force Majeure, provided that:
The non-performing Party shall, as soon as is reasonably possible after
(1)
the occurrence of the Force Majeure, give the other Party written notice describing the
particulars of the occurrence.
The suspension of performance shall be of no greater scope and of no
(2)
longer duration than is required by the event of Force Majeure.
(3)
No obligations of either Party which arose before the occurrence causing
the suspension of performance and which could and should have been fully performed
before such occurrence shall be excused as a result of such occurrence.
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Default and Material Breaches.

6. 5. 1 Defaults. If either Party fails to perform any of the terms or conditions of
this Agreement (a "Default" or an "Event of Default'}, the nondefaulting Party shall cause
notice in writing to be given to the defaulting Party, specifying the manner in which such
default occurred. If the defaulting Party shall fail to cure such Default within the sixty
(60) days after service of such notice, or if the defaulting Party reasonably demonstrates
to the other Party that the Default can be cured within a commercially reasonable time
but not within such sixty (60) day period and then fails to diligently pursue such cure,
then, the nondefaulting Party may, at its option, terminate this Agreement and/or pursue
its legal or equitable remedies.
6.5.2 Material Breaches. The notice and cure provisions in Paragraph 6.5.1 do
not apply to Defaults identified in this Agreement as Material Breaches. Material
Breaches must be cured as expeditiously as possible following occurrence of the
breach.

7.

Insurance.
During the term of this Agreement, Seller shall secure and continuously carry the following
insurance coverage:

7.1
Comprehensive General Liability Insurance for both bodily injury and property
damage with limits equal to $1,000,000, each occurrence, combined single limit. The deductible
for such insurance shall be consistent with current Insurance Industry Utility practices for similar
property.

7.2
The above insurance coverage shall be placed with an insurance company with
an AM. Best Company rating of A- or better and shall include:
(a)
An endorsement naming Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss
payee as applicable; and
(b)
A provision stating that such policy shall not be canceled or the limits of
liability reduced without sixty (60) days' prior written notice to Idaho Power.
7.3
Seller to Provide Certificate of Insurance. As required in Paragraph 7 herein and
annually thereafter, Seller shalf furnish the Company a certificate of insurance, together with the
endorsements required therein, evidencing the coverage as set forth above.
7.4
Seller to Notify Idaho Power of Loss of Coverage - If the insurance coverage
required by Paragraph 7. 1 shall/apse for any reason, Seller will immediately notify Idaho Power
in writing. The notice will advise Idaho Power of the specific reason for the lapse and the steps
Seller is taking to reinstate the coverage. Failure to provide this notice and to expeditiously
reinstate or replace the coverage will constitute grounds for a temporary disconnection under
Section 5.3 and will be a Material Breach.
8.

Miscellaneous.

8. 1
Governing Law. The validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement
and each of its provisions shall be governed by the laws of the state of Idaho without regard to
its conflicts of law principles.
8.2
Salvage. No later than sixty (60) days after the termination or expiration of this
Agreement, Idaho Power will prepare and forward to Seller an estimate of the remaining value
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of those Idaho Power furnished Interconnection Facilities as required under Schedule 72 and/or
described in this Agreement, less the cost of removal and transfer to Idaho Power's nearest
warehouse, if the Interconnection Facilities will be removed. If Seller elects not to obtain
ownership of the Interconnection Facilities but instead wishes that Idaho Power reimburse the
Seller for said Facilities the Seller may invoice Idaho Power for the net salvage value as
estimated by Idaho Power and Idaho Power shall pay such amount to Seller within thirty (30)
days after receipt of the invoice. Seller shalt have the right to offset the invoice amount against
any present or future payments due Idaho Power.

9.

Notices.

9.1
General. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, any written notice,
demand, or request required or authorized in connection with this Agreement ("Notice") shall be
deemed properly given if delivered in person, delivered by recognized national currier service,
or sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, to the person specified below:
If to the Seller:

Seller:-----------------------Attention:-------------------------Address:-----------,----------------Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: - - - - - - - -

If to the Company:
Idaho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Load Serving Operations Director
1221 W. Idaho Street
Boise: Idaho 83702
Phone: 208-388-2630 Fax: 208-388-5504
9.2
out below:

Billing and Payment. Billings and payments shall be sent to the addresses set

Seller:-----------------------Attention:-------------------------Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~---,------=-----------Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: - - - - - - - - Idaho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Corporate Cashier
PO Box447
Salt Lake City Utah 8411 0-044 7
Phone: 208-388-5697 email: asloan@idahopower.com
9.3
Designated Operating Representative.
The Parties may also designate
operating representatives to conduct the communications which may be necessary or
convenient for the administration of this Agreement. This person will also serve as the point of
contact with respect to operations and maintenance of the Party's facilities.
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Seller's Operating Representative:
Seller:----------------------Attention:
Address: _______________________________

-----------------------------

Company's Operating Representative:
Idaho Power Company - Delivery
Attention: Outage Coordinator- System/Regional Dispatch
1221 W. Idaho Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone:
208-388-2633, 388-5125, or 388-5175 during regular
(after hours- System Dispatch Southern Region 208-388-5190)

business

hours

9.5
Changes to the Notice Information. Either Party may change this information by
giving five (5) Business Days written notice prior to the effective date of the change.
10.

Signatures.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their
respective duly authorized representatives.
For the Seller

Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date:

For the Company

Name:
Title: Director, Load Serving Operations- Idaho Power Company, Delivery
Date: - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Attachment 1

Interconnection Details
Type of Interconnection Service:
Studied as an Idaho Power Network Resource under PURPA
Full Output:
0.8 MW
Nominal Delivery Voltage:
12.5 kV
General Facility Description
The proposed project will consist of a short three-phase distribution line extension and Idaho Power's
overhead generation interconnection package including an overhead recloser, metering package, local
service power transformer, disconnect switches, and a relay/control box. Additionally, one 1000 kVA
277/480 to 12.47 kV Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted transformer will be installed,
including the associated underground cabling and vaults. The project is located in Twin Falls County,
Idaho and connects to the 12.5 kV system on Idaho Power Company's Clover (COVR-012) distribution
line. The total project output is 0.8 MW.
Interconnection Point
The Interconnection Point for the Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project will be the low-side bushings on
the padmounted transformer (SW1). The project's location is in T10S R15E Section 21 of Twin Falls
County, Idaho.
A drawing identifying the Point of Interconnection is included as Attachment 2. The Point of Change of
Ownership is electrically the same as the Interconnection Point.

Point of Change of Ownership
The Point of Change of Ownership for the Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project will be the low-side
bushings on the pad mounted transformer (SW1 ).
Seller's Interconnection Facilities
The Swager Farms Project will install generators, low-side disconnect switches, all wiring and conduit
between the generators and the padmounted transformer, appropriate grounding measures, and
associated auxiliary equipment. Seller will build underground facilities to the Point of Change of
Ownership for the generator facility.
The low-side disconnect switch shall be as specified or as determined by mutual agreement and be
readily accessible, operable, and lockable by Idaho Power personnel at all times.
All interconnection equipment electrically located on the generator side of the Point of Change
Ownership shall be owned and maintained by the Seller.

Other Facilities Provided by Seller

Ground Fault Equipment
The Seller will install ground fault limiting equipment that will limit the zero sequence fault current to 20
amps at the Interconnection Point.

Monitoring Information
If the Seller requires the ability to monitor information related to the Idaho Power recloser in the
generation interconnection package they are required to supply their own cabling/wiring to the control
box.
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Easements
The Seller will provide to Idaho Power a surveyed (Metes & Bounds) legal description along with exhibit
map for Idaho Power's proposed facilities. After the legal description has been delivered to IPCO for
review, !PCO will supply to the Seller a completed IPCO easement for signature by the land owner of
record. Once the signatures have been secured, the Seller will return the signed easement to IPCO for
recording.
Local Service
The Seller is responsible to arrange for local service to their site, as necessary.
Idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities
Idaho Power will install a generation interconnection package on the existing distribution feeder
(COVR-012) on private property southeast of the intersection of E. 3800 N. and N. 1700 E. in Twin
Falls County, 10.
The new interconnection package will include four distribution poles to mount a local service
transformer, solid blade disconnects, primary metering package, rec!oser, relays, fuses and riser
necessary for the package. The interconnection will be controlled by a SEL-547 line protection relay.
The relay will be located in a pole mounted enclosure and will also contain a test switch (TS4), isolation
interface, power supply, DC converter, control switch and surge protector.
Idaho Power will install (and subsequently own and maintain) one 1000 kVA 277/480 to 12.47 kV
Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted transformer on top of a vault Conduit and underground
cables will be installed from the interconnection package to padmounted transformer. Protective posts
will be installed to protect the ground mounted equipment from damage.
A 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground primary to facilitate information exchange to the
Seller about the recloser if desired. (The Seller is responsible for providing and installing the
appropriate cable.)
See single line drawing as Attachment 2.
All interconnection equipment electrically located on the utility side of the Interconnection Point shall be
owned, operated, and maintained by Idaho Power.
Estimated Cost & Ownership
faith estimates are
in 2012 dollars:

Interconnection Facilities:
Overhead Generation Interconnection Package & Line Extension
Underground Equipment and 1000 kVA Transformer

IPC
IPC

SUBTOTAL

$145,000
$75.000
$220,000

(See ATTACHIItENT 6for Project Grand Total)
Full payment is required up front in accordance with Schedule 72, unless payment arrangements are
made in advance with Idaho Power Operations Finance (see Attachment 3).
Billing for construction activities will be based upon actual expenditures.
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Attachment 2
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Attachment 3
Milestones
Idaho Power Company agrees only to the Construction timelines under its direct control provided in the
Facility Study Report for this Project.
These milestones will begin, and the construction schedule referenced below, will only be valid upon
receipt of funding in full from the Seller or their authorized third party no later than the date set forth
below for such payment. Additionally, failure by Seller to make the required payments as set forth in
this Agreement by the date(s) specified below will be a material breach of this Agreement, which may
result in any or all of the following: (i) loss of milestone dates and construction schedules set forth
below: (ii) immediate termination of this Agreement by Idaho Power; (iii) removal from the generator
interconnection queue.
Critical milestones and responsibility as agreed to by the Parties:

f!PCO receives the remaining balance of Construction
estimate $220, 000 OR Credit arrangements are approved

1

!br.JE9Q___ _
10/1/2012
12/10/2012

/IPCO

. . . . !. . .

12/31/2012
12/31/2012

IIPCO

;

!IPCO
'
1
/PCO
'

l

12/31/2012

~-----·-

.'PCO Commissioning Complete
Project Leader issues Construction Complete Letter

!Seller
!Seller

Seller's requested In-Service Date

z

I
!'

12/31/2012

).............

Director of Load Serving Operations authorizes project to be
energized, upon verification that Seller has previously met
,Schedule, 72, §_eg lf1§l1£.an.c;.e. re.qL/iT_e_f11e.nts
!Seller testing begins

l/PCO
r~

12/31/2012

-.

Long Lead Time Material Ordered (approximately 8-10
Yi!CicJ..flme) __ ... ___________ _
'tPCO Construction Complete

l-~~L~-~- ~~·-

··-·····---------------··-···-·--

---

Agreed to by:
For the Seller:
For the Transmission Provider
Idaho Power Company

Date _ _ _ _ __
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Attachment 4

The Company shall also provide requirements that must be met by tile Seller prior to initiating
parallel operation with the Company's Transmission System.

Operating Requirements
The project is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and Current Distortion Limits found in
IEEE Standard 519-1992 IEEE Recommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in
Electrical Power Systems or any subsequent standards as they may be updated from time to time.
Seller will be able to modify power plant facilities on the generator side of the Interconnection Point with
no impact upon the operation of the transmission system whenever the generation facilities are
electrically isolated from the system and a terminal clearance is issued by Idaho Power Company's
Grid Operator.
Voltage flicker at startup and during operation will be limited to less than 5% as measured at the
Interconnection Point. It is preferable to bring each generating unit online separately to minimize
voltage flicker on the distribution system.

Low Voltage Ride Through
The Project must be capable of riding through faults on adjacent section of the power system without
tripping due to low voltage. It has been determined, through study, that the Project must be capable of
remaining interconnect far any single phase voltage as low as 0. 7 PU for 30 cycles, and far all three
phase voltages as low as 0.8 PU for 30 cycles.

"As·Built" Generation Interconnection Data
Modifications of the interconnection equipment or material changes far the Seller's generator facility
that results in changes to modeling data (steady state data and dynamics data) previously submitted by
the Seller for the System Impact Study requires prior approval from Idaho Power Company in order to
validate that the System Impact Study results remain valid for the modified equipment or material
changes to the facility. Validation of these results may require additional SIS re-study work. Should
Seller make any changes to facility that were not considered in any studies or outlined in this
agreement, Idaho Power reserves the right to delay interconnection until any applicable re-study work
has been completed and approval has been granted.
The Seller is encouraged to notify Idaho Power Company of such changes as soon as possible in order
to minimize potential delays in energizatian of the Project.
Equipment settings determined during final commissioning of the generator facility that are represented
in the Transmission Provider's network models shall be provided by the Seller within 30 days following
the date of commercial operations. Such settings include but are not limited to interconnection
transformer energized tap position, load tap changer control settings, control setpoints (pickup level and
time delay) of automatic switching schemes for static reactive power equipment, and final control
characteristics of dynamic reactive power equipment.
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Attachment 5
Reactive Power Requirements
The project must be controlled to operate at unity power factor+/- 200 kVAr.
Voltage flicker at startup and during operation will be limited to less than 5% as measured at the
Interconnection Point.
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Attachment 6

As provided in Schedule 72 this Attachment describes Upgrades, Special Facilities, including
Network Upgrades, and provides an itemized best estimate of the cost of the required facilities.
Upgrades

Substation Upgrades

$0
Distribution Upgrades

$0
Transmission Upgrades

$0
The following good faith estimates are provided in 2012 dollars:

Interconnection Facilities (from section 1.6):

$145,000!
$75!0001

Overhead Generation Interconnection Package & Line ExtensioniPC
Underg~Qund Equiprnent and 1000 kVA Transformer

TOTAL

I PC
.S~~Q,O_O.Q

Subst;Jtic:Jn UE9r~cle~; .
TOTAL

$0

Upgrades to Distribution:
TOTAL

$0

Upgrades to Transmission:
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

$0

_.
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Clark, Danielle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harris. Joshua
Monday, October 08, 2012 2 21 PM
Clark, Danie!le
FW Swager Farms (GI 307) Interconnection Agreement

Thanks,

Josh Harris
OPERATIONS ANALYST
Idaho Power I Generator Interconnection

208-388-5751

From: Walker, Donovan
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:39PM
To: 'lwh ite@exergydevelopment.com'
Cc: Harris, Joshua; Blackburn, Rex; Allphin, Randy; Anderson, John; Park, Tessia
Subject: RE: Swager Farms (GI 307) Interconnection Agreement
Ms. White 1
There has been no discussion, and absolutely no agreement from Idaho Power to extend the Scheduled Operation Date
from the PPA for this project, as you have referred to in conversation with Idaho Power's Josh Harris, and as you refer to
below. The Scheduled Operation Date for the project remains October 1, 2012. This date will obviously not be met, and
consequently under the terms of the PPA a 90 cure period will commence.
Idaho Power, through Josh Harris' communication and forwarding of a GIA to you last week, extended an option for the
project to proceed with the required interconnection work, and a commitment from Idaho Power that it would have its
required work completed by year end, 2012, IF the project executes the final GIA AND pays the required funding NO
LATER THAN OCTOBER 1, 2012. Mr. Harris' letter of September 14, 2012, states clearly that in order to take advantage
of this expedited process and construction, you must authorize Idaho Power to move forward by executing the GIA and
paying the required funding no later than October 1, 2012. If this date is missed, then it will not be possible to complete
the required interconnection work before the end of the year 2012.
We look forward to your response.
Donovan E. Walker
LEAD COUNSEL
Idaho Power I Legal

208-388-5317

From: Harris, Joshua
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:55 Af\'1

To: Darrington, 1'1ichael; Allphin, Randy; Walker, Donovan

Subject: FW: Swager Farms (GI 307) Interconnection Agreement
FYI

Tha
Josh Harris
OPERATiONS Af~ALYST

Idaho Power

I Generator Interconnection

208-388-5751
Email jharris@idahopower.com

From: Leslie White [mail to :lwhite@exergydevelopment.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:54AM
To: Harris, Joshua

Subject: RE: Swager Farms (GI 307) Interconnection Agreement
Hello Josh,
Thank you for sending this offer. My understanding from talking to James this morning is that Roy Eiguren met with IP
yesterday on our behalf and that that discussion has been tabled for a few days. I'll need to see the outcome of that
conversation to give you some direct1on on this offer.
Regards,
Leslie

Leslie White

From: Harris, Joshua [mailto:JHarris@idahopower.com]

Sent: Friday, September 14, 2012 10:17 AM
To: Leslie White
Cc: Hackett, Eric; Park, Tessia; Sloan, Aubrae; Walker, Donovan; Allphin, Randy; Darrington, l'v1ichael

Subject: Swager Farms (GI 307) Interconnection Agreement
Leslie,
The attached is being sent to you in the mail today. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Josh Harris
OPERJHIOf\JS ;\\JALYST

Idaho Power ; GenerOJtor Interconnection

w.

Street

Idaho

1

83702

208·388·5751
208·433-3571

Th1s tmnsm!sSiun

confident'al and/or exempt from drsclosure under appllcable iaw. If you are not the intended
distribution. or use
inform~tion contained herem
:s STRJCTL Y PROHJBJTED.
rmrne,llate!y contact the sender and des:roy the material in its
in
C{JPY format Thank
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Clark, Danielle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Walker, Donovan
Monday, October
201211.31 /I.M
Clark, Danielle
FW: digester meetmg on Friday

From: James Carkulis [mailto:jcarkulis@exergydevelopment.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 1:46PM
To: Walker, Donovan; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua
Cc: Blackburn, Rex; Allphin, Randy; Darrington, Michael; reiguren@idaho-politics.com; rriley@hawleytroxell.com
Subject: Re: digester meeting on Friday
Thanks.

From: Walker, Donovan [mailto:DWalker@Idahopower.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 01:43PM
To: James Carkulis; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua <JHarris@idahopower.com>
Cc: Blackburn, Rex <RBiackburn@idahopower.com>; Allphin, Randy <RAIIphin@idah9J2Q.Wer.com>; Darrington, Michael
< MDarrl.!Jgton@idahopower.com >; 'reiguren@idaho-politics.com' < reiguren@idaho-politics.com>;
'rriley@hawleytroxell.com' < rriley@hawleytroxell.com >
Subject: Re: digester meeting on Friday
I have us scheduled for 9:30 a.m. tomorrow. See you then.
Donovan.

From: James Carkulis [mailto:jcarkulis@exergydevelopment,_com]
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 01:03PM
To: Walker, Donovan; Leslie White <lwhite@exergydevelopment.com>; Laura Knothe
< lknothe(!Jlexergy_cjey_~lppment.com>; Harris, Joshua

Cc: Blackburn, Rex; Allphin, Randy; Darrington, Michael; reiguren@idaho-politics.com <reiguren@idaho-politics.com>;
rriley@hawleytroxell.com < rriley@hawleytroxell. com>

Subject: Re: digester meeting on Friday
We shall meet tomorrow.

From: Walker, Donovan [mailto:DWalker@Idahopower.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 11:43 AM
To: James Carkulis; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua <JHarris@idahopower.com>
Cc: Blackburn, Rex <RBiackburn@idahopower.com>; Allphin, Randy <RAIIohin@idahopower.com>; Darrington, Michael
<MDarrington@iqahopower.com >; 'reiguren@idaho-poiitics.com' <reiguren@idaho-politics.com>;
'rriley@hawleytroxell.com' <r.riLey@hawjeytc9..6eH.com>
Subject: RE: digester meeting on Friday
James,
Idaho Power takes significant issue with your "first I heard" statement below. Your statement and inferences that there
was some kind of agreement to move the dates in the PPA for the digesters, as part of the agreement reached with
regard to the wind projects is absolutely not correct. Mr. Eiguren and Mr. Riley were both present as your attorneys at a
meeting on August 14, 2012, with myself and Mr. Williams, on behalf of Idaho Power, to finalize the paperwork on the

settlement agreement for the wind projects. Mr. Riley attempted to present terms in those agreements related to the
digesters. When I questioned him about it and informed him that there had been no agreement and no discussion
related to the digesters, Mr. Eiguren stepped in and told Mr. Riley that the digesters were not part of the discussions
that he and Rex Blackburn had previously had regarding termination of the wind PPAs, were not part of the agreement
and settlement reached related to the wi~1d projects, and were separate matters that had not been discussed, much les~
agreed to by the parties. In addition, Mr. Blackburn and myself again informed fvlr. Eiguren on September 24, 2012, that
tt1ere had been no discussion and no agreement to change the PPA dates for the digesters, and further that Idaho Power
was not willing to agree to changes in those dates.
Simply put, your agents- Messrs. Eiguren and Riley- will confirm that there was no agreement reached to modify the
digester PPA agreements, and that Idaho Power expressly rejected any proposal to do so. If the purpose of your
requested meeting tomorrow is to discuss modification of the terms of the digester PPAs, the meeting is not necessary.
I previously advised Exergy, in writing, on September 20, 2012, that Idaho Power is not in agreement to amending these
agreements. Additionally, as stated below, Idaho Power has offered Exergy an expedited schedule that would allow us
to complete the required interconnection facilities prior to the end of this year- contingent upon Exergy authorizing
Idaho Power to proceed with such work no later than Monday October 1, by paying the required deposit and executing
the GIA.

With the above in mind, please advise as to whether there is a need for us to meet tomorrow.
-Donovan

From: James Carkulis

[mailto:jcarkulis~xergydev<;:looment.com]

Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 9:35AM

To: Walker, Donovan; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua
Cc: Blackburn, Rex; Allphin, Randy; Darrington, Michael
Subject: Re: digester meeting on Friday
Meeting tomorrow at 9:30 shall be fine. I should be back from North Carolina by then.
However, first I heard about something different than what was agreed to as the Term Sheet presented for settlement
was an email to Leslie last Friday.
Thanks
James

From: Walker, Donovan [mailto:DWalker@Idahopower.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 08:48AM
To: James Carkulis; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua <JHarris@id<;lhopower.com>
Cc: Blackburn, Rex <RBiackburn@ldahopo_wer.com>; Allphin, Randy <RAIIphin@idahopower.com>; Darrington, Michael
< M Da rrinqtom?J idahopower .com>
Subject: RE: digester meeting on Friday
James,
idaho Power can meet with you on Friday. Could we make it at either 9:00 or 9:30a.m.? Also, as previously indicated,
Idaho Power has been clear that it will not ag(ee to change the dates in the PPA. Idaho Power has offered an expedited
schedule for the construction of the required interconnection facilities, and will commit to completing that work by the
end of the year IF you authorize Idaho Power to proceed no later than rv1onday, October 1, by paying the required
deposit and executing the GIA.

Please let me know if vou can make :tat 9:00 or 9:30a.m. tomorrow.
Thanks,
-Donovan

From: James Carkulis [maiito:jcarkulis(O;exergydevelopment.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 5:38AM

To:

Walker, Donovan; Leslie White; Laura Knothe; Harris, Joshua

Subject: digester meeting on Friday
Donovan:

I would like to request a digester meeting on Friday around 10 AM please to sort this out.
Thanks.
James

James T Carkulis

IDAHO
PONER.
con1,1m U1Corm:Ib)n that

IS prl\1L:Ged_ conftdcn:ial
di:HnbJtion, Jr
of !be infiJrmatron contHtnt.·d

czmt:tct ttlc :}t":ad:!r and de.str0'f

th~

fron d:sciosure under applicable !aw

any

rc.~i:nnce

the;enn) i')

in elcctror:ic or hard copy formct Thank
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Clark, Danielle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

VValker, Donovan
Monday, October 08, 2012 11.29 AM
Dan:elle
FvV New Energy 2 and New Energy 3

From: James Carkulis [matlto:jcarkulis@lexergydevelopment.com]
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 11:40 AM
To: Walker, Donovan; Harris, Joshua; Leslie White; Laura Knothe
Subject: New Energy 2 and New Energy 3
Donovan:
Thank you for the time today. Not sure I will stand for more insults though. I would venture to say Rex/s reputation also
precedes him.
So we shall not be taking the expedited interconnection process for Swager. Let's proceed under normal circumstances.
As to the PPAs, 1 think it best that we file our force majeure positions on those based on the generic PURPA docket going
on. Hopefully, we can resolve both of these outside of the courtroom.
Thanks.
James

BEFORE THE
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
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ATTACHMENT 56

NOTICE OF FORCE MAJEURE
UNDER
FIRM ENERGY SALES AGREEMENTS DATED MAY 24,2010

RE:
SWAGER FARl\18 PROJECT (#31616130)
DOIJBLE B DAIRY PROJECT (#31616120)

.From Seller:

New Energy Two, LLC
New Energy Three, LLC
c/o Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC
802 W. Bannock Ste. 1200
Boise, ID 83702
Attn: James Carkulis
Email: jcjYkulis @ex.ergydevelopment.com

To Idaho Power:

Vice President, Power Supply
Idaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise, Idaho 83707
Email: I grow@ idahopower.com

With copy to:

Cogeneration and Small Power Production
Idaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise, Idaho 83707
Email: rallphin@idahopower.com

Date: September 28, 2012
VIA EMAIL, HAND DELIVERY AND REGULAR MAIL
ln accordance with Article XIV (Force Majeure) of the Firm Energy Sale Agreements referenced
above (hereinafter, collectively, the "FESA"), Seller hereby gives Idaho Power written notice of the
occuiTence of a Force M~jeure event, in the following particulars:
1

There are currently ongoing proceedings upon the IPUC docket, the issues in which
include pricing, size, duration and curtailment. (Sec, e.g., JPC-E-11-15.)

2.
The pending proceedings concern, among other things, the unilateral amendment by
Idaho Power of FESA provisions regarding (i) ownership of Green Tags and Renewable Energy
Certificate(s) (RECs), or equivalent environmental attributes, and (ii) Suspension of Energy
Deliveries (Curtailment).
ExergyDevelopmentGroup 802'WBannock, 12'"Ficor Bo1sr,,ID 8370? P208.3369793F20.'l336941l

}

3.
The overall effect of the pending proceedings is that until such proceedings are finally
resolved, the entire circumstance of continued viability of all renewable energy projects in [daho is
undecided and beyond the control of Seller. Indeed, the ultimate decisions made may render Seller
wholly or in part unable to perform its obligations under the FESA.
4.
A consequence of the pending proceedings, perhaps unintended, but certainly beyond
the control of Seller, is that renewable energy project lenders are unwilling to lend in Idaho pending
the outcome of these proceedings. There is, therefore, no financing available, mak.it1g it impossible
for Seller to perform its obligation under the FESA.
Accordingly, by this written notice to Idaho Power, Idaho Power is advised that a Force Majeure
event has occurred, thereby creating a suspension of performance for the duration of the event, as
further described in Article XIV of the FESA.
Further, pursuant to Section 19. I (Disputes) of Article XIX of the FESA, if Idaho Power disputes
this matter, Seller reserves the right to submit the same to the Idaho Public Utilities Commission
ancVor pursue any resolution to which it may be entitled before the appropriate Idaho district court,
FERC and/or any other applicable tribunal or governing body.
Further, Seller asserts that it is protected from any default under the FESA pending resolution of the
asserted Force Majeure issues, including, without limitation, any dispute or litigation as to whether
said Force Majeure Event does protect Seller from any such default.
SELLER:

New Energy Two, LLC

::w~~,l~
Leslie White
Member

cc:

Donovan E. Walker. Esq.
James Carkulis
Laura Knothe
Brian L. Ballard, Esq.

ExergyDevelopmentGroup 802W3annock, l2'"Fioor Bo1se,IO 83702 P208336.9793F20S.336.9431
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IDAHO
POWER,"'
comcarw
/\r 1D!\CORP

October 1, 20i2

New Energy Two, LLC
c/o Exergy Development Group of Idaho, LLC
Attention: Laura Knothe
802 W. Bannock, 12'11 Floor
Boise, ID 83 702
Sent Via: Email, Certified Mail

Swager Farn1s Project Operation Date- Project #31616130

Dear Ms. Knothe:
The Firm Energy Sales Agreement (FESA) between Idaho Power Company a.11d your Swager
Farms anaerobic digester project dated May 24, 2010 established a Scheduled Operation
Date of October 1, 2012.
As required in Article 5.3.1 ofthe FESA, "ifthe Operation Date occurs after the Scheduled
Operation Date but on or prior to 90 days following the Scheduled Operation Date, the seller
shall pay Idaho Power Delay Liquidated Damages calculated at the end of each calendar
month after the Scheduled Operation Date".
Article 5.3.2 states, "lfthe Operation Date does not occur within 90 days following the
Scheduled Operation Date, the Seller shall pay Idaho Power Delay Liquidated Damages, in
addition to those provided in paragraph 5.3.1, calculated as follows: Forty f1vc dollars ($45)
multiplied by the Maximum Capacity with the Maximum Capacity being measured in kW".
The FESA also stipulates in Article 5.4 that if New Energy Two fails to achieve the
Operation Date within 90 days following the Scheduled Operation Date, such failure will be
a Material Breach and Idaho Power may terminate the FESA at any time until the Seller
cures the Material Breach.
Idaho Power received your September 28, 2012, letter claiming a force majeure event has
occurred. Idaho Power does not agree with your claim - that pending matters at the Idaho PUC,
or your lack of ability to finance a project/projects are valid events of force majeure pursuant to
the FESA. As of October 1, 2012, Idaho Power has not re~:ei ved a request for an Operation Date
or any infonnation that would allow Idaho Power to grant an Operation Date for the Swager

1 of2

Idaho

if you

any

Sinccrdy,

Michael Darrington

Energy Contracts
Idaho Power
(208)3 88-5946
m_ciarrington(a{idahopower.com

Walker
Randy Allphin (!PC)

Josh HaiTis (IPC)
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October

2012

Leslie \Vhite
New
x02 W. Bannock
Floor
lD 83702
Farm~

Re:
Dea~

Dairy

Project (0 6 MW

Draft

/.:307

Study Report··

\1s. White:

Givcr1 Exergy's recent election not to proceed with an expedited Generator Interconnection Agreement
(GIA) as offered by Josh Harris on September 14, 2012. I have attached the Draft Facility Study Rcpmt
( FSR) for the subject project.
[n order to proceed with this project, please provide ynur comments to the FSR to me by November 1,
2012 and indicate whether you wish to proceed \vith final desi1-,+n and construction. The final report will
be used to prepare a draft G[A ir: preparation for Constmction. Josh Harris will be
with you to

finalize the Interconnection Agreement
Construction or orckr materials, you arc responsible for contacti:1g Idaho Power's
to discuss cn;dit requirements for construction funding. Please contact Auhrae Sloan
at your earliest convenience. Once we receive funding, or the credit
is met,
with construction of the project.

nm-tmr•nt

The a.::tual construction and lab?r charg~s will be f1n:!lized approximately 9()
We will reconcile any over- or underpayment at that time.

to

from you soon:

Eric I [ackett
Leader

Attachment:

Cc

J I IarrisiJPC

Farms Dairy Digester Project Draft Facility Study
A Slo;m/IPC

]) Walkcr;[J'C

\Vith

DRAJ1,T
Generator Interconnection
Facility Study Report
for the

Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project
for

Twin Falls County, Idaho

October 2, 2012

Project #307

DRAFT- FACILITY STUDY REPORT (FSR)
Swager Farms Dairy Digester
Project #307
October 2, 2012

1.

General Facility Description
The proposed project wi II consist of a short three-phase distribution line extension and Idaho
Power's overhead generation mterconnection package t_for prOJects k~s than 1 MVA) mcluding an
overhead rccloscr, metering package, local service power transformer,, disconnect switches, and a
relay/control box. Additionally, one 1000 kVA 27714~0 to 12.47 kV .Grounded Wye I Grounded
Wye padmounted transfonncr will be installed, including the associated underground
and
vaults. The JXOJCC:t is l\)cated in Twin Falls County,.Iciaho and connects to the 12.5 kV system on
Idaho Power Company's Clover (COVR-012) distribution line. The total project output is 0.8 M\V
Interconnection Customer:
Leslie White
Exergy 1\ew Energy
802 \V. Bannock
I it: Floor
Boise, lD 83 702
A Standard (lencrator Interconnection Agreement under fc!aho Power t
Transmission Tariff (OAT r) or Schedule 72 between Interconnection Customer and Idaho Power
Company - Delivery (Transmission Owner) for the Swager Fanns Dairy Digester Proiecl,
:>pecilically Clenerator Interconnection Project #307, will be prepared for this project.

1.1

Interconnection Point
The Interconnection Point fur the Swager Farms Dairy Digester Project will be the low-side
bushings on the padmounted transfom1er (SWl). The project's location is in TlOS RISE Section
21 of Twin Falls County, Idaho. A drawing identifying the Interconnection Point is attached.

1.2

Point of Change of Ownership
The Point of Change of Ownership for the Swager Fanns Dairy Digester Project vvill he the lowside bushings on the padmounted transt!xmer (SW I).

1 .3

Customer's Interconnection Facilities
The Interconnection Customer will install generators, low-side disconnect switches. all
and conduit bet•scc:1 the generators and the padmountcd transfonner. appropriate grounding
measures, and assuciated auxiliary equipment. Interconnection Customer will build underground
bcJiities to the Point of Change of Ownership for the generator facibty.

1.4

Other Facilities Provided by Interconnection Customer

1.4.1 Ground Fault Equipment
The customer will install ground fault
cquipnwnt that will limit the zero
sequence Dm!t current tu 20 amps at the Interconnection Point.

1.4.2 Easements
The Intcn.:onnection Customer 'NIII provide to Idaho Power a surveyed l}vletes &
Bounds) legal descriplton along with exhibit map for Idaho Po,ver's proposed
ities. After the kgal description has been delivered to IPCO for review, 1PCO
\viii supply to the Interconncction Customer a completed !PCO easement for
signature by the land ovvncr of record. Once the
been secured, the
Interconnection Customer will n;turn tl;e signed easement to

1.4.3 Local Service
The Interconnection ( 'ustomer
as necessary.

!S

responsible to arr~nge for local scn'icc to their site,

1.4.4 Monitoring Information
If the Interconnection Customer requires the ability to monitor information related to
arc required
the Idaho Pmvcr rccloscr in the generation interconnection package
to supply their own
to the contro~ box.

1.5

Idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities
Idaho Power will install a generation interconnection package on the existing distribution
feeder (COVR-0 12) on private property southeast of the intersection of E. 3800 N. and N.
1700 E. in Twin Fiills Cotmty, !D. Sec the attached work order maps (WO 27328106. sheet
l of I) for details.

The new interconnection package will include four distribution poles to mount a local service
tr:.wsfonner, solid blade disc(Jtmects, primary metering package, redoser, relays, fuses and
riser necessary for the package. The interconnection will be controlled by a SEL-547 line
protection relay. The relay will be located in a pole mounted enclosure and wiil also contain
a test switch (TS4 ), isolation interface. po1.ver supply, DC converter, control switch :md surge
protector.

Idaho Power wdl install
subsequently own and maintain) one 1000 kVA 277/480 to
12.47 kV Grounded Wyc
Grounded Wye padmounted transfom:er on top of a vault.
Conduit and underground cables will be installed Crom the interconnection package to
padmounted transformer. Proll:ctivc posts wtll be installed to protect !he ground mounted
cquipment from damage.
:\ 2" conduit wdl be [nsta[kd
the underground primary to ti:tciiitatc infonnat!on
to the ctbhm;er about the rccloser 1f desired.
fntcrconneetion Customer IS
t~x providing and·
the appropriate cable.)

2

1.6

Facility Estimated Cost:
good faith estimates are provided in 2011 dollars:

Interconnection Facilities:
Overhead G~ncrat10n Interconnection Package & Line Extension
ami 1000 kVA Transformer

lPC

$145,000

lPC

5>75,000
$220,000

SUBT01>4L

See Section 6 for the Project Grand Total

2.

Milestones
c;ohs1~1Jction Funds Received by JPCO

TBD
6 Months atter Constmction
Funds Received by IPCO
1 month after IPCO Constmction
Complete
TBD by seller

IPCO Construe
JPCO Commissioning Complete

Commercial Operation Date
These milestone dates assume that material can be procured and labor resources arc available.
Additionally, any pem1itting issues outside the immediate control of khho Power could also
influence the Commercial Operation Date.

3.

Operating Requirements
1

The project is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and Current Distortion Limits found in
IEEE Standard 519-1992 IEEE Recommended Practices and requirements for harmonic Control in
or any subsequent standards as they may be updated from time to time.
and during operation must be limited to less than 5% as measured at the
lntcrconnectJnn Point.

of

The ProJect must b~ capable
riding through faults on adjacent section of the power system without
tripping due to low voltag~. lt has been determined, through study, that the Project must be c<Jpable
of remaining interconnected for any
phase voltage as low as 0. 7 PU for 30 cycles, and for all
three phase voltages as low as 0.8 PU for 30 cycles.
Interconnection Customer \Vill be able to modify power plant facilities t>ll the Interconnection
Customer side of the lnterconnection Point with no impact upon the opemtion of the transmission or
distribution system whenever the generation facilities are electrically tsolated from the system and a
tenninal clearance is issued by Idaho Power Company's Grid Operator.

Reactive Power
!he

with

;\r

l11USt

= 200

'L1 ~HlLL
'

5.

Upgrades
5.1

Distribution Upgrades
Idaho Power will extend the existing distribution feeder (COVR-012)
the east (just north of the ponds) on private property to f~1ciiitatc and
Facilities.

6.

app~oximately

360 feet to
the Inte:connection

Estimated Costs
The following good faith estimates are provided in 2012 dollars:

Estimated Cost:

lnterconnectitm Facilities (jrom section 1. 6):
Overhead Generation Interconnection

$145,000

& Line

LP,C

Equipmc:nt and 1000 kV A Transformer

.'WBTOTAL

$75,000

$220,000

Note Regarding Transmission .Service:
This Facility Study is a Network Resource Interconnection Facility Study. This study identifies the
facilities necessary to integrate the Gerccrating Facility into Idaho Power's network to serve load within
Idaho Power's balancing area. Network Resource Intercoru1ection Service in and of itself does not
convey any right to deliver electricity to any specific customer or Point of Delivery.

4

Pr oposed Location for Distribution l !pgrad cs and Interconnection Facilities

Green ,=,Distribution Upgrades
Yellow = lntercormection Facilities (Interconn ection Package)
Red= Interconnection Facilities (Underground Cab les and Vaults)
Purple= lntercormecti on Facilities (Padmountec! T ransformer)
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Walker, Donovan
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Harris, Joshua; Park, Tessia
Hackett, Eric; Georgeson, Keith; Darrington, Michael; Anderson, Kathleen
RE: Draft FSR for Swager Farms Gl#307

From: Harris, Joshua
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 10:27 AM
To: Walker, Donovan; Park, Tessia
Cc: Hackett, Eric; Georgeson, Keith; Darrington, Michael; Anderson, Kathleen

Subject: FW: Draft FSR for Swager Farms GI#307

From: Leslie White [mailto:lwhite@exergydevelopment.corn]
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 9:58AM
To: Hackett, Eric; Harris, Joshua
Cc: James Carkulis; Laura Knothe

Subject: RE: Draft FSR for Swager Farms GI#307
Good morning Josh and Eric,
With regards to the draft FSR for Gl #307 and the draft GIA for Gl #390, Exergy provided IPCo with a notice of Force
Majeure on September 281h. As mentioned in the notice a consequence of the pending !PUC proceedings is that
renewable energy project lenders are unwilling to lend in Idaho. Therefore with regards to the current status of Gl#307
and Gl#390 we will remain ready to proceed with both pending documents upon resolution of the matter at the IPUC, but
until that time ! do not see the value in submitting comments to the FSR or GIA. I appreciate your continued work on
these projects and look forward to finding a path forward.
Please give me a call if you have any questions.
Leslie

From: Hackett/ Eric [mailto:EHackett@idahopower.com]
Sent: Wednesday/ October 03, 2012 9:24AM
To: Leslie White
Cc: Harris, Joshua; Walker, Donovan; Sloan, Aubrae

Subject: Draft FSR for Swager Farms GI#307
Leslie,
Please see attached.

Eric Hackett, P.E., PMP
ENGINEERING LEADER, COST & CONTROlS
Idaho Power I Delivery Projects
1221 W. Idaho St.

I Boise, ID I 83702

\tVork 208-388 5712
Mobile 208-283-2720

Email ehackett@idahopower.com

!"his transrmssion may contain mfonna!ion that is privileged, confidential and!or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are nm the intcndt.-d recipient, you arc hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information contained herein (including any reliance therecn) is STRICTLY PROHffiiTED. If you received this
transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format Thank you.
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